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(One) had better Used to express that something would be 
a good idea

You had better bring a jacket, it's cold 
outside S1E1 4 Neutral

Be turned on by (sth) To be sexually provoked by something She was turned on by the firemen S1E1 4 Informal https://instagram.com/p/9WHHHzETeH/?taken-by=reallife_english

Bridesmaid In a wedding, the women who stand with 
and support the bride She had 6 bridesmaids at her wedding S1E1 3 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/bridesmaid/#en

Buzzer
The button that opens the door to an 
appartment building (from the bzzz sound 
it makes) Could you press the buzzer and let him in? S1E1 3 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/buzzer/#en

Catch on To become aware of something
I should have caught on that he was drunk 
because he could barely walk S1E1 3 Neutral

Chalk Material used to write on a blackboard My teacher prefers markers to chalk S1E1 3 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/chalk/#en

Crash on (sb's) couch To sleep at someone's house (on their 
couch)

Max is crashing on our couch until he can 
find a new appartment S1E1 4 Informal https://instagram.com/p/2qlIJrkTal/?taken-by=reallife_english

Drift apart (from sb) To become more distant (in a relationship)
They got a divorce after drifting apart 
during their five years of marriage S1E1 3 Neutral

Eyelash The hairs on your eye that keep dirt out She has beautiful, long eyelashes S1E1 3 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/eyelash/#en
Get screwed To get tricked; to get a bad deal He got screwed on the price of his new car S1E1 4 Informal https://instagram.com/p/9dqc8lkTVi/ http://www.forvo.com/word/screwed/#en

Hairpiece A fake piece of hair used by bald people to 
hide their baldness He's clearly wearing a hairpiece S1E1 2 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/hairpiece/#enDid you know Charlie Sheen wears a hairpiece? 

Hanger Tool used for hanging clothing There are hangers in the closet S1E1 4 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/hanger/#en
Honeymoon The trip you take after getting married They spent their honeymoon in Aruba S1E1 4 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/honeymoon/#en
Horny Sexually aroused Teenage boys are often horny S1E1 4 Informal http://www.forvo.com/word/horny/#en

Hump A protruding bump (like on the back of a 
camel, or a person)

The hump on his back has grown larger 
with old age S1E1 2 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/hump/#enhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IuBOvzXqPoY

Kitten A baby cat Is there anything cuter than kittens? S1E1 4 Informal http://www.forvo.com/word/kitten/#en
Mess An extremely unorganized state The kitchen is a mess, clean it up S1E1 5 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/mess/#en
Mitten Worn on your hands to keep them warm Do you prefer gloves or mittens? S1E1 3 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/mitten/#en

Murky Dark, cloudy, dirty (when referring to 
liquids) I wouldn't swim in that murky water. S1E1 2 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/search/murky/

Over and over Repeatedly He kept playing the song over and over. S1E1 5 Neutral

Raindrop Individual drop of rain
His car was covered in raindrops after the 
storm S1E1 4 Neutral

Split (sth) To share something Want to split the last cookie? S1E1 4 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/split/#en
Stomp To step on something with great force He stomped on the plastic bottle S1E1 3 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/stomp/#en
String A thin cord Tie it up with string S1E1 4 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/string/#en

To hell with (sb)
Expression used to say you don't care 
about someone or wish bad things will 
happen to them

To hell with what they think, I know I can 
get fluent in 6 months! S1E1 3 Informal https://instagram.com/reallife_english/http://www.forvo.com/word/hell/#en http://reallifeglobal.com/how-to-use-swear-words-in-english/ [6]

Walk out on (sb) To abandon someone He walked out on his wife two months ago S1E1 4 Neutral
What the hell! An intensive of just exclaiming, 'what!' What the hell are you doing? S1E1 4 Informal

Geek
Someone who has specific or peculiar 
interests (who usually does not fit in with 
the norm) Many geeks are obsessed with Star Trek

S1E1, 
S1E10, 
S1E21 4 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/geek/#en

All of a sudden Expression used when something 
unexpected happens 

All of a sudden it started raining and I didn't 
have an umbrella

S1E1, 
S1E12 5 Neutral

Hit on (sb) To openly express romantic interest in 
someone Please don't hit on my sister

S1E1, 
S1E12, 
S2E1 4 Slang/informal

Are you kidding An expression of disbelief Messi is injured, are you kidding? 
S1E1, 
S1E14 5 Informal

Come on! Expression of disbelief; used to convince 
someone to change their opinion

Come on! You're going out with the guy, 
there must be something wrong with him

S1E1, 
S1E23 5 Informal http://www.forvo.com/word/come_on/#en

Have a crush on (sb) To have romantic intentions towards 
someone I had a crush on you in High School 

S1E1, 
S1E7 4 Informal https://instagram.com/p/2tFsL2kTbO/?taken-by=reallife_english

Ask (sb) out
To ask someone to go on a date with you If you like her, you should ask her out 

S1E1, 
S1E7, 
S1E16 5 Neutral

Turn out
To result in a certain way It turns out she's not pregnant 

S1E1, 
S1E7, 
S2E10, 
S2E17 5 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/turn_out/#enhttps://pinnacleperformancechampions.files.wordpress.com/2013/04/things-turn-out-best.jpg

Rub To apply pressure and friction to 
something Could you rub my back? It's sore

S1E1, 
S1E7, 
S2E15 4 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/rub/#en

Figure (v)
To think, guess

I figure I'll go to my parents' house for 
Christmas

S1E1, 
S1E8, 
S1E10, 
S2E5 5 Informal http://www.forvo.com/word/figure/#en
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Sweetie Used to refer to someone you care about 
(typically used by women) Is everything alright, sweetie? 

S1E1, 
S1E8, 
S1E13, 
S2E11 3 Informal http://www.forvo.com/word/sweetie/#en

Spit To eject saliva from one's mouth Spitting is a filthy habit 
S1E1, 
S2E1 4 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/spit/#en

Give (sb) a break Cut someone some slack, go easy on 
someone Give her a break, she just got fired 

S1E1, 
S2E10 4 Informal

It hit (sb) To have a sudden realization 
And then it hit me, how much he looks like 
Mr. Potato head

S1E1, 
S2E11 4 Informal

Freak out
To panic, be overcome with anxiety 

She freaks out every time she sees a 
spider

S1E1, 
S2E2, 
S2E17 3 Informal http://www.forvo.com/word/freak_out/#en

Hang out To spend time with someone or in a place Want to go hang out at the mall? 
S1E1, 
S2E20 5 Informal http://www.forvo.com/word/hang_out/#en

(Sth) is killing (sb) Something is causing a great amount of 
pain or anxiety

My back has been killing me ever since I 
went skiing S1E10

(Sth) means a lot to (sb) Something is very important for somebody
It would mean a lot to your mother if you 
visited for Christmas S1E10

All expenses paid Free
It's unbelieveably, she got an all expenses 
paid trip to Bali! S1E10 https://instagram.com/p/5OlsDfkTYv/?taken-by=reallife_english

Ash Remains of something burnt
Could you clean the ash out of the 
fireplace? S1E10

Bewitching Captivating, entrancing I find the Beatles' music bewitching S1E10

Bitch An unpleasant or annoying woman
I don't care that she's my boss, she's a 
bitch! S1E10 Vulgar

Catch a flight To get a flight She will have to catch a flight to London S1E10

Catch up (with sb)
To inform someone of the latest news in 
your life (because you haven't seen 
eachother in a long time) 

Let's catch up over coffee next week, are 
you free? S1E10

Drag To pull something along the ground
I would have dragged him out of bed if he 
hadn't finally gotten up S1E10

Drag one's feet To do something lazily
You have to stop dragging your feet and 
make the life you've always wanted S1E10 https://instagram.com/p/5G5C2XkTcx/?taken-by=reallife_english

Get it on with sb To have sex with someone They got it on in her car S1E10 https://instagram.com/p/5MC3e1ETQ0/?taken-by=reallife_english

Grant A sum of money given by an organization 
for a certain purpose

We got a grant to build our business in 
Chile S1E10

Have a blast Have a really good time They had a blast at the festival S1E10 https://instagram.com/p/5JbY3OETb_/?taken-by=reallife_english
Hop A quick, short jump I can't hop because I sprained my ankle S1E10

Jolly
Happy, used to describe someone who is 
very upbeat. Also, often describes Santa 
Claus No one is jollier than Santa Claus S1E10

Juggle
To try to do many things at the same time

I won't go to the party, I'll have been 
juggling so many things at work and will 
just want to rest S1E10

Kill me (now)
Expression used to communicate great 
frustration and desire to remove oneself 
from an undesireable situation

I have to take the IELTS exam? Kill me 
now S1E10 https://instagram.com/p/9lqIU3kTW5/?taken-by=reallife_english

Look in on (sb) To pay someone a visit and check on them
Would you look in on your grandmother 
this Saturday? S1E10

Mingle To interact socially with other people 
I'd rather sit home and watch a movie than 
mingle with strangers at a party S1E10

Pact An agreement
We made a pact not to study English every 
day for a month S1E10

Scramble To move quickly, impulsively, and without 
much direction

They scrammbled to hide the gift before 
their mom saw it S1E10

Show up To arrive to a place You can't show up drunk at work S1E10

Shut (sb) out To ignore someone completely
Our marriage will end if she keeps shutting 
me out like this S1E10

Slap in the face An unexpected negative action or insult
Firing her in front of all of her coworkers 
was a slap in the face S1E10 https://instagram.com/p/5FuMGRETT0/?taken-by=reallife_english

Smidge A tiny amount of something I'll have a smidge of milk in my coffee S1E10

Snap To lose control in an eruption of emotion
After years of working with a horrible boss, 
she finally snapped S1E10

Snowman A snow sculpture often made by children in 
the winter

If it ever snowed here we would build a 
snowman S1E10

Sorta fella Type of person (generally a man)
Robert isn't the sorta fella that travels the 
world S1E10
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Sweep To clean the floor with a broom, or to do 
something with this type of motion

The wind swept away all of my important 
papers S1E10

Tackle To bring someone to the ground using your 
weight; to do something difficult

Do you think you can tackle this project 
alone? S1E10

Take a break Have a rest
I'll take a break after I've finished my 
presentation S1E10

Tantrum An uncontrolled outburst of anger and 
frustration 

Any ideas of how to deal with a child 
having tantrums? S1E10

Tidy (sth up) To make something clean and organized
Please tidy your room before your 
grandparents come S1E10

You wish! Used to indicate that what someone said is 
not true or will never happen

Jennifer will totally go to dinner with me.' 
'You wish!' S1E10

Be sick of (sth) Not able to tolerate something any more I'm sick of corrupt politicians
S1E10, 
S1E12 https://instagram.com/p/9YqgvIkTZ6/?taken-by=reallife_english

Jerk Insult. A non-vulgar way of calling 
someone an asshole Some say Bradley Cooper is a jerk

S1E10, 
S1E18, 
S2E13

Handle To deal with a difficult situation; to hold 
something in one's hands

I can't handle my job anymore, I'm going to 
quit

S1E10, 
S1E21

Yell (at sb)
To raise your voice to sb

I would have yelled at her if she weren't 
just a chile

S1E10, 
S1E23, 
S2E22

For your information Just so you know (usually in contradiction 
to someone's assumption)

For your information, I speak English 
excellently 

S1E10, 
S2E10

Speak up Said to someone when you want them to 
speak louder Speak up, I can't hear you. 

S1E10, 
S2E15

Make out
To kiss passionately The teenagers made out on the couch

S1E10, 
S2E6, 
S2E8, 
S2E12 https://instagram.com/p/9oHckXETRc/?taken-by=reallife_english

A blast Outstanding, really fun
The RealLife party Saturday night was a 
blast! S1E11

Ambulance Large vehicle used to take people to the 
hospital during emergencies

I would call an ambulence, but I don't think 
this is an emergency S1E11

Bam! Used to indicate an unexpected occurence
She was just minding her own business 
when, bam! A guy tried to steal her purse S1E11

Be cool To be calm and relaxed, not giving away 
anything

Meditating helps you be cool and collected 
even in stressful situations S1E11

Beam with pride To have an obvious look of pride on your 
face

She was beaming with pride as she 
accepted the award S1E11 https://instagram.com/p/9tRswaETf4/?taken-by=reallife_english

Break sb's heart Overwhelm someone with sadness (often 
someone who you are in love with)

She completely broke his heart when she 
asked for a divorce S1E11 https://instagram.com/p/9rR7XvETfQ/?taken-by=reallife_english

Coma A large period of time without 
conciousness

He was in a coma for almost two years 
when he finally woke up S1E11

Come out of (one's) 
shell

To start being more comfortable with 
yourself or in a social situation

He will come out of his shell when he gets 
to know you better S1E11

Cover The front part of a book or magazine Don't judge a book by its cover S1E11

Crave To have a specific desire for something, 
especially food or drink I'm craving a cigarette, but I'm trying to quit S1E11

Euphemism
A nice word used in place of something 
that might be considered unpleasant or 
rude Pass away is a euphemism for die S1E11

Famished Starving, very hungry I was famished after running the marathon S1E11
Forbidden Not allowed Dogs are forbidden in this park S1E11

Get intimate (with sb) Have sex with someone
After dinner they went home and got 
intimate S1E11 https://instagram.com/p/5bYXQIkTUO/?taken-by=reallife_english

Grip To grasp something Grip onto the rope tightly so you don't fall S1E11

Handsome Good looking (usually only used to 
describe a man)

His father was a handsome man until the 
day he died S1E11

Have issues To have problems that you need to resolve
We used to have issues but we resolved 
them in counseling S1E11

Kiddo Affectionate way to refer to somebody 
(usually a chile) 

No one has called me kiddo since I was 12 
years old S1E11

Knockout An extremely attractive woman; to be 
struck unconcious His sister is a knockout S1E11

On the side Something one does in addition to their 
main job He's a teacher, but he sings on the side S1E11

Oversleep To sleep past the time that you wanted to 
wake up

I wouldn't have been late if I hadn't 
overslept S1E11
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Phew! Expression of relief
I thought I forgot my keys, but phew, I 
found them S1E11

Plunge To dive deep into something
He plunged into his notes the night before 
his exam S1E11

Point at (sb/sth) To indicate something with your finger
Don't point! I don't want her to know we're 
looking at her S1E11

Shot A small drink of strong alcohol 
Would you prefer a shot of tequila or 
vodka? S1E11

Slugger Affectionate nickname deriving from 
baseball (usually used with children) 

What kind of ice cream do you want, 
slugger? S1E11

Spell it out To explain something simply
I'm not sure I understand what you mean, 
could you spell it out for me? S1E11 https://instagram.com/p/5eBkuaETX1/?taken-by=reallife_english

Upset Unhappy and perhaps angry
I was upset after my brother drank the last 
beer S1E11

Way too Used to give something greater emphasis That bed is way too big to fit in my room S1E11

What the hell? Used when you're shocked or angry
You spilled coffee on my computer, what 
the hell! S1E11 https://instagram.com/p/5ggU2tETW0/?taken-by=reallife_english

Whistle To make a high-pitched sound with your 
mouth We like whistling along to songs in the car S1E11

Woozy Dizzy
He felt woozy from eating so much at the 
party S1E11

Mean it Used to show that something you're saying 
(often a compliment) is very genuine I mean it, you're a really amazing cook

S1E11, 
S1E12, 
S1E18

Give something a shot To try something or attempt to do 
something

I've never played basketball before, but I'll 
give it a shot

S1E11, 
S1E14 https://instagram.com/p/5X4gMZETe4/?taken-by=reallife_english

Stop by
To visit someone briefly 

Do you want to stop by the house and grab 
your things?

S1E11, 
S1E15, 
S2E4, 
S2E15

Scum
Someone who is worthless and terrible; 
layer of bacteria that forms in dirty, moist 
places I feel so bad for him, his boss is scum

S1E11, 
S2E1

Good-looking Attractive Angelina Jolie is really good looking 
S1E11, 
S2E10

In (sb's) day Referring to when someone was in their 
prime (in the best years of their life) In my day people were more polite

S1E11, 
S2E11 https://www.instagram.com/p/BAxAjJekTRn/?taken-by=reallife_english

Drop off To leave (sb/sth) somewhere
I have to drop my kids off at school then I'll 
got to the dentist

S1E11, 
S2E18

(Be) out of sorts Not feeling well, grumpy, irritated Sorry I yelled, I've been feeling out of sorts. S1E12 https://instagram.com/p/5q28oiETUY/?taken-by=reallife_english
A-ok Perfectly ok, going smoothly No worries, the project is a-ok! S1E12

Altogether Completely
We went to dinner and dancing, altogether 
it was a lovely evening S1E12

Charming Pleasant, attractive, smooth talking He's a regular prince charming S1E12

Commitment Dedication to something
I would make more commitments, but I'm 
already so busy S1E12

Compass Tool used to tell direction
They got lost in the woods, but luckily had 
a compass S1E12

Distraught Really upset
She's going to be distraught when you 
break up with her S1E12

Fine dining
Service provided in a restaurant where 
there is a special effort to present meals in 
a stylish, visually appealing manner

If I had more money I would take her for 
dinner at my favorite restaurant S1E12

Fling A short, intense romantic relationship; to 
throw something

They had a fling last summer but it didn't 
last long S1E12

Heads up
Pay attention, watch out (derived from 
sports, used to tell someone to look out for 
the ball) 

Just a heads up, it might rain so take your 
umbrella S1E12

I've been better Another way to say that you're feeling 
badly

I have two exams this week so I've been 
better S1E12

Leave little to the 
Imagination

Something that is really apparent (often 
used to reference something sexual) 

Your new bathing suit doesn't leave much 
to the imagination S1E12 https://instagram.com/p/5oUQidkTQh/?taken-by=reallife_english

Make a move (on sb)
To say or do something with the intention 
of seducing someone (e.g. grabbing their 
butt) 

I can't believe James tried to make a move 
on Tom's mom! S1E12

Make a pass (at sb) To make a move on someone
She slapped him when he made a pass at 
her. S1E12 https://instagram.com/p/5wNe4QkTUm/?taken-by=reallife_english

Mommy Diminuitive of mother (mostly used by 
children to refer to their mom) Could I have a cookie, mommy? S1E12
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Nauseous Sick, wanting to vomit I feel nauseous every time I smell hot dogs S1E12

Nevermind Used to tell someone to forget or not worry 
about something you have just said Nevermind, I'll clean the dishes myself S1E12

Not see (sth) coming Used when something unexpected 
happens

Costa Rica almost won the world cup, I did 
not see that coming. S1E12

Overwhelm To have a feeling of too much to do or to 
be saturated with emotions

I'm overwhelmed with my job and my 
studies S1E12

Pick To choose I don't care where we eat, you pick. S1E12

Pig
Used to describe someone (usually a man) 
who is too macho or treats the opposite 
sex direspectively 

He sleeps with a different woman every 
week. What a pig. S1E12

Push back To postpone something
Can we push back the meeting until 
Monday? S1E12

Run off To suddenly leave or abandon a situation
He had run off before the baby was even 
born S1E12

Speak for everyone To speak representative of an entire 
group's feelings

I think I speak for everyone when I say that 
you need to stop drinking S1E12

Split (sth) To divide the costs for somethign Do you want to split dinner? S1E12

Swear off (sth) To give something up, to not do something 
anymore

Don't swear off of chocolate, just eat less 
of it S1E12 https://instagram.com/p/9v1zIjETR6/?taken-by=reallife_english

Swoop in Take advantage of a situation 
He swooped in with flowers and chocolates 
and asked her to dinner S1E12

Take (sth) well/badly Used to refer to how someone receives 
some bad news

She seems to be taking the death of her 
grandma pretty well S1E12

Things get ugly Said when a situation gets bad or chaotic
When she caught him cheating things got 
ugly. S1E12 https://instagram.com/p/5y4VXfETVT/?taken-by=reallife_english

Throw in To include, insert something
Learning Spanish and English is hard, and 
now throwing in Russian I'm overwhelmed. S1E12

Unleash To let free something of great power She unleashed her dog on the robber S1E12

What's the matter? What's the problem, used to ask why 
someone is sad

You didn't eat any dinner, what's the 
matter? S1E12

Will you...? Used to ask somone to do something 
(often impatiently) Will you just make a decision? S1E12

Wuss An insult saying someone is weak 
Don't be a wuss, rollercoasters aren't that 
scary S1E12 Derived from the much more vulgar 'pussy' 

Stare To look at someone or something without 
blinking

Stop staring at your computer screen and 
go outside!

S1E12, 
S1E15

Yum(my) Yum or yummy means that something is 
delicious. It can also be used to describe 
an attractive person This chocolate cake sure is yummy.

S1E12, 
S1E15, 
S1E2, 
S2E19

How come?
Why? You didn't get the job? How come? 

S1E12, 
S1E18, 
S2E2

So what? Used to show that something isn't 
important 

So what if it's your friends birthday? You 
can't leave work early!

S1E12, 
S1E20

Poke
To gently touch someone with the tip of 
your finger (often used to get someone's 
attention) He poked her so he could tell her the news

S1E12, 
S1E20, 
S2E20

On one's way (to 
somewhere) Currently traveling to a place

Marta said she's on her way home and will 
be here in 15 minutes 

S1E12, 
S2E1

Caterer A person or company who provides food 
for an event She has agreed to cater the entire wedding

S1E12, 
S2E11, 
S2E13

Kick (sb's) butt/ass
To beat someone at something easily 

She could kick anyone's ass at video 
games

S1E12, 
S2E6, 
S2E14 https://instagram.com/p/5tcQcckTbg/?taken-by=reallife_english

(sth) is textbook Something obvious or well known; to be 
expected

She told our father I did badly on my exam, 
so textbook! S1E13

Back up (there) Say that again, rewind Back up there, what did he tell you? S1E13

Barge in (somewhere) To enter somewhere quickly
He barged in yelling that he had important 
news S1E13

Between a Rock and a 
Hard Place In a very difficult and complicated situation

I was between a rock and a hard place 
when she asked me to choose between 
her or my friends S1E13 https://instagram.com/p/56Z9ZZkTWq/?taken-by=reallife_english

Booby Breast
Chandler saw Rachel's boobies; it was 
awkward S1E13

Come clean To confess something
The politician finally came clean about 
stealing all that money S1E13 https://instagram.com/p/58_b0LETcv/?taken-by=reallife_english
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Do it Have sex So, have you guys done it yet? S1E13

Double life To be doing something in secrecy over a 
period of time

He was living a double life with a second 
family in another town S1E13

Fasten your seatbelt Prepare yourself for something Fasten your seatbelt I'm gonna jump! S1E13 https://instagram.com/p/6EozvoETXe/?taken-by=reallife_english

Ferry
A boat that crosses a short distance 
carrying passengers (and vehicles) as a 
regular service

We took the ferry to Staaten Island last 
weekend S1E13

Fill (sb's) head To make someone believe something 
Don't fill your little brother's head with 
ideas about going to Disney Land S1E13

Freak (sb) out To scare someone, to make someone feel 
very uncomfortable The scary movie really freaked me out S1E13

Go the distance Make a long term commitment
He really went the distance, being married 
for over 50 years S1E13

Haul To carry something with a lot of effort 
(generally something heavy)

I would haul all these books with me if I 
had more space S1E13 Often used figuratively

Intimacy
Close familiarity

His relationships never last more than a 
couple months, maybe he has intimacy 
issues S1E13

Keep an eye on (sth/sb) To watch something cautiously 
Could you keep an eye on this sauce and 
make sure it doesn't burn? S1E13 https://instagram.com/p/6CTASqkTSJ/?taken-by=reallife_english

Knock To hit a door and let someone know you 
have arrived

I would have knocked, but I noticed the 
door was already open S1E13

Low self-esteem
To not be confident, have low self-respect

She had low self-esteem in high school, 
but now she's a confident and successful 
lawyer S1E13

Ma Mom, mother Ma, could I have another cookie S1E13

Only child Someone who doesn't have siblings 
My friend is an only child, but we're like 
brothers S1E13

Overshadow To diminish someone elses achievements 
with your accomplishments

She was overshadowed by her best friend 
throughout school S1E13

Peepee Penis (a term usually used with children) She saw his peepee S1E13

Ridiculous Absurd, nonsense
My boss wants us to work over the 
weekend, this is rediculous S1E13

Sabotage
To deliberately destroy or damage 
something (particularly in order to achieve 
some type of advantage) 

I'm going to try to sabotage her project so I 
can win the competition S1E13

Screwed up Messed up, out of order
Politicians always screw the world up by 
starting wars S1E13

Shrink A psychiatrist You should see a shrink S1E13

Stand-up guy Model citizen, someone with strong values
We think Obama is a really stand-up 
president S1E13

Suck up (v) To act kind to someone for one's own 
advantage

He sucked up to the teacher to try to get 
better grades S1E13

Thing Another way to refer to male genetalia Did you see his thing? S1E13
What's the matter with 
you?

Insult used when someone does 
something stupid. What's your problem?

You can't light a fire here, what's the 
matter with you? S1E13

Creepy Causing an unpleasant feeling of fear or 
unease He's always staring at us, it's really creepy

S1E13, 
S1E14

Cave in Give in to someone's wishes or demands
Don't cave into your friends pressuring you 
to do drugs

S1E13, 
S1E18

Break it off with (sb) To break up with someone They broke it off shortly after the wedding
S1E13, 
S1E20 https://instagram.com/p/5_i7a9kTSy/?taken-by=reallife_english

For God's sake Exclamation used to express surprise, 
anger, impatience, etc. 

For God's sake, why would you put spicy 
sauce on pancakes?

S1E13, 
S1E24 https://instagram.com/p/9Mp8Y-ETSo/?taken-by=reallife_english

(Sth) is on (sb) To say that we are treating someone to 
something Hey, dinner is on me tonight S1E14 https://instagram.com/p/6UAXDMETeF/?taken-by=reallife_english

Bald Without hair I hope I don't go bald like my brother S1E14
Barely Hardly, almost not at all He could barely see what was happening S1E14

Bonfire A big fire
We would have a bonfire, but it's illegal 
here S1E14

Chant Repeat a word, phrase or mantra singing
They were chanting the team's name to 
show support S1E14

Cleanse A deep cleaning (of toxins, negative 
energy, etc.)

After eating so much during the holidays I 
need a cleanse S1E14

Deny Refuse to accept or admit the truth Don't deny it, I know you're lying. S1E14

Don't you dare Used to tell or threaten someone not to do 
something Don't you dare drink the last beer S1E14 https://instagram.com/p/6Rb2L0ETR5/?taken-by=reallife_english
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Get back in the game To return to action (in sports, dating) 
Man you broke up 6 months ago, it's time 
for you to get back in the game S1E14 https://instagram.com/p/6MU1JOETQc/?taken-by=reallife_english

Get off Finish work He usually gets off at 5PM S1E14

Get on Continue 
The break is over, please get on with your 
work S1E14

Go up to (sb) To approach someone He went up to her and gave her a rose S1E14

Jet lag The feeling of fatigue after a long travel 
through different time zones

Jet lag is really bad when you fly to 
Australia S1E14

Lend (sth)
To let someone borrow something, to give 
on the condition that someone will return it 
later

I lent him my lawn mower and he still 
hasn't given it back S1E14

Major Someone's main area of study in 
University

My major is international relations, what's 
yours? S1E14

Match-maker Someone who sets up good couples
Our friend Ellen is a match maker, she got 
us to start dating S1E14

Overpriced Used to say something is more expensive 
than it should be

These shoes are really overpriced, let's go 
to another shop. S1E14

Puppet A doll that is moved by the hand
We were going to take the kids to a puppet 
show but it was cancelled S1E14

Put a label on (sb/sth) Referring to someone judgementally; 
attempting to define a relationship

I don't like to label someone I don't know 
well S1E14 http://reallifeglobal.com/new-expression-put-a-label-on-someone/

Reunion An event where people come together 
after a long time apart

I have my High School 10 year reunion 
next month S1E14

Scooch To move aside a little bit Could you scooch over? I can't fit here. S1E14

Set (sb) up (with sb) To arrange a date between to people
I set up my two best friends, but it didn't 
work out S1E14

Slather To spread something heavily He slathered cream cheese on the bagel S1E14

Take (sb) out To go out on a date with someone (said by 
the person who is paying) Could I take you out for dinner sometime? S1E14

Throw up To vomit
He got the flu and couldn't stop throwing 
up S1E14

Wacky Crazy My aunt is pretty wacky S1E14
Way to go! Good job, well done You scored three goals, way to go! S1E14 https://www.instagram.com/p/_x2Cp7kTT6/?taken-by=reallife_english

Zipper Interlocking metal fastener usually used to 
open and close clothing My jean's zipper is broken S1E14

Bail on (sb) To ditch someone, to cancel plans with 
someone

I can believe you bailed on me and I had to 
watch the movie alone

S1E14, 
S1E15

Screw up To fail at something or do something 
unsuccessfully

We screwed up on the English exam and 
didn't pass

S1E14, 
S1E17

Do for a living What you work in, what you do to make 
money So, what do you do for a living?

S1E14, 
S1E18 https://instagram.com/p/6O6txeETSu/?taken-by=reallife_english

Needy Overly in need of love and affection 
(usually negative) 

He can't get a date because he's too 
needy and clingy 

S1E14, 
S1E20

Make a break (for it) To attempt to escape without being noticed
Uh-oh, my ex is over there, I'm going to 
make a break for it

S1E14, 
S2E1 https://instagram.com/p/6W0ahpkTRA/?taken-by=reallife_english

Lick To taste or wet something using the 
tongue The kids were licking popsicles 

S1E14, 
S2E12

(Sb's) place Someone's house Want to go watch a movie at my place? S1E15
Blaze up To smoke marijuana Everyone was blazing up at the concert S1E15 https://instagram.com/p/6mBYBNkTSf/?taken-by=reallife_english

Brag To say something in a boastful manner, 
talking high of oneself Stop bragging about winning S1E15

Bug Insect She has a fear of bugs S1E15

Caress To touch or stroke something gently or 
lovingly He carressed her cheek S1E15

Catch a movie To see a movie (at the theater)
You want to grab dinner then catch a 
movie? S1E15 https://instagram.com/p/6piX3YETRH/?taken-by=reallife_english

Chick magnet Something or someone that attracts 
women His car is a total chick magnet S1E15 https://instagram.com/p/6epB7RkTT8/?taken-by=reallife_english Vulgar: you might hear 'pussy magnet'

Cider A drink made from apples, it can be hot or 
cold. It can also be alcoholic I'll take a pint of cider, please. S1E15

Claws Sharp nails (typical of an animal)
Be careful of the cat's claws, he might 
scratch you S1E15

Cubicle A small enclosure used as an office in 
large buildings He works in a small cubicle S1E15

Doobie A marijuana cigarette She would never touch a doobie S1E15
Filth Something extremely dirty That abandoned building is filthy S1E15
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Flattering nice-looking, showing one's best attributes
That's a very flattering dress, where did 
you buy it? S1E15

Formerly Previously This bar was formerly a library S1E15
Furry Having lots of hair (but in a cute way) Look a the furry, little puppies S1E15
Ganja Marijuana slang You guys want to buy some ganja? S1E15

Greet To say hello to someone
They were greeted at the door by the 
hostess S1E15

Hemp Marijuana plant, used to make fabrics. Can 
also be used to refer to the drug This tshirt is made of hemp S1E15

Joint A marijuana cigarette 
My mom found a joint in my backpack and 
I got in trouble S1E15

Memo Short for memorandum, a message in 
business Did you get that memo I sent this morning? S1E15

Picture To imagine something in a certain way I always pictured you becoming a doctor S1E15
Prank A practical joke or mischievous act They pulled a prank on their teacher S1E15

Roof The covering structure of a house or 
building I have to keep a roof over my family's head S1E15

Root for (sth/sb) To cheer for, to support something
They were rooting for Spain to win the 
world cup S1E15

Run out To abandon (usually quickly); to finish 
somethign She ran out on her wedding S1E15

Seal the deal To make something official; can also 
reference having sex

We went back to my place and then I 
sealed the deal S1E15 https://instagram.com/p/6g9vRUkTV0/?taken-by=reallife_english

Spoil To ruin This milk has spoiled, I better throw it away S1E15 https://instagram.com/p/6jdk42kTWA/?taken-by=reallife_english
Stoned High, having consumed marijuana That group of kids is obviously stoned S1E15

Temp Job Short for temporaty job, a job taken up 
usually for just a few weeks or months 

I got a temp job at this big corporation, I 
hope it doesn't last long S1E15

Tool A jerk; something used for building My boss is a real tool S1E15
Tremble To shake or shiver We were trembling from the cold S1E15
Weed Common slang marijuana You should never smoke weed and drive S1E15

Admit (sth) To confess something is true He admitted he stole her chocolate
S1E15, 
S1E17

Figure out (sth) To come to a solution
He figured out that the best way to get 
there was by train

S1E15, 
S1E17

Smack To hit something He smacked the table and laughed loudly
S1E15, 
S2E7

(Sth) is none of (sb's) 
business

Said when something does not concern 
someone My salary is none of your business! S1E16 https://instagram.com/p/6xECg9ETWd/?taken-by=reallife_english

Act out To express repressed emotion or 
psychological distress with overt behaviour

I think my son is acting out, he's been 
throwing a lot of tantrums lately S1E16

Be assured To be sure 
You can be assured that he'll win the 
presidency S1E16 Also, rest assured

Big picture The entire persepective of a situation 
I don't think I understood the big picture of 
the film S1E16

Dip (one's) pen in the 
company ink

To have a relationship with someone who 
works at your office

It's never a good idea to dip your pen in the 
company ink S1E16 https://instagram.com/p/61oFqVETcx/?taken-by=reallife_english

Evil With terrible, cruel intentions There is no denying that Hitler was evil S1E16

Flip you for it Decide the results of a disagreement by 
flipping a coin But I want the last cookie. I'll flip you for it. S1E16

Frenzy State of histeria The gunman went on a frenzy S1E16
Frightening Scary She wore a frightening Halloween costume S1E16

Give (sb) a look To make a certain facial expression at 
someone 

That woman keeps giving me dirty looks, 
but I don't believe I know her S1E16

Knit To make clothing by interlacing wool 
threads She knitted sweaters for her grandchildren S1E16

Lay off (sb)
To temporarily remove someone from his 
or her job because of necessary cut backs 
on staff (usually in economic recession) 

My brother was laid off during the crisis, 
but luckily he's working again now. S1E16 Not the same as fire, which is permanent removal 

Let (sb) go A more mild way to fire someone We're gonig to have to let you go. S1E16
Let me put it this way To phrase something in a certain manner Let me put it this way, if he's going, I'm not. S1E16
Merry Happy Everyone feels merry at Christmastime S1E16

Out of whack Out of balance
The jet lag has caused my sleeping 
schedule to be really out of whack S1E16 https://instagram.com/p/64OIe0kTXM/?taken-by=reallife_english

Paperwork Work involving written documents (like 
reports)

I have to finish some paperwork before I 
take off S1E16
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Put through To submit something
I put through the documents for my 
passport last week S1E16

Quickie Brief, spontaneous sexual intercourse They had a quickie in the plane's bathroom S1E16

Recollection Memories of a past event
I have no recollection of what we did last 
weekend S1E16

Score
Said when marking a goal in sports; used 
when something good and unexpected 
happens

He gave me an extra scoop of ice cream, 
score! S1E16

Sleep funny To sleep in an odd position that can result 
in cramps or pain

I slept funny on Sunday and my back has 
been killing me all week. S1E16 https://instagram.com/p/6zHxkNkTeZ/?taken-by=reallife_english

Start over To start again from the beginning 
Can we start the movie over? I missed the 
beginning. S1E16

Steal (sb) away To seduce someone else's romantic 
interest so they leave that person for you

He stole away my girlfriend and I never 
forgave him S1E16

There's something 
about (sth/sb)

Used to say that there is something 
unexplainable that attracts you to 
something or someone

There is something about Spain, I just 
couldn't live in any other country S1E16

Try (sth) on To try a piece of clothing to see if it fits
Let me try on these pants before I buy 
them S1E16

Run it by (sb) To ask someone's permission 
I better run my weekend plans by my 
girlfriend to make sure it's ok

S1E16, 
S1E19

Keep it down Be quiet 
Could you kids keep it down, we're trying 
to sleep

S1E16, 
S2E22

Freezing Very cold It's freezing outside, I better bring a jacket 
S1E16, 
S2E8

Altar Area used for the focus in religious 
preceedings

The couple stood in the alter while saying 
their marital vows S1E17

Ankle Bone connecting the leg and foot I sprained my ankle playing football S1E17

Ask out To ask on a date
I would ask her out if she didn't have a 
boyfriend S1E17

At all Used to emphasize a negation
I just ate a sandwich, so I'm not hungry at 
all S1E17

Be a cow Used to exaggerate how fat someone is
She was a cow in highschool, but she lost 
a lot of weight S1E17 https://instagram.com/p/7IGqKlkTdR/?taken-by=reallife_english

Be fine To be in a good state I'm fine, just a little bit tired S1E17

Be out (of sth) To not have any left of something
I'm sorry, we're out of time, we can talk 
about this next week S1E17 https://www.instagram.com/p/BCdJYt9ETZa/?taken-by=reallife_english

Be there for (sb) To be reliable; to be there to help someone 
in need

I know that my parents will always be there 
for me if I'm in trouble S1E17

Block To prevent someone from going 
somewhere or from doing something

The bouncer blocked the entrance to the 
club S1E17

Blow dry To dry one's hair with a machine
She has to blow dry her hair then she'll be 
ready S1E17

Blow off (sb) To fail to keep an appointment with 
someone

We've been waiting for an hour, I think she 
blew us off. S1E17

Boss (around) To order someone
The babysitter loves bossing around the 
children S1E17

Bright Smart He got admitted to Harvard, he's so bright S1E17

Bring back To return
I would have brought back your shirt if you 
had reminded me S1E17

Bubble bath A bath using special soaps or oils that 
facilitate relaxation 

After a hard day of skiing, a bubble bath 
feels really nice S1E17

Carton Container of milk or eggs
Could you pick up a carton of eggs at the 
store? S1E17

Cellar Cool place where wine is stored
They are so rich that they have their own 
cellar! S1E17

Check To mark a box (on a form) 
Remember to check the box about your 
allergies S1E17

Clue A piece of information that serves as a 
guide or aid to discover a hidden truth

It was a big clue when she found cigarettes 
in his jacket S1E17

Come through To be there to help someone 
He came through for his son when he got 
sick S1E17

Darn Used like damn to intensify an adjective, 
but not vulgar That's a darn funny movie S1E17

Diaphragm Contraceptive device that fits inside the 
vagina

She doesn't need a diaphragm, she takes 
birth control S1E17

Fool around To joke in a non-serious way
I was just fooling around, you don't need to 
cry S1E17
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Fraud
The act of faking something

Intentionally burning down your failing 
business in order to get compensation is 
insurance fraud! S1E17

Fur ball A ball of hair, usually produced from cats 
licking themselves He coughed up a big fur ball S1E17

Get out of one's face Used to tell someone to stop bothering you I'm tired of fighting, get out of my face S1E17

Get sucked into (sth) To get involved (often unwillingly) in a 
situation

The U.S. got sucked into World War II after 
Japan bombed Pearl Harbor S1E17

Gosh
Used instead of 'God' in phrases like 'Oh 
my god,' as some get offended by the use 
of 'God'. My gosh, I can't believe he said that! S1E17

Hate (sb's) guts A strong way to say you dislike someone 
(sometimes childish) 

Jerry hate's his neighbor Newman's guts in 
Seinfeld S1E17

Have a ball Have a great time, have a blast We had a ball at the wine tasting S1E17 https://www.instagram.com/p/BCjxpg_ETZp/?taken-by=reallife_english

Heave To throw or carry something with great 
effort We heaved the couch up 5 flights of stairs S1E17

Hike
To walk in the mountains; (in American 
football) to pitch the ball at the beginning of 
the play

He was tackled right after they hiked him 
the ball S1E17

Hissy fit To have a tantrum, to complain a lot
Our nephew had a hissy fit when we took 
away his candy S1E17 https://instagram.com/p/7FEAlzkTfk/?taken-by=reallife_english

Hood The part of a sweater or jacket that can be 
used to cover the head

I can't wear this jacket in the rain, it doesn't 
have a hood. S1E17

Insain Extremely crazy, mentally ill
I think her new boyfriend is insane, she 
should break up with him. S1E17

Insurance
Something providing protection against a 
possible eventuality (health insurance, car 
insurance, etc.) Do you have medical insurance? S1E17

Likewise In the same way, me too; used to introduce 
a similar point to the one just said

Tickets to Germany are really expensive 
this time of year, likewise everywhere else 
in Europe S1E17

Make up for (sth) To recuperate; to compensate for 
something lost or missing 

Let me make up for my mistake by buying 
you dinner S1E17

Mean Characterized by malice
I can't believe you told her she needs to 
lose weight, that's really mean S1E17

Mean to tell/ask To want to tell/ask someone something, 
but continuously forgetting 

I've been meaning to ask you, would you 
like to go to Paris with me for Christmas? S1E17

Munch To eat something eagerly, and often loudly He's munching on some crackers S1E17

Nutty about (sb) Crazy about someone; to have strong 
intimate feelings towards someone I'm really nutty about my new coworker S1E17

Offbeat Unconventional, unusual in a positive way
We stayed at this cool, offbeat hostel in 
Peru S1E17

Pagan Of a minority religion Pagans often have strange traditions S1E17

Pay attention To focus
None of the students paid attention during 
the lecture, they were all on their phones S1E17

Pick up To collect, get I have to pick up my kids, then I'll meet you S1E17

Piss (sb) off Make someone very angry
Watching these political debates is pissing 
me off S1E17 https://www.instagram.com/p/BCZFAJYkTft/?taken-by=reallife_english

Pound The animal shelter We're going to the pound to adopt a puppy S1E17
Pretty Cute, attractive The new girl in class is really pretty S1E17

Sack To tackle 
The cop sacked the robber and 
recuperated the woman's purse S1E17

Slippers Footware worn in the house Wear some slippers or you'll catch a cold S1E17

Spoiled Someone who is overly indulged
Their child is spoiled; they give him 
whatever he wants S1E17

Sprain To twist the ligaments of a joint
Have you ever sprained your ankle? It's so 
painful! S1E17

Stinky Smelly, rancid The trash is stinky, can you take it out? S1E17
Take a look at (sb) To inspect The doctor took a look at his mole S1E17

Take down To remove
She took down the picture of her ex-
husband S1E17

Talented Gifted, having a natural aptitude or skill for 
something

Messi is talented, but he also works really 
hard S1E17

Tease To playfully make fun of someone A lot of guys flirt by teasing girls S1E17
Teeny Miniscule, very tiny There's a teeny problem, but I'm on it S1E17
Thermos Container used to keep liquids hot I filled your thermos with soup S1E17
Tiny Very small The baby has such cute, tiny feet S1E17
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Toss (sth) out To throw something away The milk went bad so I tossed it out S1E17 https://www.instagram.com/p/BCgWRjxkTd3/?taken-by=reallife_english

Touch oneself To masturbate 
You better not touch yourself while others 
are looking at you S1E17 https://instagram.com/p/7Mrx6JkTTF/?taken-by=reallife_english

Uptight anxious, angry, and controlling 
My boss is so uptight, it's impossible to 
work with her S1E17

Get over (sb) To recuperate from ending a relationship 
with somebody 

It's been a year, it's time to get over her 
and get back in the game

S1E17, 
S1E18, 
S2E4

What's the deal with 
(sth)

Used to ask what is happening with some 
situation

What's the deal with the elections in the U.
S.? Who do you think will win?

S1E17, 
S1E23

Squeeze To grab something tightly; to extract juice 
from fruit

She slapped the man after he squeezed 
her butt

S1E17, 
S2E2, 
S2E15

Tell on (sb)
To tell an authority figure that someone 
has done something that deserves 
punishment (often childish) 

He told his mom on his sister when she 
snuck out with her boyfriend

S1E17, 
S2E21

(Sb's) fly is open One's pant's zipper is open
His fly was open when he came back from 
the bathroom S1E18 https://instagram.com/p/7XCTTfETQS/?taken-by=reallife_english

(Sth) opens up A position becomes available in a 
company

We hae a position opening up in human 
resources S1E18

Be (way) off To not be accurate; to be incorrect I was way off with my weather prediction S1E18

Be over (sb) To not have romantic feelings for someone 
anymore Ross is so obviously not over Rachel S1E18

Beg to differ A polite way to say you disagree with 
someone

I beg to differ, Thomas Eddison did not 
invent the automobile S1E18

Big bucks A large sum of money I'll be making the big bucks if I get this job S1E18
Bucko A way to refer to young man Hey bucko, behave yourself at school S1E18
Bullshit/bullcrap Lies, something unbelievable He won the presidency? That's bullshit! S1E18 Often abbreviated to BS (especially if there are children present)
Chit-chat To converse, gossip Stop chit-chatting and get back to work. S1E18

Crap A less vulgar way to say shit; used to refer 
to things Oh crap, I forgot my keys! S1E18

Dealer In a card game, the person who is handing 
out the cards The dealer gave me some terrible cards S1E18

Exert (one's) power 
over (sb) To show dominance over someone

He exerts his power over the puppy so he'll 
behave himself S1E18

Fold To give up (in poker) My hand is terrible, I fold S1E18
For real Seriously Are we going to Paris for real? No joke? S1E18

Full of it Used to say someone is talking nonsense
You cannot run faster than me, you're full 
of it! S1E18 https://instagram.com/p/7cM_4skTU1/?taken-by=reallife_english

Gal A girl or young woman (opposite of 'guy') You gals want to grab a drink later? S1E18

Get (one's) ya-yas To find enjoyment
I get my ya-yas out of doing art with my 
kids S1E18

Give (sth) a go Give something a try I want to give yoga a go S1E18 https://instagram.com/p/7e6vIWkTTg/?taken-by=reallife_english

Hand over Give someone something (especially 
against one's will) I handed over my wallet to the robber S1E18

Happen to By chance 
We just happened to run out of that color 
yesterday S1E18

Have (sth) to hold (one) 
over

To eat something to keep you satisfied 
until the next meal

Here, have a banana to hold you over until 
dinner S1E18 https://instagram.com/p/7Zn1tzkTQ7/?taken-by=reallife_english

Hell yes/no Used to add emphasis to a response Hell no I won't go on a date with you! S1E18

Inquiry A question
I hope customer support will answer my 
inquiry soon S1E18

Lame excuse An excuse that has little validity 
Your dog ate your homework? What a 
lame excuse. S1E18

Mothership A large ship that carries or leads other 
ships (usually a spacecraft) The mothership led the fleet into battle S1E18

Parking meter Device used to charge people for parking 
on the street

I got a parking ticket because the meter 
expired S1E18

Plaything A toy My nephew loves his new plaything S1E18

Proofread To check a text for mistakes (e.g. 
misspellings or grammatical errors) Would you proofread my essay? S1E18

Raise (sb) To increase one's wager in poker I'll raise you ten S1E18

Rematch To play another time in a competitive sport 
or game

We have a rematch against their team this 
Saturday S1E18

Run low (on sth) To have little left of something
We're running low on milk, could you go 
get some at the shop? S1E18

Shall we? A polite suggestion Shall we dance? S1E18
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Shuffle To mix cards Shuffle the cards and deal S1E18

Taste in (sth) Someone's personal preference for 
something (clothes, food, music, etc.)

We're a perfect couple because we have 
the same taste in music S1E18

The pot calling the 
kettle black

An idiom used to claim that a person is 
guilty of the very thing of which they 
accuse another

You think I'm immature? That's the pot 
calling the kettle black. S1E18

Yarn Threads used for knitting Grandma bought five new colors of yarn S1E18

Pal
Buddy, friend Hey pal, could you hand me the remote

S1E18, 
S2E1, 
S2E17

Weep To cry softly
She weeped at the end of the romantic 
movie

S1E18, 
S2E20

Be happy for (sb) To feel empathy for something good 
happening to someone else

They had a healthy baby boy, I'm so happy 
for them S1E19

Chamomile Flower used to make herbal infusions 
known for relaxing properties Would you like a cup of chamomile tea? S1E19

Chick flick A movie that is aimed towards a more 
female audience I can't stand watching chick flicks S1E19

Clunky heavy, old-fashioned 
My old phone seems so clunky compared 
to the new one S1E19

Confiscate To take something with authority The policeman confiscated the drugs S1E19
Creature An animal (not human) You need to clean up after that creature S1E19
Curl To round or bend She curled her hair S1E19

Embargo A ban on an activity or good; a ban on 
trade with a certain country

The U.S. had an embargo on Cuba for 
many years S1E19

For old times' sake Doing something as a favor because of a 
long friendship or acquaintance

Would you mind helping me move, for old 
times' sake? S1E19 https://instagram.com/p/7rwjWKkTYt/?taken-by=reallife_english

Frolick To move about in a cheerful way
We spent all afternoon frolicking around 
town S1E19

Give (sb) up To break up with someone
After several years of being together it 
wasn't working, so I gave her up S1E19

Head off (somewhere) To go somewhere (often for an extended 
amount of time)

We're going to head off to Madrid this 
weekend S1E19

Heckle To make abusive comments
Stop heckling customer service; they try 
their best. S1E19

Homeroom
A classroom where a group of students 
meets daily with the same teacher before 
dispersing to their other classes

Homeroom is popular in some high 
schools, but doesn't exist in others S1E19

In the middle of 
something Busy doing something

I would be happy to help, but I'm in the 
middle of something S1E19 https://instagram.com/p/7pJopmkTbH/?taken-by=reallife_english

In the mood for To feel like doing or having something I'm in the mood to dance tonight S1E19 https://instagram.com/p/7nD_6yETaV/?taken-by=reallife_english
Never ever Adding emphasis to 'never' I would never ever lie to a friend S1E19

Nudity The state of being naked
If you don't like nudity, you better not go to 
a beach in Spain S1E19

Possession Owning or having something 
Possession of marijuana is illegal in most 
countries S1E19 Formal

Prom A dance at the end of the year in high 
school She wore a beautiful dress to prom S1E19

Punish
To make someone suffer a penalty as 
retribution for an offense; to treat someone 
unfairly

She punished her child for stealing his 
brother's chocolate S1E19

Raw of a strong emotion or quality; uncooked He has this type of raw, vibrant masculinity S1E19

Reconcile Restore friendly relations 
They reconciled after not speaking for two 
years S1E19

Roll (sth/sb) over To turn someone or something on its side The mob rolled over the police's car S1E19

Sample A taste or try of something
They were giving free samples of 
chocolate at the store S1E19

Soothe To calm; to reduce pain
I got a soothing back massage this 
afternoon S1E19

Spray To blow a liquid in the air in tiny drops
I need to spray some window cleaner on 
the computer screen S1E19

Start off with Adding emphasis to the start of something
Let's start off dinner with a cold soup 
before the main dish S1E19

Touristy Something appealing to tourists
I don't like going to restaurants in that area; 
they're too touristy S1E19

Unclench Release tension or hold on something You need to relax, unclench S1E19

Vintage Denoting something of the past
My grandpa has a vintage collection of 
books S1E19
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Woo (sb) To seduce somebody (outdated) 
He brought chocolates and flowers to try to 
woo her S1E19

Be hard on someone To treat someone harshly The army is pretty hard on it's soldiers
S1E19, 
S1E21 https://instagram.com/p/7uQj4rETfx/?taken-by=reallife_english

Hang on To wait Hang on, I'll be right back
S1E19, 
S2E4

Brush up against (sth) To quickly rub something 
It's scary when something brushes up 
against you in the dark

S1E19, 
S2E8

(One) never knows Expression used to say that it's best to be 
prepared

You never know when you'll get in an 
accident, so you better wear your seatbelt. S1E2 5 Neutral

(Sb) can do no wrong Someone who is (almost) perfect 
As far as they're concerned, my brother 
can do no wrong. S1E2 3 Neutral

After all Despite expectations I guess I didn't need my umbrella, after all. S1E2 4 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/after_all/#en

Ball up (sth) To shape something into a ball (usually 
paper) 

I didn't need the note anymore so I balled it 
up and threw it away S1E2 2 Informal

Be a thing To be a romantic couple 
Did you know Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie 
are a thing? S1E2 4 Informal https://instagram.com/p/26P-I8ETfi/?taken-by=reallife_english Also: To be a couple, to be an item

Be involved (in/with) To be a part
Do you want to be involved in this 
decision? S1E2 3 Neutral

Be through with (sth) To be finished with something Are you through with that book I lent you? S1E2 5 Informal

Be up to (sb) To be someone's decision to make
For Christmas we can go to the beach or 
to the mountains, it's up to you. S1E2 5 Neutral

Border on To be almost the same as, near to
Her obssesion with chocolate borders on 
insanity S1E2 3 Neutral

Boy 
Exclamation used to give emphasis to 
what you're saying (not directed to anyone 
in particular). 

Boy, I would love to buy that car if I were 
rich S1E2 3 Informal Also, 'Oh boy!'

Bring (sth) up Mention in conversation
Were you planning on bringing up the big 
news? S1E2 4 Neutral

Catch up with (sb/sth) To get current with something or with the 
events in someone's life

I caught up with my brother the other day, 
he loves his new job! S1E2 4 Neutral

Chances are Likely 
I'll wait until next weekend to go fishing, 
chances are it will rain all weekend S1E2 4 Neutral

Cheap Shot Unfair attack on a vunerable person
Telling her she had grey hair on her 
birthday was a cheap shot S1E2 3 Informal https://instagram.com/p/203R-ukTbl/?taken-by=reallife_english

Contact lenses Worn as a substitute for eye glasses, but 
are placed directly in the eye I hate putting in my contact lenses S1E2 3 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/contact_lenses/#en

Dread (sth) To anticipate something with fear or 
anxiety 

I'm dreading my English exam; I haven't 
studied anything S1E2 5 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/dread/#en

Driven Strongly motivated to succeed 
We hired him because he's extremely 
driven S1E2 4 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/driven/#en

Easy (imperative) Relax, calm down Easy, everything will be ok. S1E2 4 Informal

Gag The reflex one has when they feel they are 
going to vomit, or to prevent choking You're gagging; chew your food more. S1E2 3 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/gag/#de

Get (one's) way
To have a situation end in the way one 
desires (as opposed to someone else 
getting their way)

My brother always got his way when we 
were growing up S1E2 3 Neutral

Get the job done To do a task, especially one that is difficult 
or tedious 

 He has strange methods, but he always 
gets the job done S1E2 3 Neutral

Have a thing for (sb) To be attracted to someone, have a crush 
on someone

I had a thing for her until I found out she's 
a racist S1E2 3 Informal https://instagram.com/p/28aglTkTU6/?taken-by=reallife_english

I'm telling you Expression used to drive attention at what 
we're about to say

I'm telling you, he will not win the 
presidential election S1E2 3 Neutral

Maid of Honor 
The bridesmaid who has the most 
responsibility and helps the bride (usually 
her sister or best friend) 

Her Maid of Honor gave a beautiful speech 
at the reception party S1E2 3 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/maid_of_honor/#en

Noodles A type of pasta that resembles spaghetti 
I always prefer the lo mein noodles when I 
eat Chinese food S1E2 4 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/noodles/#en

Presumably Apparently, assumedly
Well, presumably we are meeting him at 
12PM S1E2 2 Formal http://www.forvo.com/word/presumably/#en

Pro Short for professional He's a pro golfer S1E2 4 Informal http://www.forvo.com/word/pro/#en

Puzzle A difficult game that tests your problem 
solving abilities

I used to love doing puzzles when I was a 
kid S1E2 4 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/puzzle/#en

Roll with the Punches To adapt to a dfficult situation, to go with 
the flow

She got fired, but decided to roll with the 
punches and start her own company S1E2 3 Informal https://instagram.com/p/23QQ6skTcH/?taken-by=reallife_english

Shoot for the stars To aim for big goals in life 
Believe in yourself and you can shoot for 
the stars S1E2 3 Neutral https://instagram.com/p/2_G67YETRA/?taken-by=reallife_english

Sit through (sth) To endure something that you do not enjoy
I had to sit through many boring lectures in 
college S1E2 3 Neutral
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Snack A small portion of food eaten between 
meals Do you want a snack before dinner? S1E2 5 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/snack/#en

Steer clear of Avoid fervently  Steer clear of using slang in a job interview S1E2 3 Informal

Stomp on (sb's) heart To break someone's hear in a cruel way
She stomped on his heart when she left 
him at the altar S1E2 3 Informal

Take the heat off (sb) To help relieve the pressure off of somone
Could you help me finish this project? It 
would really help take some heat off me S1E2 3 Neutral

Tan To darken one's skin by exposure to 
sunlight

Tanning on the beach in the summer is 
terrific S1E2 4 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/tan/#en

Veil What brides wear to cover their hair and 
face She wore a beautiful white veil S1E2 3 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/veil/#en

What's new? 
Asked when we haven't seen someone in 
a long time and want to know what has 
been happening in his or her life Hey Justin! How are you? What's new? S1E2 5 Informal

Wind up To end up, to result in a certain way
The game was cancelled so we wound up 
watching a movie instead S1E2 4 Informal

Word of advice A piece of advice
Let me give you a word of advice, don't 
drink so much at weddings. S1E2 3 Informal https://instagram.com/p/9U8eGRETQ5/?taken-by=reallife_english Advice is never plural (i.e. advices), advice is NOT countable. Saying 'piece of advice' is a bit more formal than 'word of advice' 

Folks Another way of refering to one's parents or 
a group of people My folks spend every summer in Spain 

S1E2, 
S1E11, 
S1E12, 
S2E13 5 Informal http://www.forvo.com/word/folks/#en

Chubby A little fat 
Many American children are chubby these 
days. 

S1E2, 
S1E23 4 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/chubby/#en

Be over To Finish When will the movie be over? 
S1E2, 
S1E3 5 Neutral

Well up To start to cry
She wells up every time she watches the 
Titanic

S1E2, 
S1E6 2 Informal

Dump
To break up with someone, or be broken 
up with He dumped her after six months of dating 

S1E2, 
S1E6, 
S1E14, 
S2E1, 
S2E10 4 Informal http://www.forvo.com/word/dump/#en

How about... 
Used to suggest something

How about we get Chinese food for 
dinner?

S1E2, 
S1E9, 
S1E12, 
S2E22 5 Informal

Run into (sb) To encounter someone you know by 
chance

I ran into my best friend from high school 
at the store the other day

S1E2, 
S2E1 5 Neutral

Apples and oranges Used to say that two things are completely 
different

American and European football are 
apples and oranges S1E20 https://instagram.com/p/748kFjETTL/?taken-by=reallife_english

At the end of the day All things considered
At the end of the day, I prefer Batman 
comics to Superman comics S1E20

Be telling (sb)
Used to reinforce the importance of what 
one is about to say; used to show 
something is almost unbelievable 

So you're telling me that in 50 years no 
one will drive cars? S1E20

Bitter With a sharp flavor (like black coffee or 
lemon); with resentful, angry feelings

We've been bitter with that airline ever 
since they delayed our flight 5 hours S1E20

Brunette A woman with brown hair
Her older sister is blonde, but her younger 
sister is brunette S1E20

Creep (sb) out To make someone feel uncomfortable
My new teacher creeps me out whenever 
he looks at me S1E20

Hone To increase one's skills at something; to 
sharpen a knife I'm honing my abilities to speak publicly S1E20

Honeymoon Holiday a couple takes after their wedding
We're not sure where we want to go for our 
honeymoon, Mexico or France S1E20

Jam-packed Filled to the max
The subway was jam-packed on my way to 
work today S1E20

Leave (sb) alone To stop bothering someone 
I'm really tired, could you just leave me 
alone? S1E20

Let (sb) dangle To leave someone in a state of uncertainty 
I don't want to tell her what I got her for her 
birthday–I'll let her dangle S1E20

Mess with To interfere with someone or something
You better not mess with Chuck Norris, 
he'll kick your ass S1E20

Mother of God Used to express great surprise or disbelief
Mother of God, I can't believe they lost the 
game! S1E20 https://instagram.com/p/7-AzUFETa7/?taken-by=reallife_english

Naughty
Badly behaved or disobedient (usually of 
children); relating, suggesting, or showing 
sexual desire

His naughty behaviour got him sent to 
detention S1E20

Peep To quickly or furtively look at something 
His door was ajar and she couldn't resist 
peeping in S1E20
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Pick up (the phone) To answer the phone
Hey I think that's your brother calling, could 
you pick it up? S1E20

Point out To make someone aware of something I just want to point out that your fly is open S1E20

Shove it Used to show anger or dismissal of 
something someone has just said

You can shove it, I don't want your money 
anymore S1E20 https://instagram.com/p/77D74TkTeZ/?taken-by=reallife_english From the more vulgar "Shove it up your ass"

Sick (said of an 
action/attitude) Disgusting, crazy

The guy in the subway kept sniffing your 
hair? That's sick. S1E20

Sit around To do nothing, laze about Stop sitting around and help me tidy up S1E20

Slide over To move along something (usually a seat 
or couch) Would you mind sliding over? S1E20

Snub To deliberately ignore someone
I snubbed that creepy guy I used to have 
biology with S1E20

Spatter To splash, to spread a (hot) liquid 
The pasta sauce would have spattered all 
over if I hadn't covered it S1E20

Wave A gesture with the hand to say hello or 
goodbye We waved goodbye from the airport S1E20

Would rather To prefer to do something
I would rather have Chinese food than 
Italian S1E20

Be seeing (sb) To be in a relationship with someone, 
dating someone

My brothers been seeing this cute Brazilian 
girl for a few months now

S1E20, 
S1E24

Come by To stop somewhere for a brief visit
My mom came by my school and dropped 
off my lunch

S1E20, 
S2E17

Duh!
Used to show something is really obvious

Every romantic comedy ends with the 
protagonists getting together, duh! 

S1E20, 
S2E2, 
S2E17

Squirt to cause a liquid to eject from something
I squeezed the toothpaste too hard and it 
all squirted out

S1E20, 
S2E6

Creep Someone who acts strange and makes 
you feel uncomfortable Guys that go to clubs alone are creeps

S1E20, 
S2E9

(Sth) rules Used to say something is the best Have you ever been to London? It rules! S1E21

Astounding Causing amazement and wonder
The solar eclipse yesterday was 
astounding S1E21

Before you know it Used to show the sudden nature of 
something

This year has gone by so quickly, before 
you know it it will be Christmas S1E21

Board To get on a large vehicle like a train, ship, 
or plane He was the last one to board the plane S1E21

Champ Used to affectionately address a young 
male

Hey champ, what would you like for your 
birthday? S1E21

Cop A police officer The cop pulled him over for speeding S1E21
Crash (an event) To sneak into some sort of event or party I can't believe they crashed the wedding S1E21

Docile Calm, not likely to make problems, not 
prompt to attack Lions can actually be quite docile animals S1E21

Get a hold of (sth) To come into possession of something How can I get a hold of their latest CD? S1E21

Give (sth) up To part with something that one would 
prefer to keep Please don't make me give up my iPhone S1E21

Glove Clothing worn to keep hands warm or safe
Put on your gloves and help me shovel the 
snow S1E21

Lay around When something is left outside of the place 
where it is supposed to be

Please don't leave your shoes lying around 
the house S1E21

Lose it To go crazy; to become really angry If I hear that song again, I'm going to lose it S1E21 https://instagram.com/p/8NJzCPETaM/?taken-by=reallife_english
Make a fool (out) of 
oneself

To do something stupid, make oneself 
seem rediculous

He made a fool out of himself when he 
threw up in the middle of the party S1E21

Not necessarily Used to disagree in a soft way or to say 
that something is not completely true

Brazil does not necessarily have the most 
corrupt government S1E21

Per se not exactly, in itself, intrinsically
We haven't dated per se, but we're 
definitely more than friends S1E21

Plus Furthermore, also
I'm hungry, plus, I haven't had any water 
all day S1E21

Reckless Without concern for the consequences of 
some action

Drinking alcohol and driving is really 
reckless S1E21

Ring a bell To sound familiar, to seem like something 
you've heard before

Her name rings a bell, did she go to high 
school with us? S1E21 https://instagram.com/p/8PucAXETWv/?taken-by=reallife_english

Show up To arrive to a place (often unexpected) He showed up to work hungover S1E21

Shun To deliberately avoid something or 
someone Religions often shun non-believers S1E21

Slaughter To kill an animal for it's meat; to violently 
kill a lot of people The train accident was a slaughter S1E21
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Tense Anxious, nervous, not relaxed 
I would have been tense before the test if I 
hadn't taken a nap first S1E21

Throw caution to the 
wind Disregard risks or potential consequence

I'm going to throw caution to the wind and 
party all night long S1E21 https://instagram.com/p/8LGf4bETTL/?taken-by=reallife_english

Turn (sb) in
To hand someone over or give 
incriminating evidence about someone to 
the authorities 

I turned in my neighbor for stealing our 
Internet S1E21 https://instagram.com/p/8SSg1jETes/?taken-by=reallife_english

Up against (sb/sth) In opposition to someone or something 
Barcelona is up against Madrid in today's 
match S1E21

Vet Short for veterinary surgeon, a person who 
treats sick animals 

We're going to take the kitten to the vet to 
get her vaccinations S1E21

Vicious Violent, cruel; dangerous Her new dog is kind of vicious S1E21
Yuck Used to express disgust Yuck, I hate brussel sprouts S1E21

Spare
Extra of something Do you have a spare towel I could use?

S1E21, 
S2E10, 
S2E17

Hump To thrust one's hips back and forth The dog likes humping people's legs
S1E21, 
S2E12

A touch A little bit (often used sarcastically) Your joke was just a touch offensive S1E22

At gunpoint To do something (against your will) while 
having a gun pointed at you 

If you were robbed at gunpoint, what would 
you do? S1E22

Be (one's) thing Something that one likes and is good at Triathalons aren't really my thing S1E22 https://instagram.com/p/8fF16FETRE/?taken-by=reallife_english
Be off to To be leaving for a place I'm off to Mexico for spring break S1E22

Be on it To be working on something (common 
response to a command) 

A: Do you mind washing the dishes? B: I'm 
on it. S1E22

Dummy A person who is not smart, who does 
something idiotic

I can't believe you left the stove on you 
dummy S1E22

Fall out of love To stop loving someone
After a few years of marriage they just fell 
out of love S1E22

Felon A person convicted of a serious crime
If I had participated in their scheme I'd be a 
fellon, too S1E22

Go off To make a sound, alarm
My alarm went off this morning, but I slept 
through it S1E22

Hand out (sth) To give something to each person in a 
group or crowd 

She handed out the assignment to her 
students S1E22

Head rush
A senssation of dizziness due to the brain 
getting a sudden burst of oxygen (for 
example when you quickly stand up) 

I always get a head rush after smoking a 
cigarette S1E22

Hire To contract someone as an employee They hired a new head of marketing S1E22
Hold up (1) To steal from someone using a weapon That bank was held up last week S1E22
I'll see that (sth) I'll make sure something happens I'll see that my wife gets promoted this year S1E22

Icky Disgusting
She'd hapily eat it, but she finds seafood 
icky S1E22

In charge Responsible for something
You're in charge of the house while we're 
gone S1E22

It pays to (do sth) Used to say that something creates a 
benefit It pays to have your father be a doctor S1E22 https://instagram.com/p/8dj_m1kTfq/?taken-by=reallife_english

Know (one's) way 
around (sth)

To be familiarized with something; to be 
talented at something He sure knows his way around the kitchen S1E22

Manchild An immature man (who acts like a child) Adam Sandler is such a manchild S1E22

Midterm A test that happens half-way through the 
semester in university 

I'm so stressed, I have three midterms this 
week S1E22

Moist Slightly wet The clothes are still moist. S1E22

Most likely Quite probably
Most likely we'll spend Christmas in 
England or Norway S1E22

One-time (thing) Something that happens just one time
Wearing a speedo to the beach was a one-
time thing S1E22

Opener A line used to start a conversation That's the worst opener I've ever heard S1E22

Operate To use (a machine) 
You shouldn't operate a lawn mower when 
you've been drinking S1E22

Pass for (sb/sth) To be able to make people believe you or 
something is something else I think you're too young to pass for a doctor S1E22

Punch in To enter information into a machine using 
a keyboard

Please punch in your username and 
password S1E22

Saucy Something sexual or off color That new Angelina Jolie movie is saucy S1E22

Short-term For a limited period of time
Taping my phone's screen is just a short-
term solution S1E22
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Stay over To spend the night somewhere Do you want to stay over? S1E22
Throw away To discard Could you throw away the old fruit? S1E22
Up until Up is used to intensify until I was a vegetarian up until last year S1E22
What kids call it these 
days

Used to refer to a new way to say 
something Is that what kids call sex these days? S1E22

Work out To result in a satisfactory way
Their business proposal just didn't work out 
as they intended S1E22

Workshop A class or series of classes teaching 
something I'm going to a yoga workshop this weekend S1E22

Amusing Funny
Have you ever seen this comic? It's quite 
amusing

S1E22, 
S2E10

Threesome Sexual intercourse involving three people Have you ever had a threesome? 
S1E22, 
S2E13

Drop it A command used to ask people to stop 
talking about a certain topic

We're not going to Disney World this year, 
so you can drop it. 

S1E22, 
S2E16

Face it Accept the truth
Face it, I'll never get accepted to that 
university

S1E22, 
S2E21

(Do sth) by oneself Alone, with no one's help
She moved to California and found a job all 
by herself S1E23

(Sth) is a good start Used to say something is a positive first 
step towards something bigger

Learning to drive a manual is a good start 
if you want to rent a car in Europe S1E23

Be off doing To be away doing something The kids are off playing S1E23

Check up on (sb) To make sure someone is in a good state 
or is doing what they are supposed to do

Could you check up on your brother to see 
if he's doing his homework? S1E23

Come into the world To be born
My brother came into the world on 
Christmas S1E23 https://instagram.com/p/8xKtSZkTXu/?taken-by=reallife_english

Cook (sth) up To come up with an idea or plan
The government is cooking up war 
strategies S1E23 https://instagram.com/p/85lghckTdN/?taken-by=reallife_english

Cramp
An involuntary contraction of the muscles 
preventing fluid movement (common after 
working out) Sometimes after long runs I get a cramp S1E23

Crowning During labor, when the baby's head begins 
to apear

After seven hours of labor, she finally 
started crowning S1E23

Fiasco A complete failure The governments new plan was a fiasco S1E23

Gift shop A store selling souvenirs 
We bought presents at the gift shop at 
Disney World S1E23

I got it/this I have something under control or taken 
care of You need a doctor? I got this. S1E23 https://instagram.com/p/81QeaCkTUY/?taken-by=reallife_english

Jail Prison He went to jail for drinking and driving S1E23

Janitor A person who cleans and maintains 
buildings (hospitals, schools, etc.) Don't worry, the janitor will clean this up S1E23

Jell-o Gelatin Do you like Jell-o with whipped cream? S1E23
Knapsack A type of backpack I packed you a knapsack with lunch S1E23
Last To take a certain amount of time I can't believe that movie lasted 3 hours S1E23

Long story Used to avoid having to tell someone 
complex or long It's a long story, but now I'm here S1E23

Make arrangements Prepare for something
When he dies, who will make 
arrangements for the funeral? S1E23

On three On the count of three Let's jump on three S1E23

Pastry Sweet baked goods (e.g. cakes, pasta, 
etc.)

I would have gotten you a pastry, but the 
bakery was all out S1E23

Resent (sb/sth) A feeling of anger or bitterness towards 
someone

She resented her father for cheating on her 
mom S1E23

Shoot To attempt to make a goal in sports
He shot a goal with 5 seconds left in the 
game and the crowd went wild! S1E23

Shout To yell
They shouted for help, but no one could 
hear them S1E23

Step (father/brother, 
etc.)

Someone who is part of your family but 
isn't related by blood (i.e. the husband of 
your mother; the son of your stepfather) My stepdad is the governor of New York S1E23

The funny thing is... The interesting/curious part is...
The funny thing is, I would help you if you 
hadn't been such a jerk S1E23 https://instagram.com/p/83R7kbETUl/?taken-by=reallife_english

Threaten (sb)
To state one's intention to take hostile 
action against someone in retribution for 
something done or not done

She finally paid her bills after getting 
threatened by the bank. S1E23

Throw (sb) out To force someone out of a place
She got thrown out of the bar for drinking 
too much S1E23
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Water breaks
When there is a rupture of the amniotic 
sack signaling that the baby is getting 
ready to be born when a woman is 
pregnant

They called an ambulance when her water 
finally broke S1E23

(Sth) sucks Something is bad, terrible Math homework sucks
S1E23, 
S2E15

Rip Cut, tear apart roughly or energetically She ripped his photo in half
S1E23, 
S2E17

Antique store A place that sells old, collectable items
I bought this desk at an antique store, do 
you like it? S1E24

Be gone To be away, traveling; to be dead He's going to be gone until Christmas S1E24
Behind (someone's) 
back Betraying someone

I can't believe that you are partying behind 
her back when you told her you wouldn't S1E24

Big spender Someone who spends large amounts of 
money Donald Trump is a big spender S1E24

Black out To lose conciousness for a short period of 
time (of because of excess alcohol) 

After the third shot of tequila she blacked 
out S1E24

Boarding pass A ticket to get on a large vehicle like a 
plane or boat 

They charge you a lot of money if you don't 
print your boarding pass at home S1E24

Conduct Do something in an organized way; one's 
behavior

We're conducting some interviews this 
week S1E24

Deal with (sth/sb) To resolve an issue with someone or 
something

I need to deal with this client before I can 
go on vacation S1E24 https://www.instagram.com/p/_pPRBrkTXY/?taken-by=reallife_english

Desperately Showing despair He was desperately looking for his glasses S1E24

Every now and then Occasionally 
Every now and then I like to go to 
Starbucks S1E24

Every other 
(day/week/month/etc.) Alternating

You need to take these pills every other 
day S1E24

Figment of one's 
imagination

Something that one is imagining but that 
isn't true

You're not seeing a ghost, it's a figment of 
your imagination. S1E24 https://instagram.com/p/9GiwiNkTc1/?taken-by=reallife_english

Follow sb To understand what someone is saying I couldn't follow the professor's lecture S1E24
Get (sb) through To help someone endure a situation My friends get me through hard times S1E24

Giver Someone characterized for their generosity
Her father is a real giver: He always pays 
for dinners out. S1E24

Go for it To take action on something Just go for it and try your best S1E24

Gut feeling Based on intuition
I have a gut feeling that you shouldn't go 
camping this weekend S1E24

Hand over fist Quickly and in great quantity, especially in 
reference to making or losing money

If you get that job you're going to be 
making money hand over fist. S1E24

Have (sb) pegged as 
(sb/sth) To think of someone in a certain way I had you pegged as a college student S1E24 https://instagram.com/p/9JPNwukTc8/?taken-by=reallife_english

Help (sb) out To help someone with a problem
Hey could you help me out? This thing is 
heavy. S1E24

Hold on there Wait, used to catch someone's attention
Hold on there, where did you say you're 
going this weekend? S1E24

Hold up (2) remain strong The house held up through the hurricane S1E24
Itinerary Schedule of an event or trip Do you have the itinerary for the event? S1E24
Jillion Used to exaggerate a huge number I've got a jillion things to do this week S1E24

Look out for (sb) Care for someone's well-being
My mom was looking out for me when she 
made me eat vegetables as a kid S1E24

Nod off To fall asleep, especially involuntarily or 
when bored

I got bored during class and kept nodding 
off S1E24 https://instagram.com/p/9C3BDgETWT/?taken-by=reallife_english

Not mind Not be bothered by something
I wouldn't mind spending the holidays in 
Mexico S1E24

Pardon? Excuse me; repeat that Pardon? What did you say? S1E24
Pay (sb) back To return loaned money Just pay me back tomorrow. S1E24
Rattle To make a short successive sound The windows rattled during the storm S1E24

Reach (sb) To contact someone by telephone, email, 
etc. You can reach me at this number S1E24

Ridicule (sb) To mock or make fun of someone Don't ridicule your little brother. S1E24
Ridiculously Unbelievably, extremely That movie is rediculously long. S1E24
Sight vision He doesn't have very good sight S1E24
Stick with (sth) To continue with something Are you going to stick with that job? S1E24
Teensy bit Tiny bit That dress is a teensy bit flashy S1E24

The thing is... Used to introduce the explanation of a 
problem, issue, idea, etc. 

The thing is, I don't speak French, so I'd 
rather go to Spain S1E24
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Wee Tiny I'll take a wee bit of milk in my coffee S1E24

Move on
To continue with one's life You need to forget about her and move on

S1E24, 
S2E2, 
S2E13

Have a point To be correct about something
You have a point, Jurassic Park isn't a real 
place

S1E24, 
S2E7 https://instagram.com/p/9ELw4mkTRr/?taken-by=reallife_english

Adore A stronger way to say love I adore lentil stew S1E3 4 Neutral

Bash (sb) To critizice someone harshly, attack 
someone verbally

He bashed my new book with his review in 
the paper S1E3 2 Informal

Be at work  
In operations, happening. In a more 
metaphorical sense, itís used to refer to 
something negative happening Destructive forces are at work S1E3 3 Neutral

Be even (with sb) Not owing anything to someone
Here are the 5 bucks I owed you, now 
we're even. S1E3 4 Neutral

Bicker To have a small, unimportant argument
They were bickering about the color of the 
new curtains S1E3 3 Informal

Blow a strike, like a punch
He took a blow to the mouth and lost a 
couple teeth S1E3 4 Neutral

Chase (sb/after sb) To go after something; to pursue The cat chases mice all day S1E3 5 Neutral
Chew To masticate Please chew with your mouth closed S1E3 5 Neutral

Coming up (An event) approaching, happening soon.
Christmas is coming up, did you buy all 
your gifts? S1E3 4 Neutral

Contest A competition He won the pie eating contest S1E3 4 Neutral

Crack (one's) knuckles To make your hand bones make a 
cracking noise

I have the bad habit of cracking my 
knuckles S1E3 3 Neutral

Cushion 
Cushion (n) an object that's the opposite of 
hard, like a mattres or a pillow; To cushion 
something (v) is to make the impact of 
something less strong. 

Could you flip the cushion? There's a stain 
on this side. S1E3 3 Neutral

Cushions the blow To decrease the strengh of the impact of 
something

He gave me a 1000 dollar bonus, which 
cushioned the blow of getting fired S1E3 3 Informal

Endearing Inspiring affection His smile is endearing S1E3 2 Neutral

Flaw A defect
She has many flaws, but she's the kindest 
person I know S1E3 3 Neutral

For a while For a long period of time I was vegetarian for a while S1E3 4 Neutral

Fumble To move clumsily, without a good 
cordination of your body or hands.

He fumbled around with his glass of wine, 
but luckily it didn't break S1E3 4 Neutral

Gallon of (liquid) 3.7 liters. A gallon of gas costs $4.00 S1E3 4 Neutral

Get over (sth) To start to feel better after something bad 
happens; to recover from an illness She's finally getting over the break up S1E3 4 Neutral

Get to (+ verb) To have the chance to do something
I didn't get to see my cousin becuase I left 
one day after he returned S1E3 5 Neutral

Go off To leave a place and go somewhere else; 
to explode or fire (a gun)

He went off to Australia with his new 
girlfriend S1E3 5 Neutral

Hand out (sth to sb) To distribute something, give something 
out Parents hand out candies on Halloween S1E3 4 Neutral

Herd A group of domestic or wild hervivore 
animals. I saw a herd of cows by the road S1E3 3 Neutral

Hitchhiker A person who signals passing-by vehicles 
to take give them a free ride.

We picked up a hitchhiker on our way to 
Los Angeles S1E3 4 Neutral

I've had it (with sth) To be sick of something, fed up with 
something

I've had it with studying boring grammar 
textbooks! S1E3 4 Neutral https://instagram.com/p/3GuvspkTf1/?taken-by=reallife_english

Inconvenience Something that causes trouble
Would it be an inconvenience for you to 
pick me up at the airport? S1E3 4 Formal

Know a thing or two 
about (sth) To know a lot about something He knows a thing or two about computers. S1E3 4 Neutral https://instagram.com/p/3L_711ETX3/
Knuckles The finger joints Boxers often have deformed knuckles S1E3 3 Neutral

Leather
fabric or material made mainly cow skin 
and used to manufacuter boots, purses, 
and jackets, and many other objects Check out my new leather boots S1E3 4 Neutral

Let (one's) guard down To stop being cautious
Don't let down your guard in London, 
otherwise you might get pickpocketed S1E3 3 Neutral

Lid The part that covers a container
Could you grab me a lid for this 
tupperware? S1E3 3 Neutral

Look after (sb) To watch and protect someone
I have to look after my sister while my 
parents are out of town S1E3 4 Neutral
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Loosely
Approximatedly; in a relaxed way

Hardcore believers argue that you 
shouldn't use the term 'Oh my God!' 
loosely. S1E3 4 Neutral

Minion Someone who answers to his superior
Sometimes I feel more like a minion than 
an employee S1E3 1 Neutral

Nicotine patch
A strip of material that releases nicotine 
into the body to help overcome nicotine 
addiction

We got him some nicotine patches to help 
him quite smoking S1E3 2 Neutral

Nonchalantly Cooly, casually calm and relaxed 
He nonchalantly mentioned he has a Yacht 
in the carribean S1E3 3 Formal

Odds The probability, the likelihood 
What are the odds of an untrained person 
coming back alive from Mt. Everest? S1E3 4 Neutral

On (one's) way Moving towards the destination I found a 20 dollar bill on my way to school S1E3 4 Neutral

Pack of Short for a package of (cigarettes, cards)
Could you pick me up a pack of cigarettes 
at the store? S1E3 4 Neutral

Pick at (sth) To eat something without interest or 
enjoyment.

He picked at the pretzels while waiting for 
his beer S1E3 3 Neutral

Pretend To deceive, dissimulate, believe something 
that's not true

She pretended to be his boyfriend in order 
to go to the party S1E3 4 Neutral

Put it (that way) To say something in a particular way
Well when you put it that way, the Beatles 
probably are the best band of all time S1E3 3 Neutral

Put out (sth) to extinguish a fire (or something that's lit, 
like a cigarette)

The Firemen put out the fire in just 10 
minutes S1E3 4 Neutral

Reluctant Unwilling to do something; hesitant to 
agree to something I'm reluctant to tell her where I was all night S1E3 3 Neutral

Row To make a boat move by pushing an oar 
back and forth. They rowed the boat across the river S1E3 3 Neutral

Send (sb off) To send someone somewhere, especially 
away on a journey His work is sending him off to China S1E3 4 Neutral

Slim Chance A small possibility of something happening Slim chance you'll win the lottery S1E3 4 Informal

Snort
an unpleasant sound produced when 
breathing forcefully (especially when 
laughing hard) She always snorts when she laughs S1E3 3 Neutral

Stub out
To put out a cigarette (or something on 
fire) by pressing the burning end against 
something

He stubbed out his cigarette on the 
concrete S1E3 2 Informal

Swap To interchange
Would you swap socks with me? These 
are too big S1E3 4 Neutral

Take a drag To inhale smoke from a cigarette, take a 
puff, take a hit Would you like a drag of my cigarette? S1E3 4 Neutral https://instagram.com/p/3JTSZQkTY2/?taken-by=reallife_english

Take a shot (at sb) To critizice or make an hostile remark 
towards someone

The media constantly takes shots at 
celebrities S1E3 2 Informal

The bottom line is... In summary; the main point is
The bottom line is, I can't handle my job 
anymore and I'm quitting S1E3 2 Formal

Walk (sb somewhere) To accompany someone to somewhere. Let me walk you to the exit S1E3 4 Neutral

What is up with...? What's the problem with...? 
What's up with the new blender? It's not 
working S1E3 3 Informal

Wince To make an involuntary expression in your 
face that shows youíre in pain or stressed

I can't help but wince when I go to the 
dentist's S1E3 3 Neutral

Yardstick A stick used for measuring (in US 
customary units) I need a yard stick to measure these pants S1E3 3 Neutral

Honey An affectionate way to call or address 
someone, sweetie Hey honey, could you help me for a sec? 

S1E3, 
S1E13 4 Informal

Not able to stand 
(sb/sth)

Not be able to tolerate something or 
somene. I can't stand politics

S1E3, 
S1E15 4 Informal

Let it go Forget about (something negative)
Are you still stuck on your cheating 
boyfriend? Let it go! 

S1E3, 
S1E23 3 Neutral https://instagram.com/p/8ulFdPETZt/?taken-by=reallife_english

Hold on (a second/a 
moment) 

Wait a little bit (Also, hold on, hold up, wait 
up) Hold on, I have to grab my jacket

S1E3, 
S1E5 5 Neutral

Big deal
A big problem (also often said sarcastically 
to say that something is not a problem)

I can take you to the airport, it's not a big 
deal

S1E3, 
S1E5, 
S1E10, 
S1E11, 
S1E21 4 Informal

Terrific
Incredible, astonishing, amazing. This lasagna is terrific!

S1E3, 
S1E6, 
S2E17 5 Neutral

Light (sth)
To set something on fire. Help me light this fire

S1E3, 
S1E7, 
S2E20 4 Neutral

https://instagram.com/p/3JTSZQkTY2/?taken-by=reallife_english
https://instagram.com/p/8ulFdPETZt/?taken-by=reallife_english
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(Every) now and then Sometimes, once in a while She eats meat every now and then 
S1E3, 
S1E8 4 Neutral https://instagram.com/p/3OxCmkkTUJ/

Buddy Friend
My buddy works at the new French 
restaurant

S1E3, 
S1E9 5 Informal

Mouthful 
The amount that takes to fill up your mouth 
(in this same way wa say a handful, a 
spoonful, a bowlful) There's only about a mouthful of soup left

S1E3, 
S1E9 3 Neutral

Soda Soft drink (like Coke or Sprite) What's your favorite kind of soda? 
S1E3, 
S2E15 4 Informal What people call soft drinks vary greatly by region. Learn more: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Names_for_soft_drinks_in_the_United_States

Cut it out! Said when we want someone to stop doing 
something, stop it! I hate when you make that noise, cut it out!

S1E3, 
S2E17 3 Informal More comonly used by children

Do an impression (of 
sb) To imitate someone He can do a great Obama impression. 

S1E3, 
S2E5 3 Neutral

Care about (sb) To love someone and care what happens 
to them 

Your mother only scolds you because she 
cares about you

S1E3, 
S2E8 4 Neutral

Bonehead Idiot, stupid 
He thinks in Brazil they speak Spanish, 
what a bonehead! S1E4 3 Informal A bit outdated 

Bring (sb) down To make someone sad Don't let the rain bring you down S1E4 4 Neutral https://instagram.com/p/3ba9xVETUd/

Come together To start to be good because things are 
combining well

After several weeks of rehearsals, the play 
finally started to come together S1E4 4 Neutral

Deaf Not able to hear anything, without the 
sense of sound His son was born deaf S1E4 4 Neutral

Dented Pushed in, deformed from pressure
The car's bumper is dented from the 
accident S1E4 3 Neutral

Duplex A residential building divided into two 
appartments We lived in a duplex in college S1E4 3 Neutral

Freak Someone who looks or behaves very 
strangely He's never had chocolate? What a freak! S1E4 4 Informal

Glass is half empty Said of someone who is pessimistic 
He'll never get anywhere in life if he always 
sees the glass as half empty S1E4 3 Neutral Also, the glass is half full for optimism

Have a good time To enjoy oneself Did you have a good time at the party? S1E4 5 Neutral

Impotent (Of a man) unable to achieve an errection 
The drugs made him impotent for several 
hours S1E4 2 Neutral

Never mind Forget about it, don't worry about it, it 
doesn't matter

Can you grab me a spoon? Never mind, I'll 
get it. S1E4 5 Neutral

Nod off Fall asleep She kept nodding off during the movie S1E4 3 Informal Also, to doze off
Nuts Crazy She's nuts about chocolate fondue S1E4 5 Informal
Omnipotent All powerful Many believe God is omnipotent S1E4 2 Neutral

Painkiller A drug or medicine for relieving pain, an 
analgesic

I needed some painkillers when I got my 
tooth pulled S1E4 3 Neutral

Predicament A difficult or unpleasant situation
He's in a predicament: he wants to start a 
business but he doesn't have any money S1E4 3 Formal

Preppy Of someone who dresses neatly (often in a 
way that shows off their wealth) He looks really preppy in his new polo S1E4 4 Neutral

Puck Rubber disk used in hockey The puck hit Ross square in the nose S1E4 3 Neutral

Rough house To act aggressively or violently 
I always used to rough house with my 
brother S1E4 3 Neutral https://instagram.com/p/3Y_DxhETb4/?taken-by=reallife_english

Slumber party When friends sleep over at your house for 
the night (usually of children) I haven't been to a slumber party in years! S1E4 3 Neutral

Spy To observe someone secretly 
They spied on their son to see if he was 
stealing booze S1E4 3 Neutral

Take (one's) mind off 
(sth) Distract someone 

A funny movie will take your mind off the 
break up S1E4 5 Neutral https://instagram.com/p/3goTbhkTUD/

Time out Said during a sports game when a team 
wants to take a pause or a break They took a time out to restrategize S1E4 4 Neutral

Trashy Of bad taste or low quality 
You need some new jeans, those ones are 
really trashy S1E4 4 Informal

Tweezers Small metal tool used to extract things (for 
example hairs or splinters) 

She plucked her eyebrows with some gold 
tweezers S1E4 3 Neutral

Who's (sb) sleeping 
with?

Said of someone who gets preferential 
treatment (refers that they are having sex 
with someone important, and therefor are 
treated special) 

Tom got a promotion and a raise? Who's 
he sleeping with? S1E4 3 Informal

You got it Used to grant someone their request or 
wish One scoop of vanilla? You got it!

S1E4, 
S1E14, 
S2E14

https://instagram.com/p/3OxCmkkTUJ/
https://instagram.com/p/3ba9xVETUd/
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Apron An item worn when cooking to protect 
one's clothes from the food 

To express repressed emotion or 
psychological distress with overt 
behaviour. Typically said when children act 
wildly with seemingly no explanation. 

S1E4, 
S1E16 4 Neutral

Fill out To complete (a form, application, etc.) Could you fill out this insurance form?
S1E4, 
S1E17 4 Neutral

Nap
A short sleep during the day

I'm going to take a quick nap then clean 
the house

S1E4, 
S2E2, 
S2E7 5 Neutral

As far a (sb) is 
concerned In sb's opinion

As far as I'm concerned, the Beatles were 
the best band of all time S1E5 3 Formal

Audition A try out for a theatrical play or movie
Joey had an audition for a broadway play 
last Saturday S1E5 3 Neutral

Be beyond (sb) To be outside of one's capacity to 
understand something Why you hired him is beyond me S1E5 4 Informal https://instagram.com/p/3ynLNCETep/?taken-by=reallife_english

Be up to (sth) To be able to deal with a challenge or 
difficult situation

Are you up to the task of babysitting two 3-
year-olds? S1E5 3 Neutral

Belch To burp
He loudly and embarrassingly belched 
during dinner S1E5 3 Informal

Blow (one's) mind To surprise immensly It blows my mind how hot it is today S1E5 5 Informal https://instagram.com/p/3rAda2kTT4/?taken-by=reallife_english
Burn (sb) up To make someone angry Waiting in traffic really burns me up S1E5 3 Informal https://instagram.com/p/31MFczkTcN/?taken-by=reallife_english

Eager Enthusiastic, looking forward to something
I'm eager to travel to Barcelona this 
summer S1E5 4 Neutral

Fabric Material used to make clothing 
What type of fabric is your jacket made 
from? S1E5 3 Neutral

Fluffy Soft and fuzzy The kitten is so fluffy and adorable S1E5 4 Neutral https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QnX6Ius8uHg

Gang up on (sb) To act in a group to attack somebody 
(verbally, physically)

They all ganged up on him in the meeting 
because they didn't like his ideas S1E5 3 Informal https://instagram.com/p/3tcHFykTWj/?taken-by=reallife_english

Get up the courage To build one's confidence in order to do 
something

I had to get up the courage to try crickets 
in China S1E5 3 Neutral

Go on a date
To do something with someone with 
romantic intentions (e.g. go to the movies, 
to a restaurant, for a coffee, etc.) Do you want to go on a date with me? S1E5 4 Neutral

Go out with sb To date somebody They've been going out for about a year S1E5 4 Neutral

Grieve To go through a period of sadness due to 
something He's still grieving his grandmother's death S1E5 3 Neutral

Here's the thing Used to prepare the listener for what you're 
about to explain

Here's the thing, I'm a vegetarian, so I 
better not go to the barbeque S1E5 4 Neutral

Jammies Pijamas Look at my new jammies! S1E5 2 Informal Childish way of saying this, rarely used by adults

Judgement call A decision that depends on one's opinion 
of what seems appropriate

He made a judgement call to fire her after 
she left the office door unlocked all night S1E5 3 Neutral

Let go Stop holding something (either physically 
or emotionally) 

When you love someone the hardest thing 
to do can be letting go S1E5 3 Neutral

Listen for (sth) Pay attention to something
Listen for them to call your name, it should 
be just a few minutes S1E5 3 Neutral

Make eyes at (sb) To look at a person with desire
He was making eyes at her all evening and 
finally asked her what her name was. S1E5 3 Informal

Make it To achieve something difficult They made it to the final game, but lost S1E5 3 Neutral

Maneuver One or a series of movements that require 
skills to make

Big pick up trucks are near impossible for 
me to maneuver S1E5 3 Neutral

Nutty With or tasting like nuts; crazy
There is no way he'll run for president, are 
you nutty? S1E5 3 Informal

Rambunctious Energetic and out of control 
He was shy at first, but after a while he 
revealed his rambunctious nature S1E5 2 Neutral

Run (sth/sb) over To hit someone with a car Gaudi died after being run over by a tram S1E5 4 Neutral

Snuggle
To cuddle or hug someone in a 
comfortable position while laying down 
(usually romantically)

We just snuggled on the couch and 
watched a movie S1E5 4 Neutral

Sophisticated Educated, experienced, with good 
manners He's as sophisticated as royalty S1E5 3 Neutral

Spaz Someone who is quite clumsy He spilled coffee on me, what a spaz! S1E5 3 Neutral Short for spastic

Think sth through To analyze the details something 
He wanted to think the trip through before 
buying his tickets S1E5 4 Neutral

You don't say Expression to show disbelief (often used 
sarcastically)

Neil Armstrong was the first man on the 
moon? You don't say? S1E5 3 Neutral

Break up with (sb) To end a relationship with somebody We broke up after 3 years of dating
S1E5, 
S1E10 5 Neutral https://instagram.com/p/3wAFAFkTXV/?taken-by=reallife_english
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Be out of here Used to announce someone is leaving I have a meeting soon, so I'm out of here
S1E5, 
S1E14 4 Informal

Shut up Used to demand someone to be quiet
Shut up! You don't know what you're 
talking about

S1E5, 
S1E6 5 Informal

Fuzzy Soft (like the fur of a dog or cat) His teddy bear is very fuzzy
S1E5, 
S1E8 3 Neutral

Upset Unhappy, slightly angry, in a bad mood
He's upset because he got a B on his 
English exam

S1E5, 
S2E10 4 Neutral

Blow (sb) off To ignore someone, to not show up for a 
prearranged engagement He totally blew me off, that's so rude!

S1E5, 
S2E13 3 Informal

Go shopping To go to various stores You want to go shopping this Saturday?
S1E5, 
S2E2 4 Neutral Usually to buy things, but sometimes just to look, for fun

(Sb) would kill for (sth) Used to express that someone would love 
to have or do something

I would kill for a chocolate ice cream right 
now S1E6 4 Informal

A big break A sudden, huge opportunity for someone 
leading to success

Titanic was probably Leonardo DiCaprio's 
big break S1E6 3 Informal

Awful Terrible, very bad
I had an awful day and on top of that it's 
raining S1E6 4 Neutral

Barely Almost not
He was barely able to finish the huge plate 
of food S1E6 5 Neutral

Bill A paper informing due payment (e.g. for 
electricity, internet, water, etc.) 

I am responsible for paying the bills in my 
household S1E6 4 Neutral

Change (n) Small money (the metal coins) 
Hey do you have any change you could 
lend me? S1E6 5 Neutral

Change (one's) mind To change one's opinion about something
That documentary made me change my 
mind about vegetarianism S1E6 4 Neutral

Clear (one's) throat To pass air through your throat to remove 
obstructions (i.e. phlegm)

He cleared his throat before delivering the 
speech S1E6 3 Neutral

Coaster Small piece of material used to seperate 
drinks from the table

Could you please put your drink on a 
coaster? S1E6 2 Neutral

Crappy Of bad quality What a crappy movie S1E6 4 Informal
Damn it! Said to express extreme displeasure I lost my credit card, damn it! S1E6 4 Informal

Doom An unavoidable and destructive ending
I can tell by the first few pages of this book 
this story in going to end in doom S1E6 2 Neutral

For the hell of it For no particular reason, just for fun 
We're going to go to the beach this 
weekend just for the hell of it S1E6 4 Informal https://instagram.com/p/3_fOH8ETZE/?taken-by=reallife_english

Fulfilled Satisfied; gracious 
He feels fulfilled every time he volunteers 
at the orphanage S1E6 4 Neutral

Gal A woman That gal loves martinis S1E6 2 Informal
Hard to tell Difficult to distinguish or see the difference It's hard to tell if you're joking or not S1E6 4 Neutral

Have/get a shot To have or get the opportunity to do 
something

I had a shot at getting her number, but I 
blew it S1E6 5 Informal https://instagram.com/p/4ElbQRkTVk/?taken-by=reallife_english

Impending Imminent (usually negative)
Her impending demise motivated her to 
take a trip around the world S1E6 2 Neutral

It's worth it The effort put into something is justified by 
the benefit received

Going to Machu Picchu is expensive, but 
it's totally worth it! S1E6 5 Neutral Also: The ends justify the means 

Key Essential, crucial
Confidence is key to learning a second 
language S1E6 5 Neutral

Kook An eccentric person 
Her mom is a kook, always dressed in 
crazy clothing S1E6 2 Informal

Lead (n) The main character in a story, play or 
movie He got the lead in Shakespeare's Macbeth S1E6 3 Neutral

Mind (sth) To care or be bothered by doing something Would you mind if I came for dinner? S1E6 4 Neutral
Monogomy Marriage to a single person Monogomy is normal in most cultures S1E6 3 Neutral

Opening Line
First comment used to start a conversation 
with someone (usually with romantic 
intention) 

That is the worst opening line I've ever 
heard; you're going to get rejected S1E6 4 Informal https://instagram.com/p/39YP0LETbf/?taken-by=reallife_english

Out of (sb's) league Said of someone who is too attractive for 
you to get a date with him or her  It's not worth trying, she's out of my league S1E6 4 Informal

Out of order Not functioning properly The Coke machine is out of order S1E6 5 Neutral
Peel off To take the skin off something He peeled the sticker off of the bottle S1E6 3 Neutral
Put forth To propose (a plan, idea, etc.) The president put forth a new fiscal plan S1E6 3 Neutral

Reckless Without worrying about the consequences 
of one's actions

Your actions lately have been reckless and 
if you're not careful you'll end up in prison. S1E6 3 Neutral

Resent To have a feeling of anger and displeasure 
for something or someone Ross resents Pablo for stealing Rachel S1E6 3 Neutral

Robe Clothing put on after bathing or worn 
around the house That's a lovely silk robe S1E6 2 Neutral

https://instagram.com/p/3_fOH8ETZE/?taken-by=reallife_english
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Scrub To wash something with a lot of force Could you scrub the pans? S1E6 3 Neutral

Sense (sth) To perceive something or have the idea 
that something will turn out in a certain way

I sense that this change will be good for 
you S1E6 4 Neutral

Spot (v) To identify or see something I spotted some deer grazing in the valley S1E6 5 Neutral
Struggle To have a difficult time doing something I'm struggeling to find the answer S1E6 4 Neutral

Too bad Said to express that something is 
unfortunate

It's too bad you can't eat dairy–this ice 
cream is delicious S1E6 4 Informal

Twisted Abnormal and unpleasant You have a twisted sense of humor S1E6 2 Neutral
Unfair Not fair, not just It's unfair that he won the lottery S1E6 3 Neutral

Widow A woman who's husband has died
She's been a widow since her husband 
died in the war S1E6 3 Neutral

Tricky Complicated Living with your girlfriend can be tricky
S1E6, 
S1E11 4 Neutral

Hum To make rhythmic sounds with one's 
mouth and nose Try to guess what song I'm humming 

S1E6, 
S1E12 2 Neutral

Make it (somewhere) To arrive successfully Hey, you made it! 
S1E6, 
S1E24 5 Neutral

Groceries Things bought at the super market (food 
and things for the house) 

I'm going to pick up some groceries on the 
way home

S1E6, 
S2E21 4 Neutral

Butt A more standard and appropriate way of 
saying ass She has a cute butt

S1E6, 
S2E7 5 Neutral

Clench To squeeze something together He angrily clenched his fists
S1E6, 
S2E7 2 Neutral

Back (sb/sth) up To support someone's argument or point of 
view

I'm not sure they'll believe me, could you 
back up my story? 

S1E6, 
S2E8 4 Neutral

ATM
Short for automated teller machine; it's a 
machine at a bank from which you can 
withdraw money

I need to go to the ATM and withdraw 
some cash S1E7

Black out For the electricity to stop working New York blacked out during the huricane S1E7
Break down to stop working properly My car broke down last week S1E7
Burn out To wear off, to lose energy or fuel She burnt out after 12 hours working S1E7

Carcass The cadaver of an animal
There was a deer carcass on the side of 
the road S1E7

Charm To make someone like you
The politician charmed the audience with 
his brilliant speech S1E7

Check on (sb) To make sure that someone is doing or 
feeling ok

I heard you were sick so I wanted to call 
and check on you S1E7

Do not say a word To remain silent
Don't say a word about her pregnancy, it's 
still a secret S1E7

Eligible Suitable as a partner He's a very eligible bachelor S1E7
Flinch React in pain He flinched after grabing the hot coffee cup S1E7

Friend Zone
Said of the situation in which you like 
someone romantically, but they just 
consider you a friend

You didn't make a move and now you're 
stuck in the friend zone S1E7 http://reallifeglobal.com/sex-and-dating-terms/

Get trampled (on) To get repeatedly stepped on by a lot of 
people or other animals

Some people have gotten trampled to 
death on Black Friday S1E7

Impish Mischievous Their son is so impish S1E7

Intentionally On purpose; opposite of accidentally
She intentionally wore a black dress to the 
wedding S1E7

Kitty Short, cute name for a cat Her new kitty is so sweet S1E7 Not to be confused with 'kitten,' which is a baby cat

Lay the groundwork
To set the foundations for something (in 
dating it means to slowly set the stage for 
the right moment to ask someone on a 
date) 

Many schools believe memorizing 
grammar lays the groundwork for success 
in a second language S1E7

Loathe To deeply hate something or someone I loathe politics S1E7

Looter
Someone who takes advantage of a 
chaotic situation by stealing goods from 
stores

New York was filled with looters after the 
blackout S1E7

Make a move
To take advantage of an opportunity 
(usually with someone you are romantically 
interested in)

You better make a move before someone 
else does S1E7

Mangle Severely damage, mutilate His arm was mangled in the bike accident S1E7

Never ever Emphasizing that something will never 
happen She will never ever go on a date with him S1E7

On second thought Said when someone changes their mind or 
opinion

On second thought, I'll have the salmon 
instead of the steak. S1E7

http://reallifeglobal.com/sex-and-dating-terms/
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On top of the world Extremely happy
She was on top of the world after her 
promotion S1E7

Overrated Considered to be better than it actually is Breaking Bad was overrated  S1E7
Scared to death Extremely scared I'm scared to death of heights S1E7
Second to last Right before the last one Turn right down the second to last street S1E7

Sour With a strong flavor that makes you pucker 
your lips (e.g. a lemon)

This drink is too sour, I better add more 
sugar S1E7

Spooky Scary, frightening (usually related to 
ghosts and things like that) Old houses are spooky S1E7

Take (one's) time To do something patiently without rush
I want to take my time making this cake so 
it'll be perfect S1E7

Theme park
amusement park; a park where you find 
roller coasters, ferris wheels, and other fun 
rides

Going to theme parks is terrific in the 
summer S1E7

Wax Material that candles are made from This wax is made from soy S1E7
Way too... Very, too much He's way too hipocritical to be my friend S1E7
You betcha! Said in strong agreement (from 'You bet') Do you like chocolate? You betcha! S1E7 2 Neutral

Mock Make fun of someone by imitating the way 
he or she speaks or acts Don't mock your mother! 

S1E7, 
S1E10

Mayor The highest-ranked official in municiple 
government Who did you vote for for the new mayor? 

S1E7, 
S1E11

No way!
Absolutely no, no chance No way I'm going on a date with her

S1E7, 
S1E11, 
S2E5

Miss out on (sth) To lose a good opportunity or experience
You're going to miss out on my birthday 
party

S1E7, 
S1E16

Choke
To have one's breathing obstructed He almost choked on his gum

S1E7, 
S1E20, 
S2E12

Wonder To ask oneself something I wonder if it will rain this weekend
S1E7, 
S2E20

Throw a party To have a party
We should throw a surprise party for her 
birthday

S1E7, 
S2E4 NOT 'make a party' 

Burgundy Deep red color (like wine) We're going to paint the kitchen burgundy S1E8
Bury To cover something in dirt Dogs often bury bones in the backyard S1E8

Cupboard A storage cabinet where you might keep 
glasses, plates, etc.

Could you grab me a teacup out of the 
cupboard? S1E8

Flush To empty the toilet bowl Please don't flush objects down the toilet S1E8

Gang A group of delinquents
A gang of teenagers likes to hangout by 
the liquor store S1E8

Gee Exclamatory remark, a softer way of saying 
'Jesus' Gee your kids are cute! S1E8

Get at To insinuate
What are you getting at with that 
comment? S1E8

Grave A hole in the ground where you bury 
someone We burried him in a shallow grave. S1E8

Grin To smile He has a crooked grin S1E8

Hand (v) To give someone something by putting it in 
their hand Could you hand me the remote? S1E8

Hold Up (3) To make someone wait for you; to delay 
someone

I got held up at the supermarket today 
because the cash register was having 
problems S1E8 https://instagram.com/p/4Urdg5kTaP/?taken-by=reallife_english

Lightning A sudden electrical discharge coming from 
clouds There was thunder and lightning all night S1E8

Look into (sth) To investigate something
I'm going to look into spending Christmas 
in the Carribean S1E8

Pass (away) To die Her grandmother passed away last year S1E8
Pass out Faint She passes out every time she sees blood S1E8

Phew Used to express relief
Phew, I'm so glad you didn't break 
anything when you fell S1E8

Pick on (sb) To treat someone unfairly, to bully Don't pick on your little brother! S1E8
Show (sth) off To brag or boast about something He keeps showing off his new car S1E8
Slump To fall He slumped onto the bed S1E8

Stoned Under the influence of a drug
It was obvious that the teenagers were 
stoned S1E8

Vague General, broad, not precise
The instructions are really vague, I'm not 
quite sure what to do S1E8

https://instagram.com/p/4Urdg5kTaP/?taken-by=reallife_english
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Vibe An intangible energy or feeling that you 
can perceive from a person or place Her new boyfriend gives me a good vibe S1E8

Get along

To have a good relationship
I used to fight a lot with my brother when 
we were kids, but now we get along fine. 

S1E8, 
S1E16, 
S2E11, 
S2E17, 
S2E18

Breast A woman's chest, boob She got a breast reduction surgery done
S1E8, 
S1E9

Sweetheart
Affectionate way to address someone 

Where do you want to eat dinner, 
sweetheart? 

S1E8, 
S1E9, 
S1E15

Drive (sb) crazy To make someone impatient, annoyed, 
and frustrated 

You drive me crazy when you make that 
annoying noise!

S1E8, 
S2E17

Grown-up (n)
An adult

The grown-ups sit here and the kids over 
there

S1E8, 
S2E2, 
S2E11

Gross Disgusting Spiders are gross
S1E8, 
S2E21

Dress up To wear special, nice clothing Be sure to dress up for the ceremony
S1E8, 
S2E4

Gorgeous Really beautiful Heidi Klum is gorgeous 
S1E8, 
S2E8

Aside from Other than
What will you need for your trip aside from 
a warm jacket? S1E9

Asthma Respiratory condition that causes trouble 
breathing I've had asthma since I was a child S1E9

Bagel A pastry with a hole in the middle (similar 
to a doughnut, but not sweet) Have you ever tried a bagel? S1E9

Be behind (sth) To support something
I'm completely behind your decision to 
move to Spain S1E9

Belly Stomach
He has a big, round belly from drinking so 
much beer S1E9

Boycott To protest something They are going to boycot the new law S1E9

Break free To escape
The prisoners had broken free before the 
guards noticed. S1E9

Bump A round protrusion
He developed a bump after hitting his 
elbow against the wall S1E9

Bust (one's) ass To work really hard on something
I've been busting my ass making dinner for 
you S1E9 https://instagram.com/p/4yiKGRETZF/?taken-by=reallife_english

Carve To cut and shape something
He's going to carve the tree in the shape of 
a face S1E9

Crispy (Of food) having a hard, crunchy surface We'd love some crispy fried chicken S1E9

Frined Zone
To be considered only a friend, and your 
chances or a romantic relationship is 
impossible

She just asked me if I think Charlie is a 
good guy. I have been officially put in the 
friend zone. S1E9 https://instagram.com/p/4R3gnXkTSG/

Get an advance To get your salary before it's due 
Could I get an advance so I can buy 
Christmas gifts early? S1E9 https://instagram.com/p/40r4hNkTQQ/?taken-by=reallife_english

Hit To forcefully bring one's hand or a tool in 
contact with something 

It wouldn't have broken if you hadn't hit it 
so hard. S1E9

Infectious Contagious, able to be spread
She has the most infectious laugh I've ever 
heard S1E9 Having an infectious laugh means that when people hear you laugh it makes them laugh

Juicy Filled with juice or liquid This mango is so juicy! S1E9
Lay back To relax Let's lay back and watch a movie S1E9

Lump Small, uneven pieces within something
Continue stirring until all the lumps 
disappear S1E9

Magnificent Really great, unbelievable 
It would have been a magnificent party if it 
hadn't rained S1E9

Mope To whine, complain, and be depressed Stop moping and do something about it! S1E9

Ruin To destroy, to make unusable 
He spilled some paint and ruined the 
picture S1E9

See... Discourse marker used before explaining 
something

See, I will need some time off to go visit 
my mom in Toronto S1E9 This is a discourse marker. Learn more about the power of Discourse markers here: http://reallifeglobal.com/the-3-most-powerful-english-fluency-secrets-they-dont-teach-you-in-school/

Skull The head bone What animal is that skull from? S1E9
Smirk A sly smile Why are you smirking at me? S1E9

Spill To unintentionally drop liquid from a 
container 

He wouldn't have spilled the wine if he 
hadn't drank so much S1E9

Spritz To spray
Could you spritz some olive oil on the 
salad S1E9

https://instagram.com/p/4yiKGRETZF/?taken-by=reallife_english
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Tip Extra money given to someone in a service 
position (e.g. a waiter or waitress)

In the U.S. we typically give a 20 percent 
tip S1E9

Tone The level at which one speaks (often 
showing their emotion) You don't have to take that tone S1E9

Whip To beat and make fluffy First whip the cream, then add honey. S1E9

Zillion A huge amount of things
He'll have fired a zillion employees before 
he retires S1E9

Vivid Producing strong feelings or strong, clear 
images in the mind

I can vividly remember my Grandma's 
cooking

S1E9, 
S1E10

Lousy
Bad, terrible

Those lousy politicians are always starting 
wars

S1E9, 
S1E18, 
S2E10, 
S2E11

Stuck To be unable to leave a place
He got stuck in the tiny cave and had to be 
rescued

S1E9, 
S1E23

Silver lining The hope or a bright side to a negative 
situation I can't see any silver lining to this situation S2E1

Spare (sb/sth) To refain from harming or killing (e.g. to 
spare someone's life)

Please spare me your complaints about 
your new coworker S2E1

Tailor Someone who makes, repairs, or alters 
clothes professionally

She's going to have the tailor alter her 
dress for the wedding S2E1

Take advantage of (sb)
To sexually abuse someone, especially 
using his or her vunerability to impose 
control over him or her; benefit yourself 
using someone's weakness

Girls should be careful when drinking 
alcohol because they can be taken 
advantage of S2E1

Avert Avoid, turn away 
Avert your gaze for a moment while I 
prepare the experiment S2E10

Be all over (sb) To flirt with someone in a very obvious way
She's all over the teacher, it's really 
inappropriate S2E10

Be drawn to sb/sth (like 
a moth to a flame)

To be attracted or called to someone or 
something

My son is drawn to architecture like a moth 
to a flame S2E10

Cabin A small house (usually located in a natural 
place) 

We rented a cabin in the mountain for the 
weekend S2E10

Come close (to doing 
sth) To almost do something

I came close to buying a new TV, but it 
was too expensive S2E10

Come on to (sb) To behave in a way that shows your sexual 
interest towards someone

I think my astronomy profesor is coming on 
to me S2E10

Curator Manager in charge of something in a 
museum, zoo, etc. 

He's the curator of primates at the San 
Diego Zoo S2E10

Darling A pet name, term of endearment What do you want for dinner, darling? S2E10

Ditto Used to agree with what has just been 
said, the same thing again A: I can't stand her nagging. B: Ditto. S2E10

Dumpster Large garbage container Throw those old tshirts in the dumpster S2E10
Ecstatic Very excited, filled with joy He seems ecstatic about his new job S2E10

Eye-poking The act of injuring someone by putting 
your finger in his eye Eye-poking is forbidden in boxing S2E10

Fall off the wagon To start drinking alcohol or doing a drug 
again after becoming sober

Unfortunately, she fell off the wagon 
shortly after the divorce S2E10 https://www.instagram.com/p/BAfVqonkTcX/?taken-by=reallife_english

Flask A small container usually used to carry 
hard alcohol I got this flask from my grandfather S2E10

Get boned To get screwed (can refer to sexually or 
geting a bad deal)

I got boned buying my new car, I paid way 
too much S2E10 https://www.instagram.com/p/BAiYtgGETag/?taken-by=reallife_english

Get used (to sth) Become accustomed to something I'm finally getting used to living in the city S2E10

Go through To use, spend or finish something
We went through all of our money in the 
first week of our holidays S2E10

Goober A foolish person Her little brother is a goober S2E10

Gums The pink area between your teeth and 
mouth

She needs to floss more to help her gum 
health S2E10

Hammer A tool with a heavy metal head used to 
break things or drive in a nail Where is the hammer and nails? S2E10

Hardware store A shop where you buy tools
I'm remodeling the bathroom so I need to 
stop by the hardware store S2E10

Keep (sth/sb) at bay To keep someone or something at a 
distance 

She keeps asking me to accept this 
project, but I don't want to do it, so I'm 
keeping her at bay S2E10

Major (in sth) To study something at university What did you major in at college? S2E10

Make (sth) Irish To add alcohol to something
I would make this juice Irish, but I have to 
drive later S2E10

https://www.instagram.com/p/BAfVqonkTcX/?taken-by=reallife_english
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Mindless Characterized by a lack of reason or 
thought

The teacher is having us do mindless 
exercises when we should be studying for 
the exam S2E10

Not get anywhere
Not achieve anything

We're not getting anywhere by memorizing 
more grammar, we should try a different 
method S2E10

On the rocks Used to order a drink with ice I'll take a vodka, on the rocks S2E10 https://www.instagram.com/p/BAkLxM7ETZX/?taken-by=reallife_english

Pay one's dues To earn the right to certain benefits by 
working hard as an amateur first

I had to pay my dues teaching kids before I 
could teach adults S2E10

Pinch To squeeze someone's skin between your 
fingers to hurt him Stop pinching your little sister S2E10

Portray To act as someone
Jonny Depp portrayed Captain Jack 
Sparrow in Pirates of the Carribean S2E10

Psyched (about sth) Very excited 
I'm psyched to go see the new Star Wars 
movie S2E10 https://www.instagram.com/p/BAbGrbMkTeG/?taken-by=reallife_english

Public display of 
affection (PDA)

Refers to a situation in which a couple 
kisses heavily in public 

Are public displays of affection common in 
your country? S2E10

Show business
Phrase used to refer to the business of 
television, radio or entertainment in 
general

He hasn't had much success in show 
business, so he opened his own restaurant S2E10

Sober Not drunk
He's been clean and sober for five years 
now S2E10

Wasted Very drunk I got wasted at their wedding S2E10

Weenie A nerd 
He collects Star Trek action figures, what a 
weenie S2E10

With a twist Of alcoholic beverages, with citrus added 
for flavor Would you like your vodka with a twist? S2E10

Dull Boring My philosophy class is pretty dull
S2E10, 
S2E15

(Why/what/how) on 
Earth... 

Used to ask a question expressing shock 
or annoyance

What on Earth were you thinking when you 
died your hair green? S2E11 https://www.instagram.com/p/BA_M1JSETSV/?taken-by=reallife_english

Ask for (sb's) blessing To ask for someone's permission to do 
something

He's going to ask for her father's blessing 
before proposing to her. S2E11

Be up To be awake We were up until 4 am studying S2E11

Call off To decide something won't happen
They decided to call off the wedding after 
she caught him cheating. S2E11

Cast A plaster shell used to immobilize a broken 
limb

He has to wear a cast on his leg for two 
months. S2E11

Cigarette butt The end of a cigarette, which is discarded
I can't believe people leave cigarette butts 
on the beach; it's disgusting S2E11

Costume A set of clothes that represent a fictional 
character

Did you get a costume for the Halloween 
party, yet? S2E11

Cut into (sth)
Interrupt

I try not to look at my email in the morning 
because it cuts into my most creative time 
of day S2E11

Dear
Affectionate name used to address others 
(usually a significant other or younger 
person) Dear, would you grab me a beer? S2E11

Dice To cut food in small, square pieces 
Could you chop an onion and dice the 
carrot? S2E11

Dire Serious Poverty is a dire matter in most countries S2E11

Drop a bomb (on sb) To give a shocking or unexpected piece of 
news

The president just dropped a bomb. We're 
going to war. S2E11 https://www.instagram.com/p/BA2MaDTETdH/?taken-by=reallife_english

Face lift Cosmetic surgery used to give a more 
youthful facial appearance 

She's not dealing with getting old very well, 
she might get a facelift S2E11

Fart flatulance, an emission of wind from the 
anus Something stinks, who farted? S2E11

Feel for (sb) To empathize with someone, to 
understand his pain or misfortune I feel for her, her mother just passed away. S2E11

Futile Pointless 
It's futile to try to convince her, she's made 
up her mind. S2E11

Haircut One's hair style Is that a new haircut? S2E11

Hang around To linger or spend time somewhere
I don't like the kids hanging around those 
teenagers, they're a bad influence. S2E11

Joy Happiness
He was filled with joy when he got his 
acceptance letter to Harvard S2E11

Lamb A baby sheep Lambs are adorable S2E11
Lipstick Paint used on women's lips What color is your lipstick? S2E11
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Little did (sb) know Showing that someone had know idea 
Little did she know the person she met that 
day was her future husband. S2E11

Over 
(lunch/dinner/drinks)

Referring to having a conversation while 
eating or drinking Let's continue this conversation over coffee S2E11 https://www.instagram.com/p/BA0QiHlETQq/?taken-by=reallife_english

Pour To put liquid into a container Could you pour me another cup of coffee? S2E11

Pretty much A short answer, meaning 'yes' or 'more or 
less' We're pretty much screwed S2E11

Reluctant Hesitant to do something 
I'm reluctant to ask her out on a second 
date. S2E11

Revel in (sth) Gain great pleasure from something
Everyone revelled in the moment when 
they said, "I do" S2E11

Rim The outer edge of a circular object The rim of the coffee cup broke S2E11

Shrink A psychiatrist, psychologist, or therapist 
I'm not going to a shrink, I just need some 
time alone. S2E11

Sit up To sit in a straight position Sit up, it's better for your posture. S2E11
Sorority A sisterhood full of college students Her sister was in a sorority during college S2E11
Speed it up Hurry up, pick up the pace Speed it up, we're late. S2E11
Stick around Stay longer in a place If you stick around we could play a game. S2E11

Talk (sb) out of (sth) To convince someone not to do something 
I'm ready for a new adventure, so don't try 
to talk me out of moving S2E11

Unfinished business Matters pending to be dealt with
We have some unfinished business before 
we leave on vacation S2E11

Uptight Tense, nervous
She looked really uptight before giving the 
speech S2E11

Worth a shot Worth trying
It's worth a shot talking to her. Maybe she'll 
go out with you. S2E11

Backup plan A plan B, in case one's initial plan is not 
successful

What's your backup plan in case that 
university doesn't accept you? S2E12

Bastard
One born of parents not married to each 
other; nowadays, used to insult someone, 
usually men I can't believe that bastard cheated on you. S2E12

Belief system Religious or spiritual beliefs
What belief system is most popular in your 
country? S2E12

Boff To have sex with They boffed in the closet S2E12

Bribe To give someone money so that they 
dishonestly do something that favors you Bribing politicians is highly illegal S2E12

Chin The bone at the bottom of the face, under 
the mouth He's got a cleft chin, just like his father S2E12

Chopper A helicopter Have you ever ridden in a chopper? S2E12

Cute Attractive in a pretty or endearing way, 
adorable Her new puppy is so cute S2E12

Enclosed Something that has been placed inside of 
an envelope

Enclosed in this envelope is your 
inheritence S2E12

Explain (oneself) To provide a justification or clarification for 
what one has just said or done

You better explain yourself, young man, 
why did I find drugs in your backpack? S2E12

Eyelashes The hairs on the eye lids that prevent dust 
from entering the eyes

She wears too much mascara on her 
eyelashes S2E12

Fitting Suitable or appropriate for a specific 
situation

Your new haircut is different, but it's very 
fitting S2E12

Genre A type of music, movie or writing What's your favorite genre of music? S2E12

Gesture An action performed to convey a feeling or 
intention 

Him treating us to dinner was a really nice 
gesture S2E12

Get (sb) off your back To get someone to stop criticizing, 
annoying, or forcing you to do things 

My boss won't get off my back about this 
new project S2E12 https://www.instagram.com/p/BBIWk_GETQ-/?taken-by=reallife_english

Get this Understand this, used to present 
something surprising Get this, she still believes in Santa S2E12

I'm afraid (that...) Used to show sympathy when delivering 
bad news

I'm afraid that it's cancer, but luckily it's 
benign S2E12

Lounge A place where people relax or take a break
It's really nice spending your lay over in the 
lounge S2E12

Mighty Of great power Alexander the Great was a mighy leader S2E12
Pass on Euphemism for 'to die' Her grandmother passed on last year S2E12

Picture (sth/sb) To imagine
Can you picture the modern world without 
Internet? S2E12

Pout To frown, to complain Stop pouting and eat your vegetables S2E12

Pretend To act in a way to deceive someone
Why are you pretending you're something 
you aren't? S2E12
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Pursue Seek to attain or accomplish something, 
sometimes a sexual relationship

Sophie was being pursued by a number of 
men S2E12

Raisin A dehydrated grape I don't like raisins on my salad S2E12
Rock Very cool, great I love that shop, their ice cream rocks! S2E12

Run away Escape 
They ran away from the police, but were 
caught an hour later S2E12 https://www.instagram.com/p/BBEMPmRkTeV/?taken-by=reallife_english

Saying A written or spoken expression that 
contains a meaningful message 

There's a relevant saying here, "Every 
cloud has a silver lining." S2E12

Set The area for filming a movie or show He has to be on set at 1 pm S2E12

Spinal cord Nerves in the bone column that runs up the 
back

He will need surgery on his spinal cord if 
this new medicine doesn't work S2E12

Stalk
To follow, watch, and even harass 
someone, often without them knowing 
about it

It's become really common to stalk people 
on Facebook S2E12

Stay in The opposite of 'go out' Want to stay in tonight and watch a movie? S2E12

Taunt Provoke or challenge (someone) with 
insulting remarks They got fired for taunting their boss S2E12

Thin Lean, narrow
She looks really thin and healthy ever 
since she stopped eating meat S2E12

Track (sb/sth) down
To find someone or something

I tracked down my long lost brother, and 
you won't believe this, he lives just 5 miles 
away S2E12

Tricky Difficult, complicated
That's a tricky question, let me think about 
it. S2E12

Tune A song Do you remember that tune by Madonna? S2E12

Twin One of two animals or people born at the 
same birth He has a twin brother S2E12

Upside-down Inverted You took this photo upside-down S2E12

Wack job An extremely crazy person, someone who 
is mentally ill

She wants to quit because her boss is a 
wack job S2E12 https://www.instagram.com/p/BBFpTickTbw/?taken-by=reallife_english

What are you getting 
at? What are you trying to say or insinuate? 

What are you getting at when you say my 
jeans look too tight? S2E12

Word on the street A rumor
Word on the street is she has a new 
boyfriend S2E12 https://www.instagram.com/p/BBQGAvEETW7/?taken-by=reallife_english

Be chicken To be scared 
Are you really too chicken to tell her you 
think she's cute? S2E13 https://www.instagram.com/p/BBVkJStETSf/?taken-by=reallife_english

Smoking Really sexy, hot (usually said with a 
special tone that denotes this meaning) My chemistry teacher is smoking S2E13 https://www.instagram.com/p/BBX8WDwETZa/?taken-by=reallife_english

Back off Use to tell someone to go away or to leave 
someone alone Back off jerk, stop laughing at her. S2E14

Buck A dollar Can I borrow a few bucks? S2E14
Budge To move (a small amount) The door is locked, it won't budge S2E14

Check (sb) out To look at someone with attraction 
Hey, did you notice that chick over there is 
checking you out? S2E14

Cushion A type of pillow used on a sofa
I spilled some tomatoe sauce on the 
couch, I better flip the cushion over S2E14

Cut up To cut into small pieces with a knife
Could you cut up those peppers for the 
salad? S2E14

Dip into one's savings Use a small amount of the money that one 
has saved up

She might have to dip into her savings for 
her trip to London S2E14

Engrave To write something on a hard material
He got her a beautiful bracelet with their 
names engraved on it S2E14

Fall for sb To fall in love with someone I think she's falling for her professor S2E14 https://www.instagram.com/p/BBk4uThETaP/?taken-by=reallife_english
Flashy Bright, sometimes expensive I'm not sure I like that hat, it's too flashy S2E14

Get a shot of (sb/sth) To get a picture or video of someone or 
something

Could you get a shot of that deer before it 
runs away? S2E14

Get back on track Working well again, back on schedule 
again

We need to fix this machine so we can get 
production back on track S2E14

Get clobbered To get beat up badly They got clobbered in yesterdays game S2E14
Get down Dance; party; have sex They got down in the back of his car S2E14 https://www.instagram.com/p/BBnN74mETc2/?taken-by=reallife_english

Go bad (Of food) to spoil, rot 
We need to eat these bananas before they 
go bad S2E14

Go to the movies To go to the cinema Want to go the the movies on Friday? S2E14
Grateful Showing thanks for something I'm grateful for my family's health S2E14

Hang in there Used to tell someone to remain determined 
in a difficult situation Hang in there, I'm sure you'll find a new job S2E14 https://www.instagram.com/p/BBiuNpHETdB/?taken-by=reallife_english
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Head shot A picture of someone's face for 
professional or formal use He might give you a signed head shot S2E14

Knight in shining 
armour

A man that helps a woman in a heroic 
manner 

He was her knight in shining armour when 
he showed up with flowers S2E14

Mate for life
Used to describe animals that keep one 
sexual partner for their entire life (e.g. 
humans, dolphins, etc.) Do you think Lions mate for life? S2E14

My bad Used to apologize for a mistake we just 
made I burned the fish, my bad. S2E14

On one's knees Begging for something (often forgiveness) I'm on my knees, please forgive me! S2E14
Paycheck Salary I would love a bigger paycheck S2E14

Prom The dinner and dance done to celebrate 
high school graduation Who are you going to prom with? S2E14

Sharp Attractive, stylish You look sharp in that shirt S2E14
Sorrow Sadness, distress She was full of sorrow after the funeral S2E14
Sparkly Glittering, bright Where did you get that sparkly new watch? S2E14

Take a chill pill Relax, calm down
I'm almost finished with this project, take a 
chill pill S2E14

Take a message Receive a message for someone on the 
phone I'll have my secretary take a message S2E14

Tear sth To rip or pull apart into two or more pieces
My shirt got torn on some plants while we 
were hiking S2E14

Tush Butt, ass (but not vulgar) The baby fell and hurt his tush S2E14
Tux Short for "tuxedo" I still need to rent a tux for my wedding S2E14
Wank A jerk She should quit, her boss is a wank S2E14

You got me I have no idea
You got me, I don't know where the coffee 
is S2E14

Your call Your decision, up to you
We can eat Chinese or Italian food, your 
call. S2E14

God forbid
A way of saying that you hope what was 
just said or is about to be said does not 
happen God forbid they should win a match 

S2E14, 
S2E19

Good to go Ready, well equipped Your car is all fixed, you're good to go
S2E14, 
S2E21

What's with What's the problem with, what's going on 
with What's with your sister? She seems sad 

S2E14, 
S2E21

(I'll) see you later A common way to say goodbye I've got to run, see you later! S2E15
Back up To move backwards Look out for that truck that's backing up S2E15

Be into sb To be attracted to someone romantically 
You should ask her out, it's obvious she's 
into you S2E15

Be smitten Be strongly attracted ot someone or 
something I think she's smitten with her teacher S2E15 https://www.instagram.com/p/BB1aqBykTQ2/?taken-by=reallife_english

Bob To move up and down The buoy is bobbing in the waves S2E15
Cheek One of the sides of one's face or butt She got a rash on her cheek S2E15
Chirp To make a high pitched trill (what birds do) He woke up to the sound of birds chirping S2E15

Clay Earthy material similar to mud that is used 
to make pottery

I would make you a vase if I weren't out of 
clay S2E15

Cluster of (sth) A group of similar things
There's a cluster of dandelions in the 
garden S2E15

Cross the line To surpass preconceived senses of limits 
(often to a point of no return)

He crossed the line by flirting with his boss 
during the meeting S2E15 https://www.instagram.com/p/BB3Bh8YkTV8/?taken-by=reallife_english

Drunk (n) A person who is addicted to alcohol
Her father was a drunk, but he's been 
sober now for 15 years. S2E15

Flock A group of animals (usually sheep, goats, 
or birds) There's a flock of pigeons in the plaza S2E15

Follow (sb/sth) To understand what something is about or 
what someone is saying

His lecture on the periodic table was a little 
hard to follow S2E15

Get/have (sth) 
checked/looked at To have a doctor examine something

I don't like that mole, you should really 
have that looked at S2E15

In (all) fairness (to sb) Used to make a piece of criticism sound 
less strong

She failed her test, but in all fairness, she 
had four other exams the same day S2E15

Make it up (to sb) To compensate for a mistake or a bad 
action

She couldn't go to his soccer game, so she 
made it up by buying him ice cream S2E15

No where near Not even close
That restaurant is no where near here, let's 
eat somewhere closer S2E15

Peek Look at something very quickly, especially 
in a sneaky way

He was trying to peek at what his mom 
bought him for Christmas S2E15

https://www.instagram.com/p/BB1aqBykTQ2/?taken-by=reallife_english
https://www.instagram.com/p/BB3Bh8YkTV8/?taken-by=reallife_english
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Put one's feet up To be in a relaxed position 
Why don't we put our feet up and watch a 
movie? S2E15

Raft A small rubber boat that uses paddles to 
navigate 

We're going to take a raft down the river for 
the weekend S2E15

Sheriff An elected officer in a country, responsible 
for keeping the peace The sheriff aprehended the bank robbers S2E15

Sophisticated Experienced, refined, cultured
Her cousin is well-traveled and 
sophisticated S2E15

Split up To break up, seperate 
They would split up if it weren't for their 
kids S2E15 https://www.instagram.com/p/BB6l5jWETdu/?taken-by=reallife_english

Sweet mother of God Used to express great surprise Sweet mother of God, his car is on fire! S2E15

Sympathetic Showing an understanding of someone's 
emotional state

Grandma is always really sympathetic 
when I explain my problems to her S2E15

There's no rush There's no need to hurry
There's no rush, you can take your time 
with that report S2E15

Tickle To touch someone in a way that makes 
them laugh She hates being tickled S2E15

Tilt To incline or cause something to incline
Don't tilt your chair, you might break your 
neck S2E15

Trigger To start, cause or activate something
The smell of her perfume triggered a 
memory from his childhood S2E15

Yolk The yellow part of an egg
Would you like a piece of toast to mop up 
the yolk? S2E15

Be an item To be a couple I heard she and that singer are an item S2E16

Be cool (with sth) To agree to or be at peace with something
Are you cool if I go out with the guys 
tonight? S2E16

Beg To ask someone humbly for something
I'm begging you, please don't make me go 
to the dentist S2E16

Bimbo A derogatory term used to refer to an 
attractive but unintelligent woman She's nice, but she's a bimbo S2E16

Brunch Meal eaten during the late morning (a 
combination of breakfast and lunch)

Do you want to get brunch with us on 
Sunday? S2E16

Check out To look at someone with sexual desire Check out that babe in the red dress S2E16

Cover (sth) up To hide something through deception
You're a terrible liar, I can tell you're 
covering something up S2E16 https://www.instagram.com/p/BCOgrBgkTaH/?taken-by=reallife_english

Crazy about (sb/sth) To like someone or someone or something 
a lot 

I'm crazy about their pumpkin pie ice 
cream! S2E16

Drain A channel of pipes that carry off liquid 
waste

I poured the rest of the coffee down the 
drain S2E16

Feel up (sb) To touch someone's private parts
She punched the masseur when he tried to 
feel her up S2E16

Fella Short for 'fellow', used to adress a man What's on your mind, fella? S2E16

Freckle A small patch of light brown color on the 
skin

I've got a bunch of new freckle's since I 
went to the beach S2E16

Get bent out of shape To get angry
Don't get bent out of shape just because 
you lost S2E16 https://www.instagram.com/p/BCHd2yBkTZG/?taken-by=reallife_english

Give (sb) a ride/lift To take someone somewhere with your car Could you give me a ride home? S2E16
Have a chip on one's 
shoulder

Act of having a grudge or grievance that 
readily provokes disputation

He's had a chip on his shoulder since he 
wasn't invited to the party S2E16

IQ Intelligence quotient, used to refer to 
someone's level of intelligence Most politicians seem to have a low IQ S2E16

It wouldn't kill (sb) It would not be too much too ask, it's not 
too big of a demand 

It wouldn't kill you to clean the dishes when 
I cook S2E16

Lad Way of addressing a man (outdated) 
What would you like for Christmas, young 
lad? S2E16

Leave sb high and dry To be left in a difficult situation without 
support

She was left high and dry when he didn't 
show up for their wedding S2E16

Let's face it Used before saying something unpleasant, 
but true

Let's face it, the Polar Bears are going to 
go extinct if something doesn't change S2E16

Live vicariously 
(through sb)

To take satisfaction from another person's 
experiences as if it was your own

It's very common that parents live 
vicariously through their children S2E16

Load of crap A shameless lie
He told you he found the game? What a 
load of crap, he must have stolen it. S2E16 https://www.instagram.com/p/BCIwrCDkTTj/?taken-by=reallife_english

My man Friend, buddy. Colloquial (only used with 
men, not women) 

What are your plans this weekend, my 
man? S2E16

Okey-dokey Informal way of saying okay Okey-dokey, let's get this show on the road S2E16

One's place One's house
Joey is having a party at his place this 
weekend S2E16

https://www.instagram.com/p/BB6l5jWETdu/?taken-by=reallife_english
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Scar To leave a permanent mark of an injury on 
the skin The suspect had a scar above his left eye S2E16

Shall...? A way to make a polite suggestion Shall we order Chinese food? S2E16

Sheepish Showing or feeling embarassment
He had a sheepish look after stealing the 
candy S2E16

Stare at (sb/sth) To look at someone or something 
intenseley without blinking I love staring at the stars on a clear night S2E16

Straddle To sit or stand with one's legs on either 
side of something You need to straddle the horse S2E16

Stroke
A sudden disabling attack or loss of 
consciousness caused by an interruption in 
the flow of blood to the brain

Her uncle suffered a stroke and has been 
in the hospital since last week S2E16

Tasteful Pleasing to look at; appropriate, appealing Your dress is sexy, but very tasteful S2E16

This is wild This is crazy, awesome
This is wild, I found a picture of her dad 
wearing a dress S2E16

Twinkie A young man or woman–often innocent, 
ditsy (rare) His new girlfriend is a bit of a twinkie S2E16

Unclog To remove an obstruction causing 
bloackage We had to call a plumber to unclog the sink S2E16

Wuss Coward, wimp
He wouldn't try bunjee jumping? What a 
wuss! S2E16

You don't say? Really? (Used when surprised or 
sarcastically) 

You don't say, he got fired for drinking at 
work? S2E16

Any minute (now) Referring that something will happen very 
soon Mom should be home any minute now

S2E16, 
S2E22

Abyss An unmeasurably deep hole or space This well is so deep it seems like an abyss S2E18
Be a (big) fan (of sth) To like something a lot He's a big fan of formula 1 S2E18

Be there for (sb)
To make oneself available to support 
someone, especially during a difficult 
moment

If you need someone to talk to, I'm here for 
you. S2E18

Break (sth) out Get something out, make something 
available

I like to break out the good china for 
Christmas dinner S2E18

Break out the 
champagne To celebrate

You passed your exam? Let's break out 
the champagne! S2E18 https://www.instagram.com/p/BCrWSjYETbA/?taken-by=reallife_english

Brisk Cold, chilly Grab a jacket, it's brisk out S2E18

Comb A piece of plastic with a row of teeth used 
for arranging hair My hair is a mess, do you have a comb? S2E18

Crusty Easily irritated (of an old person); having a 
hard outer lare

Our crusty old neighbor yells at the kids if 
they play near his house S2E18

Curse (sb/sth)
To affect someone or something with bad 
energy, to wish something bad upon 
someone or something Curse this new phone, it's too complicated S2E18

Do the laundry To wash clothes
I'm throwing a load of wash in, do you want 
me to do your laundry? S2E18 https://www.instagram.com/p/BCtYA30kTZq/?taken-by=reallife_english

Drawer A box-like container used to store things 
that fits inside furniture

Can you get me the scissors out of the 
kitchen drawer? S2E18

Fleet A group of ships sailing together, engaged 
in the same activity We saw an American fleet off the coast S2E18

Freak of nature A person who shows abnormal behavior
He likes tofu with chocolate, what a freak 
of nature. S2E18

Gather by (sth) To infer, to come to a conclusion 
I gather by the look on your face that you 
heard the bad news? S2E18

Get going Used to announce you are leaving a place
It was fun watching the movie with you all, 
but I have got to get going S2E18

Get to know (sb) To become familiar with someone 
I still haven't gotten to know my brother's 
new girlfriend S2E18

Grotesque Gross, disgusting
Those drawings he did are groteque, he 
should see a therapist S2E18

Have a romp in the sack To have sex After dinner they had a romp in the sack S2E18 https://www.instagram.com/p/BCwB6cSkTd5/?taken-by=reallife_english

Have the last word
To say the last statement in a discussion, 
thus feeling a sense of victory; to have the 
final decision

My parents' fights never seem to end 
because they both want to have the last 
word S2E18

I'll tell you what Used to give a suggestion
I'll tell you what, we'll have Chinese tonight 
and Italian tomorrow S2E18

Jammies Pijamas (usually said by or to children) Put on your jammies and get ready for bed S2E18

Kill off When a writer makes someone die in the 
story

All the characters get killed off in Game of 
Thrones S2E18

Look out! Used to tell someone to take caution Look out, there's a car coming S2E18 https://www.instagram.com/p/BC03zIxkTRd/?taken-by=reallife_english
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Make a speech A formal discourse given to a group or an 
audience

Leonardo DiCaprio made a great speech 
at the Oscars S2E18

Mildew A fungus that forms in humid places (like a 
shower) 

There's mildew in the shower, you need to 
clean it S2E18

Neat Tidy, clean 
She keeps her kitchen neat when she has 
company S2E18

Plot The written sequence of events in a story I thought the movie's plot was predictable S2E18
Reach To extend your arm to grab something Can you reach the top shelf? S2E18

Remedy (sth) To do something that solves a problem
I'm sure that the situation can be remedied 
with a nice apology S2E18

Shaft A long passage through a building or the 
ground

Did you hear about the mine shaft that 
collapsed? S2E18

Smear To spread something over a surface He likes to smear lots of butter on his toast S2E18

Sow one's wild oats
A period in a person's life when they do a 
lot of exciting (possibly irresponsbile) 
activities 

After his divorce he wanted to sow his wild 
oats. S2E18

Stat Immediately (medical jargon) I need the pain medication, stat. S2E18

Tenderness Feelings of deep affection
He picked her up in his arms with great 
tenderness S2E18

The other way around
Backwards, the opposite way

No, it's the other way around, dark 
chocolate is good for you, milk chocolate 
isn't. S2E18

Thoughtful Kind and considerate
You wrote a very thoughtful message on 
my card, thanks! S2E18

Weenie An irritating or disliked person, a coward 
(usually used by children) 

Her ex-boyfriend broke up with her by text 
message, what a weenie. S2E18

(I'm) Just saying Used after saying something you consider 
true, but without intention to argue

If you want to get a promotion, you could 
try being nicer to her, just saying. S2E19

(Sth) speaks to you It resonates with you 
That movie really spoke to me. I'm 
changing my whole lifestyle S2E19

(To be) Better off In a more satisfactory condition 
They want me to move to Antarctica? I'd 
be better off dead S2E19

Alley A narrow passageway between buildings I avoid dark alleys at night S2E19

Attend (to sb/sth) To help someone or deal with something
Could you attend to your little brother while 
I'm gone? S2E19

Awfully Terribly; very, very much What's for dinner? I'm awfully hungry. S2E19

Be aware (of sth) To know something
I'm aware of the problem, but what's the 
solution? S2E19

Be hung up (on sth) To be thinking about someone too much He's hung up on the results of his exam S2E19
Bear To have He bore a resemblance to the president S2E19

Betray To fail to be loyal to someone
His best friend betrayed him by sleeping 
with his wife S2E19

Check (sth) out To take a look at something
Have you checked out the new Star Wars 
movie? S2E19

Clean up To make a large profit, especially in a short 
period of time (also, make a killing) He cleaned up on his trip to Vegas S2E19

Cocktail An alcoholic drink made up of two or more 
diffferent drinks Cocktail's are half off at happy hour S2E19

Come along To appear, arrive He came along and saved the day S2E19

Condescending
Something done with the intention to make 
someone feel inferior, looking down on 
someone I hate when rich people act condescending S2E19

Consider me gone Another way to say 'I'm leaving' 
You don't want me to stay? Consider me 
gone. S2E19

Crap out Chicken out, refuse to do something 
because you don't feel comfortable 

I signed up for skydiving but crapped out at 
the last minute S2E19

Empower Give someone the strength or ability to 
take action 

My new job has empowered me to move 
out of my parent's house S2E19

Feisty LIvely, energetic, full of spirit His little sister is pretty feisty S2E19

Goddess Feminine for God
Romans believed in many Gods and 
Godesses S2E19

Have a deal Have an agreement We had a deal: I cook and you clean S2E19

Have to do (with sth) To be related to
What do culinary skills have to do with 
travel? S2E19

House-trained Used to say an animal is trained not to 
defecate in the house (also, house-broken) Is your puppy house-trained? S2E19

Impulse buy To spend money based on emotion 
This gaudy hat was an impulse buy, I've 
never actually worn it S2E19
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Inner Internal, within; opposite of outer Meditating gives me inner peace S2E19
Jaunty In fashion, stylish; lively, self-confident There's no mistaking his jaunty walk S2E19

Just so you know For your information, in case you wanted 
to know

Just so you know, that shirt isn't 
appropriate for work S2E19

Left and right Consistently 
Ronaldo has been missing goals left and 
right all game S2E19 https://www.instagram.com/reallife_english/

Live the dream To live a satisfactory life 
He moved to Costa Rica and is living the 
dream S2E19

Look at you!
Used to show surprise at how someone is 
dressed or at one's accomplishment (often 
sarcastic when someone is bragging) Look at you, nice watch! S2E19

Out of the blue Sudden, unexpected 
The politician's comment about healthcare 
seemed really out of the blue S2E19 https://www.instagram.com/p/BDEiGj3ETdA/?taken-by=reallife_english

Pally Another way to call someone friend Hey pally, I bought a doughnut S2E19
Peaceful Quiet and calm I like it here, it's a peaceful town S2E19

Pedantic Overly precise and detailed or concerned 
with rules

Police in England are very pedantic with 
rule-breakers S2E19

Phallic Having the shape of a penis
Do you think it's strange that many foods 
are phallic? S2E19

Psycho Short for psychopath, an extremely crazy 
person

My lawyer seemed like a psycho, so I fired 
him S2E19

Pull (sth) off To succeed doing something
A marathon is no joke, do you think you 
can pull that off? S2E19

Road trip A trip done on road transport (car, bus, 
motorcycle, etc.) We took a road trip on Route 66 S2E19

Roll with things To adapt to a difficult situation, go with the 
flow

It sucks that you're broke and your 
girlfriend left you, but you just have got to 
roll with things S2E19

Roomie Short for roommate
My roomies and I are going to get drinks 
later S2E19

Smack dab Exactly, precisely 
Here I am in Vienna, smack dab in the 
middle of Europe S2E19

Smudgy Blurry
This photo you took is smudgy, let's take 
another S2E19

Start from square one Start from the beginning 
His painting was ruined in the fire and now 
he has to start at square one S2E19

Suck it up Accept a difficult situation without 
complaint

I know we lost, but we have to suck it up 
and win the next game S2E19

Suit (sb) To be appropriate for someone, look good 
on someone That new haircut suits you S2E19

Take a step backwards To lose progress 
That was a terrible idea, we took one step 
forward and two steps back S2E19

Take up (space) Occupy
This table takes up too much room, let's 
buy a smaller one S2E19

Things happen
Used to say that unfortunate events are 
common for everyone (More vulgar: Shit 
happens) 

Don't worry about missing your 
appointment, things happen. S2E19

Timetable A schedule
Let me see if I can fit something into my 
timetable S2E19

To-go
Carry out, something that is intended to be 
eaten outside of the restaurant/cafe where 
it is made Can I get a burrito and large coke to-go? S2E19

Unpack Take things out of a suitcase
I need to unpack then I'll be ready for 
dinner S2E19

Upset Unhappy He's upset that his team lost S2E19

(Sth) appeals to (sb) To like something 
She would buy the necklace if it appealed 
to her. S2E2 https://www.instagram.com/p/-UKN0UkTRS/?taken-by=reallife_english

Alike Affecting two people or things equally 
The disaster was difficult for rich and poor 
alike.  S2E2

Bore (sb) with (sth) to make someone feel bored
I don't want to bore you with my work 
stories S2E2

Breastfeed To feed a baby with milk from the breasts
Do you think it's strange when women 
breastfeed in public? S2E2

Cheat on (sb) To be sexually unfaithful His wife was cheating on him S2E2 https://www.instagram.com/p/-Xe1ypETXa/?taken-by=reallife_english

Day job A job you hold in order to fund what you're 
really passionate about

He's got his day job to keep food on the 
table, but he really wants to be a rockstar S2E2

Escalator Moving stairs (common in malls, airports, 
etc.)

I'll meet you by the escalator then we'll go 
to the Apple Store S2E2
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Fix (sb) up with (sb) To arrange for two people to go out on a 
date

I fixed my cousin up with my best friend 
and now they're getting married S2E2

For a bit For a short amount of time I'm going to go to the café to work for a bit S2E2
Fur Animal hair I would never buy a fur coat S2E2

Give (sb) a chance
Give someone fair judgement

We just have to give the new president a 
chance to see if he does something good 
for the country S2E2

Grab (food) To eat out or get a drink Want to grab a drink after work? S2E2

Grow out of (sth)
To become to big for a piece of clothing; to 
become too mature to enjoy something 
you previously enjoyed

I bought him these adorable shoes, but he 
already grew out of them S2E2 https://www.instagram.com/p/-O1x6hkTSk/?taken-by=reallife_english

Hate (sb's) guts To have strong negative feelings towards 
someone We hated his guts for voting against us S2E2 https://www.instagram.com/reallife_english/

Hooker A prostitute 
That street is known for having a lot of 
hookers S2E2

House of worship A church
He spends all Sunday at his house of 
worship S2E2

Houseware Things found in any house, especially 
cooking utensils

The houseware department is on the top 
floor S2E2

Howdy Greeting short for 'how do you do?'. 
Typical in the South of the United States Howdy! What's your name? S2E2

Ladle A large spoon used to serve soups Can you hand me the ladle for this stew? S2E2

Last
To continue to operate or remain usable 
for a considerable or specified length of 
time

These cheap smartphones never last more 
than a year S2E2

Lingerie Women's underwear
He gave her some new lingerie for their 
anniversary S2E2

Lose to (sb) To be beat by someone in a game or 
competition Madrid lost to Bayern 1-0. S2E2

Muffin A small domed spongy cake made with 
eggs and baking powder

I'll have a small coffee and a blueberry 
muffin, please. S2E2

No wonder Used to say that something isn't surprising
No wonder the blender isn't working, it's 
not plugged in! S2E2

One thing leads to 
another

Used to explain how something happened 
because of something else, how 
something small caused a big problem

One thing lead to another and now we're 
divorced S2E2

Paranoid Feeling extremely and irrationally nervous, 
fearful, etc.

He's paranoid about scoring well on his 
English exam S2E2

Quality time
Time spent bonding with someone you 
care about in order to strengthen the 
relationship

We're going to go fishing this Saturday, 
spend some quality time together. S2E2

Show what (sb) is made 
of

To show someone's abilities at something 
or courage

I know you can win this game, go show 
them what you're made of. S2E2

Sneaker Casual/sports shoes Want to go for a run? Grab your sneakers. S2E2

Stab (sb) in the back Betray someone
Her planning a trip to Miami without him 
felt like a stab in the back S2E2 https://www.instagram.com/p/-RXyajkTW5/?taken-by=reallife_english

Stand (one's) ground
To maintain your position despite other 
people's constant pressure to dominate 
your thinking or actions

You have to stand your ground and fight 
for what you believe S2E2

Sue To initiate legal proceedings against 
someone or a company for harming you

McDonalds got sued when the girl burnt 
herself with coffee S2E2

What is with you? Used to ask someone what is wrong with 
her, why is she acting strange What is with you? You seem really sad. S2E2

You bet Of course, certainly 
You bet, you can come to the game with 
me. S2E2

Shoot
A non-offensive way to say 'shit!' Shoot, I forgot to buy milk at the store. 

S2E2, 
S2E10, 
S2E20

Yo
(Slang) used to address someone Yo, you want to go get something to eat?

S2E2, 
S2E13, 
S2E15

Doofus An idiot
The first president was Washington, not 
Lincoln, you doofus

S2E2, 
S2E17

Lovely Nice
That's a lovely jacket, where did you buy 
it?

S2E2, 
S2E6

(Sports) play
A series of passes or movements 
performed by the members of a sports 
team (e.g. basketball, football) That play definitely won the game S2E20

Babysit To take care of children
Could you babysit your sister so your mom 
and I can go on a date? S2E20
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Baked in Included (as an integral part of something) Amusement parks have fun baked right in! S2E20

Bazillion A very large number
There are a bazillion things I'd rather do 
than go to the museum S2E20

Be right back (BRB) To return shortly Hey I'll be right back, I'm going to shower. S2E20

Behind the times Old, subscribing to older ways of thinking, 
not up to date

She just got a smartphone last week, she's 
really behind the times S2E20 https://www.instagram.com/p/BDakALHETfm/?taken-by=reallife_english

Bleed To lose blood
My hand is bleeding, do you have a 
bandaid? S2E20

Bring it out (in sb) To make someone say something or 
behave in a particular way

We broke up because she brought the 
worst in me with the drugs and the partying S2E20

Bury To dig a hole and put something into it The dog burried his bone somewhere S2E20
Cab taxi Let's get a cab downtown S2E20

Caregiver A person who takes care of someone in a 
vulnerable position

Grandma's caregiver immigrated from 
France S2E20

Crawl To move on hands and knees
After running the marathon I had to crawl 
into bed S2E20

Deal with (sth) To handle or manage a situation that is 
unpleasant 

She's not dealing with her grandma's 
passing very well S2E20

Dig To make a hole in the ground We need to dig a hole to plant this tree S2E20

Ditch sb To abandon someone
She was annoying us, so we ditched her at 
the bar S2E20 https://www.instagram.com/p/BDQ9DggkTZ-/?taken-by=reallife_english

Dork Someone with strange interests that lacks 
social skills

Your sister plays World of Warcraft? What 
a dork S2E20

Flip for (sth) To flip a coin to help decide something Let's flip a coin to see who will clean up S2E20
Formerly Previously, opposite of currently I formerly was waitered at the Ritz S2E20

Get in trouble Become involved in a problematic situation
They got in trouble when they tried stealing 
the video game S2E20

Go down to 
(somewhere)

To travel the distance between where you 
are and where you're going

We're going down to Florida for spring 
break S2E20

Go! Phrase used to encourage a team or 
person Yeah! Go Barcelona! S2E20

Hog To take up too much of something
They don't sleep together anymore 
because he always hogs the bed S2E20

It's just that Used to give an explanation clarifying the 
true reason of something

I'd go on the trip with you, it's just that I'm 
scared of flying S2E20

Keep to (oneself) Avoid contact with other (often politely) 
John is easy to live with, he keeps to 
himself S2E20

Kick in Take effect
It takes about 30 minutes for the medicine 
to kick in S2E20 https://www.instagram.com/p/BDTdZlrkTUV/?taken-by=reallife_english

Land mine Explosive device concealed in the ground They have to scan the area for land mines S2E20

Leftovers Food that remains uneaten at the end of a 
meal (that is eaten later) 

Thanksgiving dinner was so big that we 
have leftovers for the next couple days. S2E20

Match A piece of wood tipped with a flamable 
material that lights on fire when struck

I'm going to have a cigarette, do you have 
a match? S2E20

Minty Fresh, with the taste or smell of mint
The chocolate pudding he made was very 
minty S2E20

Next thing (sb) knows Used to narrate something happening 
unexpectedly 

Next thing I knew, she had me helping her 
move S2E20

Nighty-nite Good night Nighty-nite, sleep well S2E20
Partay Slang for 'party' We're going to partay like we're 21 again! S2E20

Plus Furthermore, also
We're staying home tonight, it's raining, 
plus it's cold S2E20

Rabies
A disease that causes madness and 
convulsions, also foaming at the mouth. 
Common in dogs

They had to put the dog down when he got 
rabies S2E20

Raise kids To mature children from baby to adult
They raised their kids in 6 countries so 
they could learn different languages S2E20

Roll over To move onto the other side
I woke up at 9, but then rolled over and 
went back to sleep S2E20

Score To make a goal He shoots, and he scores! S2E20

See (sth) coming
Predict something

I'm not surprised you got fired. I saw that 
coming when you started leaving late 
every day S2E20 https://www.instagram.com/p/BDY3O_okTfm/?taken-by=reallife_english

Shield (sb from sth) To protect someone
We have to shield our child from violent 
movies S2E20

Shovel Pick up snow, dirt, etc. with a shovel (tool 
with a metal spade and wooden handle) Can you help me shovel the driveway? S2E20
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Shut off Turn off
I'll shut off my computer and then we can 
leave S2E20

Sick of (sth) Not able to tolerate something I'm sick of your lies S2E20

Sidestep To avoid something
He sidestepped an argument by buying her 
flowers S2E20

Supposedly According to what is believed, apparently
Supposedly it's supposed to snow 
tomorrow S2E20

Tape To record on film, to video They caught the politician stealing on tape S2E20

There you go Used to say 'good job' or 'you're doing it 
correctly' 

Flip the pancakes when they bubble on the 
edges. There you go S2E20

Tip Provide someone money to show them 
you are satisfied with the service provided In the U.S. you usually tip waiters 20% S2E20

Wave To gesture the hand back and forth to say 
hello or goodbye She waved goodbye as the train departed S2E20

Be beat To be extremely tired I'm going to hit the sack, I'm beat S2E21 https://www.instagram.com/p/BDpxbx_ETUV/?taken-by=reallife_english

Be on the same page To be thinking in a similar way, or feel 
similarly about something 

It's important to get on the same page 
before beginning negotiations. S2E21

Beat up To attack someone and injure them, 
especially in a fist fight He got beat up for hitting on that guy's wife S2E21 https://www.instagram.com/p/BBTXvPfkTS3/?taken-by=reallife_english

Bite To suck, to not be good or pleasant I'm so sorry you got fired. That bites. S2E21

Buffet A meal consisting of several dishes from 
which guests serve themselves

I don't eat all day if I know I'll be having 
dinner at an all you can eat buffet S2E21

Bully 
Someone who uses strength or influence 
to harm or intimidate those who are 
weaker Don't let bullies intimidate you S2E21

Chicken out To not follow through with an action out of 
fear

He was going to ask her on a date, but 
chickened out at the last minute S2E21 https://www.instagram.com/p/BDkw6arkTeQ/?taken-by=reallife_english

Christen
To give a baby a Christian name at 
baptism as a sign of admission to a 
Christian Church Were you christened as a baby? S2E21

Come to terms (with 
sth) To (difficultly) accept something

I'm starting to come to terms with our break 
up S2E21

Freaky
Very odd, strange, or eccentric

You're from the same town in the U.S., but 
you met in Germany? What a freaky 
coincidence S2E21

Give no other choice To leave someone with only one option 
(usually affecting you negatively)

If you're going to try to drink and drive, you 
give me no other choice than to hide your 
keys S2E21

Go for To intend something 
He was going for cubism with his painting, 
but it looks more like modernism to me. S2E21

Have enough (of sth) To be satisfied (e.g. with food) or fed up 
with something 

I've had enough of my boss' negative 
attitude, I'm going to quit S2E21

Heavy (Of a situation) Serious, hard to deal with She got hit by a car? Man, that's heavy S2E21
Kudos (on sth) Congrats (on sth), good job Kudos for getting 100% on your test! S2E21

Lick To move the tongue over the surface of 
something

Don't lick cold metal, your tongue will get 
stuck S2E21

Motto A short sentence that communicates one's 
beliefs 

"Treat others as you wish to be treated" is 
my motto S2E21

Not know the first thing 
(about sth)

To not know anything about a certain 
subject

I don't know the first thing about aerospace 
engineering S2E21

On behalf of (sb) Speaking for, as a representative of
I'm calling on behalf of the phone 
company, do you have a minute? S2E21

On purpose Intentionally Did you spill my coffee on purpose? S2E21

Once in a blue moon Very rarely
I'll have a glass of wine once in a blue 
moon S2E21 https://www.instagram.com/p/BDnI5_CkTej/?taken-by=reallife_english

Piece of crap/shit Used to refer to something or someone in 
a derogatory way

This new computer is a piece of crap, it 
works so slow. S2E21

Prove one's point To show that your opinion is right, and 
prove someone else wrong

It's ok to be wrong, you don't always have 
to prove your point S2E21

Real Estate Agent Someone who sells property 
Our real estate agent was really helpful 
when we were looking for a new house S2E21

Rite of passage
A ritual ceremony or event that signifies 
the transition from on phase of life to 
another 

A Bar Mitzvah is a rite of passage when 
Jewish boys come of age S2E21

Rotisserie A style of cooking meat by roasting it 
through slowly turning it over heat

Rotisserie-style chicken is really popular in 
the South S2E21

Speaking of which Used to direct the conversation to a topic 
that has just been mentioned

Mom called? Speaking of which, I still need 
to get her a birthday present. S2E21
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Stand one's ground To maintain one's position or opinion in 
spite of pressure from others

She got promoted because she was able 
to stand her ground during a difficult 
negotiation S2E21 https://www.instagram.com/p/BDsrKVLETe-/?taken-by=reallife_english

Stand up (to sb) To defend yourself from a person who is 
treating you unfairly

My mom taught me to always stand up to 
bullies, unless they are bigger than me S2E21

Stir To mix a liquid or other substance in a 
circular motion Now we need to stir the milk into the batter S2E21

Stitches Thread used to close a deep wound 
After he fell skateboarding he needed to 
get stiches S2E21

Stock The capital raised by a business through 
issue and subscription of shares

I really wish I had bought stock in Amazon 
while it was still a small company S2E21

Trip
To stumble on something, to fall to the 
ground from something obstructing your 
walking

She tripped on the curb, fell, and broke her 
chin S2E21

Want a piece of (sb) To want to fight someone
What did you call me? Do you want a 
piece of me? S2E21 https://www.instagram.com/p/BDiXiJUkTYw/?taken-by=reallife_english

Womb The organ in women where a baby grows 
until birth

She has problems with her womb, so she 
can't conceive a child S2E21

Yippity Used to describe something loud and high-
energy Her new puppy is really yippity S2E21

All-righty All right, ok (more colloquial way of saying 
this) All-righty, let's get started S2E22

Be a pain Be annoying, frustrating 
My professor assigned a 20 page paper 
due next week, what a pain! S2E22

Be a testament to (sth)
To be evidence that something is true

Her going to all of her son's baseball 
games is a real testament to the love for 
her children S2E22

Be high
To be affected by drugs  (also sometimes 
used humorously for sugar, chocolate, 
etc.) They got high and watched a movie S2E22

Be off to (somewhere) To be leaving for a place We're off to Paris this weekend S2E22

Bifocals Eyeglasses with two different powered 
lenses My grandma needs new bifocals S2E22

Bitch about (sth) To complain about something
Stop bitching about your work, and just quit 
already! S2E22

Chateau A large country house
Her grandparents have a chateau by the 
beach S2E22

Coaster Something one rests a drink on (used to 
protect a table) Please put your drink on a coaster S2E22

Committee A group of people appointed for a specific 
function

The committee is getting together to 
discuss increasing neighborhood safety S2E22

Condition An illness He has a condition that gives him bad gas S2E22

Court
The area where tennis, basketball, 
volleyball (and certain other sports) are 
played 

They cancelled the game because the 
tennis court is all wet S2E22

Custard Dessert made with cream and egg
There is ice cream and chocolate custard 
for dessert, which do you want? S2E22

Denial Not admitting to oneself that something is 
wrong or bad

I think you're in denial about your feelings 
for her S2E22

Diversion A distraction 
For the plan to work, the soldiers need to 
create a diversion S2E22

Do (sb) To have sex with someone
I can't believe you did Rachel in the 
bathroom S2E22

Drop by To briefly visit someone
I'm going to drop by later and pick up my 
jacket S2E22

Festive Joyful, in celebration
We're having a festive barbecue this 
Saturday S2E22

Fire up To light up; to start
Let's fire up the grill and throw on the 
sausages S2E22

Gathering An occasion when people come together 
as a group, a small party, a get together

They have a gathering at the park after the 
game S2E22

Get into (sth) Get involved in something bad (e.g. 
trouble, a fight, an argument)

He shouldn't hang around them, I'm 
worries he's going to get into drugs S2E22

Give (sb/sth) a chance Give something an opportunity before 
coming to a negative conclusion about it

You should give fried crickets a chance, 
you might like them S2E22

Goon Someone silly, stupid, or awkward 
She didn't want to go to prom with that 
goon. S2E22

Hit the road To leave a place It's getting late, we better hit the road S2E22 https://www.instagram.com/p/BD7v4qtETfS/?taken-by=reallife_english
Joyous Full of happiness Weddings are a joyous celebration S2E22
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Keep it moving Used to assertively say 'don't stop' to 
someone Keep it moving, please don't cut in line. S2E22

Look on the bright side To look at the positive aspects of 
something

You lost your phone, but look on the bright 
side, at least it wasn't your passport S2E22

Neat Without ice, opposite of on the rocks I'll take a vodka and lemon, neat. S2E22

Not buy it To not believe something 
He says he's been working late, but I'm not 
buying it S2E22

On the way In the journey somewhere I'm on the way, be there in 20 minutes S2E22

Pass along (sth) To spread a message or piece of 
information

We're starting the meeting an hour late, 
can you pass it along to the others? S2E22

Ridicule (sb)
To mock or make fun of someone, 
especially in a cruel way that will make 
them feel bad Ridiculing is a form of bullying S2E22

Scholarship Money given to a student to help with 
education (often won in a competition) 

He got a full scholarship because he's 
playing for the basketball team S2E22

Scotch A type of whisky from Scotland Do you prefer scotch or bourbon? S2E22

Shush To make a sound signaling someone to be 
quiet Shush little baby, don't you cry S2E22

Smoke like a chimney Used to describe someone who smokes a 
lot

My dad smokes like a chimney, I wish he 
would quit S2E22

Sneak off (somewhere) To go somewhere secretively The kids snuck off to play with their toys S2E22

Stay clear of (sth) To avoid something 
Be sure to stay clear of the favelas when 
you go to Rio S2E22

Sweet pea Affectionate way to adress someone 
(usually a woman)

Hey sweet pea, do you want to get some 
ice cream? S2E22

Tablecloth Sheet used on top of a dining table to 
protect it 

She put a bright red tablecloth on the table 
for the party S2E22

Wet the bed To pee in bed (while sleeping) I haven't wet the bed since I was 5 S2E22
When all is said and 
done When everything has been considered

When all is said and done, I hope you'll 
make the right decision S2E22

(sth) looks good on you Compliment. Something suits you, you 
wear something well That jacket looks good on you S2E23

Anchors aweigh Let's go (traditionally, said when a ship is 
ready to take sail) 

We're off to the amusement park, anchors 
aweigh! S2E23

Brown nose Being overly friendly to an authority figure 
to try to gain something

The boss can totally tell that you're brown 
nosing S2E23

Call (sb) out on (sth)
To openly express that you believe 
someone is doing something wrong or 
dishonest I called the professor out on his mistake S2E23

Chances are It's probable that
If it doesn't rain, chance are we'll go for a 
hike S2E23

Chicken pox infectious disease that cause small, itchy 
blisters on the skin, varicella

Did you get the chicken pox when you 
were a kid? S2E23

Come off as To appear to have a certain attitude or give 
a certain impression 

That guy came off as a jerk when I first met 
him, but once I got to know him he's 
actually quite humble S2E23

Dim To turn down the intensity
Restaurants usually dim the lights to create 
a more romantic atmosphere S2E23

Do (sth) for sport To do something for fun He laughs at those less fortunate for sport S2E23

Drop the ball To screw up, make a silly mistake
He dropped the ball when he forgot to 
send the package S2E23 https://www.instagram.com/p/BEEU-AukTTV/?taken-by=reallife_english

Ease (sb) in (sth) Teach or show someone something in a 
way that's not overwhelming

We'll ease you in by having you work 20 
hours this week, next week you can move 
to full-time S2E23

Entry level job A job that doesn't require previous 
experience 

He had an entry level job at Nestlé, but got 
promoted after his first week S2E23

Fabulous Amazing, extremely good
That new Vietnamese restaurant is 
fabulous S2E23

Face To point in a certain direction 
The moss growing on trees always faces 
south S2E23

Fellow Used to refer someone who is of the same 
group or profession as you

I usually like to grab a drink with my fellow 
entrepreneurs S2E23

For (sb's) own good
To do something for someone's benefit 
even though it might bother them or be 
uncomfortable 

We limit our kids' TV to one hour per day 
for their own good. S2E23

Get (somewhere) To arrive somewhere We'll get to the restaurant in 20 minutes S2E23

Have an affair
Have a sexual relationship with someone 
outside of your marriage (or dating 
relationship)

They got divorced after he caught her 
having an affair S2E23
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Head of (sth) The leader He's the head of marketing at his company S2E23

Itchy An uncomfortable sensation on the skin 
that causes you to want to scratch I think rubbing that plant made me itchy S2E23

Leave (sb) out To not include someone or forget about 
someone

She felt left out when she found out they 
went to the movie without her S2E23

Let (sb) go A nicer way of saying "to fire someone" 
If you don't start arriving on time we are 
going to have to let you go S2E23

Lox Fillet of brined salmon 
Lox and bagels is a popular breakfast in 
New York S2E23

Make a day of it Turn a simple plan into something for the 
whole day

We can make some sandwiches and have 
a picnic at the beach. We'll make a day of 
it. S2E23

Make the bed Rearrange the covers of the bed after 
sleeping in it

Please make your bed before you leave for 
school S2E23

Mix (sth) up Make more exciting, break routine 
I'm using video clips to mix up my English 
lessons S2E23

Mix (sth) up To make unorganized 
I've been mixing up my workout by running 
first S2E23

Morale Enthusiasm, attitude 
Morale has been down at work since they 
laid off half of the staff S2E23

Opening A vacancy, an available position 
The hotel still has a few openings if we can 
get there before 6 S2E23

Order To ask for a specific item at a restaurant, 
bar, café, etc. Good evening, can I take your order? S2E23

Overhear To involuntarily hear something other 
people are talking about

I overheard that you are going to Paris in 
the spring S2E23

Panty raid A prank in which boys steal a group of girls 
underwear Panty raids are common at camp S2E23

Phony Not sincere, fake Car salesmen are usually huge phonies S2E23

Pull (sth on sb)
To do something with the intention of 
deceiving someone or getting yourself 
ahead in something

He tried to pull on on his boss by telling 
him he was sick, but he got caught S2E23

Roll the dice To throw dice in a game It's your turn, roll the dice. S2E23

Rough Not detailed or exact
We made a rough estimate of how much 
we'll need for our trip to India S2E23

Ruffle (sb's) feathers To cause confusion, agitation, irritation or 
annoyance in that person

He's ruffling his brother's feathers by 
rooting against his favorite team S2E23 https://www.instagram.com/p/BEG4zYckTR0/?taken-by=reallife_english

Scratch To rub something with one's nails
I almost scratched my eye on some 
branches while hiking S2E23

Shave off To reduce an amount (usually time)
I was able to shave 5 minutes off of my 
running time by sprinting at the end S2E23

Ship out To leave I'm shipping out, see you later. S2E23

Slight Small in degree
There are some slight changes to today's 
schedule S2E23

Small world Said when something inprobable or 
unexpected happens

I ran into her boyfriend on my trip to Rome. 
What a small world S2E23 https://www.instagram.com/reallife_english/

Stand between Obstruct, block
What's standing between you and your 
dreams? S2E23 https://www.instagram.com/p/BELf6YpkTX2/?taken-by=reallife_english

Suck up (n)
Someone who acts in a friendly way 
(disgenuinely) to a person in a position of 
power

She brings the teacher chocolates every 
day; what a suck up. S2E23 https://www.instagram.com/p/BEOimo2kTYX/?taken-by=reallife_english

Teach (sb) a lesson When someone does something bad and 
has a bad outcome

Losing her drivers license will teach her a 
lesson about drinking and driving S2E23

Uncalled for Not necessary, rude, inappropriate 
His insults during the debate were uncalled 
for S2E23 https://www.instagram.com/p/BEV8oELkTa8/?taken-by=reallife_english

Walk (sb) out To accompany someone to the exit
I believe we're finished with the interview, 
so I'll walk you out S2E23

Aisle
A passage between rows of seats (in a 
plane, church, etc.) or between shelves (in 
a super market) 

Everyone turned to watch her walk down 
the aisle S2E24

And yet And despite this, nevertheless I ate so much, and yet, I still want dessert S2E24

Bassinet A small cradle
They just bought a bassinet since the baby 
will be here any day S2E24

Crawl To move forward on the hands and knees 
(like a baby)

You have to learn to crawl before you can 
run S2E24

Dreamy
Cute, handsome

Her doctor is really dreamy. I think she's 
just faking illnesses to be able to see him 
more. S2E24
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Feel guilty 
To feel that one is to blame for something, 
to feel regret for something that one has 
done I feel guilty that she got hurt after I lied S2E24

Flash To display images very rapidly on a screen
There's a news broadcast flashing on the 
screen S2E24

For all (sb) knows According to the limits of what one knows For all you know, he might be a psycho. S2E24

For once Used to say that something that doesn't 
happen too often should happen now

I just wish for once it would be sunny and 
warm on the weekend when I don't have to 
work. S2E24

Get hung up (on sth) Get caught on the negative aspects of 
something, ruminate about something

She's still hung up on failing her English 
exam. S2E24

Get real To start behaving in an authentic way, stop 
putting on an act

You want Trump to be the next president, 
get real! S2E24

Hint
A clue, a small piece of information that 
helps you guess an answer or do 
something more easily

I'll give you a hint of where we are getting 
married: It's an island. S2E24

Incidentally By the way
Incidentally, it was many months before 
they discovered the whole truth S2E24

Insane Mentally disordered
Are you insane? You can't paint the 
kitchen pink! S2E24

Kick oneself
To be annoyed with oneself for doing 
something foolish or missing an 
opportunity 

I'll be kicking myself if I end up getting this 
job after deciding to move to Europe S2E24 https://www.instagram.com/p/BEgpRUkkTTh/?taken-by=reallife_english

Make a toast
To cheers and say nice words for a special 
event (with alcoholic beverages, like 
champagne) 

He made a wonderful toast to his brother 
at the wedding S2E24

Make it through (sth) To stay for the whole duration of 
something, regardless of how boring it is 

Some how I made it through all of those 
boring university lectures S2E24

Make sense To be reasonable or logical 
It makes sense that you got sick, you 
haven't hardly slept S2E24 https://www.instagram.com/p/BEYkJfxkTUR/?taken-by=reallife_english

March out there Go somewhere with pride
You march out there and give the best 
speech ever. S2E24

Over my dead body Strong way to express that you don't want 
to do something or don't allow something

Over my dead body you'll have the last 
piece of cake! S2E24 https://www.instagram.com/p/BEdyJhykTTi/?taken-by=reallife_english

Run out on (sb) To abandon someone 
Their mom ran out on them when they 
were kids S2E24

Shield Something used to protect oneself Knights uses to carry shields S2E24

Stud A handsome, charistmatic man; someone 
who does well with women 

Her new boyfriend is such a stud in that 
tuxedo. S2E24

Swear to God Said to convince someone that something 
is true I swear to God, the dog was talking! S2E24 https://www.instagram.com/p/9_f7krETVL/?taken-by=reallife_english

Take over To take control of something/somewhere
World War II started when Germany took 
over Poland. S2E24

Tender Gentle, mild, or light He was being so kind and tender S2E24

Tense up Become nervous, anxious, uneasy
I tense up everytime a have to fly in a 
plane S2E24 https://www.instagram.com/p/BEa39e2ETR1/?taken-by=reallife_english

Terrified Very scared
My mom used to be terrified of spiders, but 
she got over it. S2E24

Top (sth) To surpass or exceed something 
Our trip to Costa Rica even topped our trip 
to Hawaii S2E24

Up and about Active again, especially after a time of 
illness

It's good that she's up and about after her 
surgery S2E24

What it takes What's necessary 
Do you think she has what it takes to get 
the job done? S2E24

Work on (sth) To actively try to improve something
We want to work on our relationship before 
we have kids S2E24

Work out Result in a satisfactory way
Remember, things look bad now, but 
everything will work out in the end S2E24

Adam's apple A bump on the throat often prominent in 
men He has a big Adam's apple S2E3

Attorney Lawyer
If he had passed the exam, he would now 
be an attorney at law S2E3

Bat A flying rodent The cave is filled with bats S2E3
Be pissed (off) Very angry I'm pissed off that you didn't tell me! S2E3 https://www.instagram.com/p/-mMeZ9kTW-/?taken-by=reallife_english
Bitch (v) To complain about somethign Stop bitching and help me clean the hosue S2E3
Bitter Lacking happiness or excitement I think that old man is bitter; he hates kids. S2E3

Class clown The funniest person in school
It's hard to believe my dad was the class 
clown in school S2E3
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Don't get (sb) started Used when someone has strong opinions 
against something Don't get me started on animal rights S2E3

Dork Someone who has odd interests and lacks 
social skills. Similar to nerd or geek You like Startrek? What a dork S2E3

Faint Barely perceptible There's a faint light across the lake S2E3

Funky Modern and stylish in an unconventional or 
striking way

There's a really funky bar down the street 
that makes the best burgers S2E3

Go with (sth) To match color or style Do these shoes go with this dress? S2E3

Hang (sb) up Be prevented by something from doing 
something Sorry I'm late, I got hung up at work. S2E3

Here's the deal This is the situation, used when you want 
someone to be attentive

Here's the deal, I'm really tired, so I won't 
be able to join you. S2E3

Hold it Used to tell someone to wait or stop 
something Hold it, I can't hear you, say that again. S2E3

Hold off To wait to do something
Let's hold off on dinner until your mother 
arrives S2E3

Lean Move the body in a particular direction 
She leaned back on the sofa and read her 
book S2E3

Make (sb) nuts Make someone go crazy
My neighbor keeps blasting music, it's 
making me nuts S2E3 https://www.instagram.com/p/-jY2w5kTbz/?taken-by=reallife_english

Mess with (sb) To trick or make fun of someone
You're messing with me right? Obama isn't 
going to run for a 3rd term. S2E3

Neat Good, wonderful, terrific That's a neat tie! Where did you buy it? S2E3

Nostril One of the two orifices at the entrance of 
the nose

It's really painful when you get a cut on 
your nostril S2E3

Not buy it To not believe something I'm not buying your excuses S2E3 https://www.instagram.com/p/-o2yjSETRU/?taken-by=reallife_english

Not have a clue To have no idea
She doesn't have a clue we're going to 
throw her a surprise party S2E3

Nutcase A crazy person, someone with a lot of 
problems

My cousin always gets in trouble, he is a 
real nutcase S2E3

Picky Choosy
Kids can be really picky about what they 
eat S2E3

Put (sth) under the 
microscope To examine something carefully 

They need to put his scandal under the 
microscope S2E3

Safety net
Something providing backup safety 
(especially backup for if a plan doesn't 
work)

University of Washington was his safefty 
net, although his first choice is still 
Stanford S2E3

Scoff (at sth) To laugh at someone in a way showing 
what they say or think is silly or stupid You shouldn't just scoff at his threats S2E3

Sense (sth) To perceive something, to have a 
premonition 

I can sense that she's not telling us 
something S2E3

Shellfish Animals that live in the sea and have a 
shell (e.g. clams, shrimp, mussels) I made shellfish for dinner S2E3

Side with (sb) To support someone in an argument, to 
agree with someone during an argument I'm going to side with you, she's crazy. S2E3

Sneeze
Make a sudden involuntary expulsion of air 
from the nose and mouth due to irritation of 
one's nostrils 

Cooking with pepper always makes me 
sneeze S2E3

Steer To control the movements of a vehicle Do you want to steer the boat? S2E3

Will A legal document stating what is to happen 
to the possesion of someone who died In his will, he left everything to his daughter S2E3

Crack (sb) up Make someone laugh Watching Seinfeld always cracks me up
S2E3, 
S2E14 https://www.instagram.com/p/-feHp-ETa-/?taken-by=reallife_english

Knock it off Used to ask someone to stop doing 
something Stop pulling my hair, knock it off

S2E3, 
S2E19 https://www.instagram.com/p/-h_3vGkTVb/?taken-by=reallife_english

Tacky Of bad taste; of cheap quality
I don't like that tacky painting over the 
fireplace

S2E3, 
S2E20

On the right track
Doing things in a correct way

You're on the right track with your essay, 
but I'd like to see you do some more 
research S2E4 https://www.instagram.com/p/-64G8ikTSU/?taken-by=reallife_english

Strut To walk with attitude Women like a guy who struts into the room S2E4

Terrace Outdoor space on top of a house or 
building We'll serve lunch on the terrace S2E4

Whip (sth) out To quickly take out something that is 
hidden

He whipped $100 out of his wallet to pay 
for dinner S2E4

Wild Crazy, exciting That party last night was wild! S2E4

Wiped out Exhausted 
We were wiped out after skiing all 
weekend S2E4 https://www.instagram.com/p/-4BohVkTYK/?taken-by=reallife_english
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Straight Heterosexual He's straight, but his brother is gay
S2E4, 
S2E6

A piece For each person/thing
There are four of us, so that's two pieces of 
pizza a piece S2E5

Afford To be able to pay for something
We can't afford to go on the trip until next 
spring S2E5

Appoint (sb) To name someone officially to a position 
She was appointed to be the new chief of 
sales S2E5

Babysitter Someone who looks after children
Let's call for a baby sitter and go to the 
movies S2E5

Be pure evil Said of someone who does something that 
in not ethically correct Tricking her like that was pure evil S2E5

Bumpy Uneven
The table I made is bumpy, I need to sand 
it. S2E5

Chop To cut into pieces with respeated blows of 
an axe or knife Could you chop a carrot for the soup? S2E5

Dorky Awkward, badly done His new glasses look pretty dorky S2E5

Dust bunny A ball of dust and fluff
We found a bunch of dust bunnies when 
we moved the couch S2E5

Gathering A small party or get together
We're having a small gathering this 
weekend, want to come? S2E5

Gee! Exclamation of surprise
Gee, it snowed a lot last night, I can't drive 
anywhere S2E5

Gesture An action that is appreciated
Helping me clean was a really nice 
gesture. S2E5

Get (sth) To understand something I didn't get the lecture at all S2E5

Get a life
Said when someone does not have 
anything important to keep them occupied 
(e.g. dating, family, a job, etc.) 

He just sits home playing video games all 
day, he needs to get a life S2E5

Get into (sth) To discuss a sensitive topic 
I don't want to get into the issue of her 
being arrested S2E5

Get promoted Be put in a higher position within a 
company or organization

She got promoted and is making twice as 
much as before! S2E5

Get/have the feeling To think something is going to happen 
based on one's intuition

I have the feeling that we shouldn't go 
inside that house. S2E5

Go through (with sth) To complete a plan (especially when there 
is resistance towards it)

Are you going to go through with quitting 
your job? S2E5

Good point Used to show that an argument makes 
sense

That's a good point, I should cut sugar out 
of my diet S2E5

Grill To cool food by laying it out on a metal 
rack over fire or hot coals Would you like some grilled lamb? S2E5

Have the nerve (to do 
sth)

To have the courage or defiance 
necessary to do something

How did you have the nerve to ask her if 
she was pregnant? S2E5 https://www.instagram.com/p/_Pe1G0ETXU/?taken-by=reallife_english

Hickey A pinkish mark on the neck caused by 
someone sucking on it Is that a hickey on your neck? S2E5

I hear you I understand what you are saying I hear you, but I disagree S2E5

Kidney Organ that excretes urine
He donated a kidney to his brother after 
the accident S2E5

Let (sb) know To tell someone something, make 
someone aware of something Let me know what she says S2E5

Midget
A person affected by dwarfism (offensive 
term, the politically correct term is "Little 
person.")

Her son isn't a midget, he is just growing 
slowly S2E5

On the edge of one's 
seat Very excited or anxious about something 

The movie was excellent, I was on the 
edge of my seat the entire time. S2E5 https://www.instagram.com/p/_FhICWETb7/?taken-by=reallife_english

Pack A small container How much is a pack of cigarettes? S2E5

Pay off To see the benefits of some effort or 
sacrifice 

Working out is starting to pay off as I can 
see my muscles getting bigger S2E5 https://www.instagram.com/p/_KXqowETTI/?taken-by=reallife_english

Pin (sb) down To hold someone to the ground against his 
will

My brother liked to pin me down when we 
were little S2E5

Prawn Seafood similar to shrimp, but larger We're having crab and prawns for dinner S2E5
Purchase (sth) More formal way of saying 'to buy' You can purchase the new phone online S2E5

Round up To increase a number to the closest whole 
number

It's $19.60 so let's just round up to 10 
dollars each S2E5

Rude Impolite
It's rude to wear your dirty shoes inside the 
house S2E5

Save up To save money for something
I'm saving up for a trip to Europe next 
summer S2E5
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Skit A comedy sketch They did a skit about Obama's childhood S2E5

Stand (sb) up To intentionally not show up for a date or 
appointment

I've been waiting for two hours, I think he 
stood me up. S2E5 https://www.instagram.com/p/_HpOp2kTQq/?taken-by=reallife_english

Steep Expensive; sharply angled The price of this dress is really steep S2E5
Treat To pay for something out of kindness Let me treat you to dinner for your birthday S2E5

Wrestling Fighting sport where opponents try to pin 
eachother to the ground

He's not sure if he wants to try wrestling or 
boxing S2E5

Wry Using dry, mocking humor He has a wry way of joking S2E5

Make money To earn money
He's been making a lot of money since he 
got promoted

S2E5, 
S2E14

Fool around (with sb)
Foreplay or have sex with someone; also, 
to spend time not doing anything 
productive They fooled around after the party. 

S2E5, 
S2E15 https://www.instagram.com/p/_D1V2AkTcb/?taken-by=reallife_english

Bruise Bluish-purple colored patch on the skin 
that appears after it's injured 

My arm has been bruised since I got hit by 
that baseball S2E6

Carry on (with sth) To continue with what you were doing
The meeting is over, so you can carry on 
working. S2E6 https://www.instagram.com/p/_h7A6oETfi/?taken-by=reallife_english

Case A container used to protect something Could you hand me my glasses case? S2E6

Coat Piece of clothing extending down to the 
hips with long sleeves, worn when it's cold It's chilly outside, grab your coat. S2E6

Consider it done Said to assure someone you will do 
something

You need help setting up your TV? 
Consider it done. S2E6

Cranky In a poor mood, cantankerous
He's been cranky since he got his tooth 
pulled S2E6

Cutie pie Nickname used for someone adorbale Your daughter is such a cutie pie S2E6 https://www.instagram.com/p/_Zn39SkTd5/?taken-by=reallife_english

Don't be silly Said to someone who misinterprets a 
situation

Don't be silly, I can give you a ride home, 
it's on my way. S2E6

FYI
Acronym that stands for "For your 
information." Used to inform someone of 
something 

FYI, I can't come to your birthday, I have to 
take my grandma to the hospital. S2E6

Get a whiff (of sth) Smell something Get a whiff of this stew, it smells delicious! S2E6 https://www.instagram.com/p/_UsKYrETQA/?taken-by=reallife_english

Get the ball rolling To get started
Put on some dance music to get the ball 
rolling with this party S2E6 https://www.instagram.com/p/_cOMipkTZx/?taken-by=reallife_english

Gig A performance played by a musician, also 
used to refer to a job He invited us to his gig this Saturday S2E6

It's out the window No longer an option 
Diet and exercise are out the window, 
you'll have to have surgery S2E6

Jam (sth into sth) Push something hard or force it 
I had to jam it into my suitcase to make it 
fit. S2E6

Let go (of sth) Release something
Don't let go of the wheel while you're 
driving S2E6

Mole A brownish spot on the skin 
You should have a dermatologist check 
that mole. S2E6

Moody Bad-tempered Cold weather makes her moody. S2E6
Pack To prepare a bag or luggage I need to pack for our trip to Paris S2E6

Pie A baked dish of fruit, or meat and 
vegetables, with a top and base of pastry Would you like a piece of cherry pie? S2E6

Shot An injecton
They gave him a shot so he wouldn't get 
an infection S2E6

Slight Small in degree There's been a slight change in plans. S2E6
Sloppy Careless You did a sloppy job cleaning the hous S2E6
Stroller Small carriage used to push around a baby Let's go for a walk, get Ben's stroller S2E6

Swell To grow larger (especially of a part of the 
body)

His hand swelled up after the bee stung 
him. S2E6

Swirl To twist around 
Swirl everything together in a bowl and 
then put it in the oven. S2E6

Up for (sth) To want to do something, often used in 
questions (Note: Same as 'down for (sth)' Are you up for a movie later? S2E6

Wound An open injury
He's got a wound on his leg from falling off 
the horse S2E6

That's the beauty of 
(sth)

Used to show what makes something 
appealing, practical, etc. 

That's the beauty of knowing another 
language, it makes traveling more fun. 

S2E6, 
S2E14

Get out (of here) Said to indicate disbelief 
Get out! You really saw Brad Pitt at the 
store? 

S2E6, 
S2E17 https://www.instagram.com/p/_e18JIkTa6/?taken-by=reallife_english

Bite me Said to someone that has made you angry You can bite me you jerk. 
S2E6, 
S2E9
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Be in the moment Be completely immersed in what is 
happening currently 

In meditation it's important to be in the 
moment. S2E7

Be in the zone Be in a state of complete concentration Please don't distract me, I'm in the zone S2E7
Boobs Breasts She rested the baby on her boobs. S2E7
Check The bill at a restaurant Could we get the check? S2E7

Cheers Said when toasting or before drinking 
something with friends Cheers, to your health! S2E7

Closure
The moment when you have finality in a 
negative situation (like a breakup, 
someone's death, etc.) 

She needed some closure after her father 
died, so she moved to Paris S2E7

Deal with (sth) To face a problem 
We're getting a divorce, I can't deal with 
her problems anymore S2E7

Downstairs Talking about a floor below us in a building Could you grab my towel? It's downstairs. S2E7
Fiancée Someone who you have promised to marry My fiancée is a doctor. S2E7

Flash (sb) When a woman quickly lifts her shirt and 
shows her breasts

During Mardi Gras, it's common for women 
to flash men S2E7

Go ahead Used to grant someone permision to do 
something 

You're hungry? Go ahead and grab some 
food out of the fridge S2E7

Grooving Performing well or confidently Let's not quit now, we're grooving. S2E7
Have a shoulder to cry 
on

Have someone to confide in and trust with 
your problems

If you need anything, let me know, you 
always have a shoulder to cry on S2E7

Hideous Extremely ugly I think those hairless cats are hideous S2E7

In dire need (of sth) In a state of great need, desperate for
I'm in dire need of a new car, mine is about 
to break down. S2E7 https://www.instagram.com/p/_kAoPTETaY/?taken-by=reallife_english

Insulation Something meant to stop the passage of 
electricity, heat, or sound Insulation is really handy in the winter S2E7

Jealousy Envious resentment for someones 
achievements or possessions Jealousy will drive you crazy S2E7

Lag behind To fall behind in movement, progress, or 
development

I going to have to work this weekend, I'm 
lagging behind on my project. S2E7

On board On a large means of transport such as a 
train, ship, or plane I can never sleep on board a plane S2E7

Put on weight Euphemism for 'gain weight' or 'get fat'
I put on some weight while we were on 
vacation. S2E7

Put out To have sex; willing to have sex
He bought her dinner in hopes that she 
would put out. S2E7

Rack Breasts (slang) She has a nice rack S2E7
Repellent Causing aversion or dislike His new haircut is repellent S2E7

Sanity State of being mentally healthy and 
rational

I questioned his sanity when I saw him 
wearing a piano key tie S2E7

Sort of Kind of I'm sort of seeing someone. S2E7

That ship has sailed The opportunity is gone
You want me to cook for you? That ship 
sailed when you called me fat. S2E7

Work out Exercise Want to go work out with me later? S2E7

Zilch Zero, nothing
He wouldn't lend me any money, not even 
a dollar, zilch. S2E7

Borrow To ask someone to give you something 
temporarily Want to borrow my jacket? You look cold. 

S2E7, 
S2E12

Get (sth) straight To try to understand something completely
Let me get this straight, he forgot your 
birthday? 

S2E7, 
S2E21 https://www.instagram.com/p/_sQ7X-ETbf/?taken-by=reallife_english

Appalling Very bad
You're dressed appallingly for a job 
interview S2E8

Bad boy An impressive or awesome product (slang)
Check out this bad boy, it goes 0 to 60 in 5 
seconds! S2E8

Be into (one's) looks Be concerned with how one appears to 
others

She spends two hours doing her makeup 
every day. She's really into her looks. S2E8 https://www.instagram.com/p/_7Dqw5ETWJ/?taken-by=reallife_english

Be like In conversation, this can replace the word 
"say." 

And then she was like, "I think we should 
see other people." S2E8

Buckle A device used for fastening two ends
The belt buckle is broken, so it's a little 
dangerous driving in his car. S2E8

Built-in Integrated Does your laptop have a built in webcam? S2E8

Buzz (sb) in Let someone into a building by pressing a 
button

My appartment number is 2A, I'll buzz you 
in. S2E8

Can't stress (sth) 
enough Used to show great importance 

I can't stress this enough, if I eat any 
gluten I'll get really sick. S2E8

Cast aside To reject or disregard something or 
someone

He cast aside his travel plans to spend 
Christmas with her family. S2E8
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Cranberry A bitter red berry commonly used in jam, 
sauce or pie

My mom is making cranberry pie for 
dessert. S2E8

Crumble To break apart into little pieces He took a bite and the cookie crumbled S2E8

Cut (sb) some slack Allow someone some leeway in their 
conduct

Cut me some slack, I only got four hours of 
sleep last night S2E8 https://www.instagram.com/p/_9rdnrETSQ/?taken-by=reallife_english

Diary A private daily record of a person's 
experiences 

Have you ever read the diary of Anne 
Frank? S2E8

Ditzy Silly, clumsy 
I'm not surprised she failed, she's really 
ditzy. S2E8

Entail Involve What does joining the club entail? S2E8
Hug To wrap your arms around someone They hugged and made up. S2E8

Ma'am Short for madam, formal way to address a 
woman 

What kind of coffee would you like, 
ma'am? S2E8

Mock Fake Check out my new mock-knight's armor. S2E8

No offense Collocation used before stating something 
that you think could offend the listener

No offense, but you need to brush your 
teeth S2E8 https://www.instagram.com/p/BADfjRyETco/?taken-by=reallife_english

Pilgrim
A person traveling to a place of particular 
personal interest; a person who journeys to 
a sacred place of religious significance

Pilgrim's came to America to escape 
religious persecution S2E8

Pros and cons Positive and negative aspects of 
something

What are the pros and cons of this new job 
compared to your old one? S2E8

Sink into (sth) To relax into something 
He sank into the chair and started the 
movie S2E8

Slide Move in a continuous manner across a 
surface The bartender slid his drink down the bar. S2E8

Spoiled Overly indulged (often of a child) 
His daughter is really spoiled; he buys her 
whatever she wants. S2E8

Stand a chance There's a chance of success, however slim 
it is.

He won't stand a chance at getting elected 
if he's not more polite S2E8

Sweet Lord! Expression of surprise Sweet Lord, I burned the turkey! S2E8 https://www.instagram.com/p/BABm8dhETWT/?taken-by=reallife_english

Think to oneself To think about something personal, have a 
dialogue in one's head

Your mumbling is making it hard to work, 
could you just think to yourself? S2E8

Unplug Disconnect an electrical device Would you mind unplugging my charger? S2E8

Work (sth) out To come to an agreement or reconciliation 
Did you guys work out the marital issues 
you've been having? S2E8

Come up Be mentioned in conversation
How did his car accident come up when 
you were talking about elections? 

S2E8, 
S2E18

Make (sth) up To invent or fabricate something not real 
(e.g. a story) 

I was worried my boss would find out I 
ditched work, so I had to make up an 
illness. 

S2E8, 
S2E18 https://www.instagram.com/p/_7DKzUETVL/?taken-by=reallife_english

Argue To dispute something with someone 
Normally he would have argued with her, 
but it was her birthday S2E9

Be all ears To be open and willing to listen I'm all ears, tell me why you're crying S2E9 https://www.instagram.com/p/BATBffCETRK/?taken-by=reallife_english

Be broke Not have hardly any money
I would like to travel to India this year, but 
I'm broke S2E9 https://www.instagram.com/p/BAILSjcETcm/?taken-by=reallife_english

Blackmail
The use of threats or the manipulation of 
someone's feelings to force them to do 
something 

I blackmailed her into staying home for the 
night by telling her that we don't spend 
enough time together S2E9

Degrade Cause someone to feel humiliated from 
disrespect 

If you're looking to get a promotion, you 
probably shouldn't degrade your boss S2E9

Dirtbag A bad person, a jerk 
What a dirtbag, he was cheating on his 
girlfriend with two different women. S2E9

Dress up To wear a costume
What are you dressing up as for 
Halloween? S2E9

From now on From this moment into the future
From now on, I'll drive more carefully to 
avoid accidents S2E9

Go along with (sth/sb) To support or agree with someone 
He got in trouble because he didn't want to 
go along with the new manager's plans S2E9

Gutless The opposite of brave
The sergeant made a gutless move that 
got two soldiers killed S2E9

Have a sweet tooth To love sweets 
I have a sweet tooth that my grandma 
always satisfies S2E9 https://www.instagram.com/p/BALXNZgkTTR/?taken-by=reallife_english

Holy crap/shit Expression of great surprise Holy crap, that car is fast! S2E9

Homemade Food that is made at home, rather than in 
a shop or factory

Want to try one of my grandma's 
homemade chocolate chip cookies S2E9

Hop in enter, jump in (usually in a hurry) 
They hopped in the car and drove down to 
Vegas for the weekend S2E9
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Hut A small, primitive house
We rented a hut in the Costa Rican 
rainforest for our holidays S2E9

Jerky Dried meat Want some beef jerky? S2E9

Kite
A toy with a frame and thin material 
covering it, flown in the wind at the end of 
a long string We can fly my new kite by the beach S2E9

Knock (sb) up To get someone pregnant (usually on 
accident) 

They decided to get married after she got 
knocked up S2E9 https://www.instagram.com/p/BANJDFPETUh/?taken-by=reallife_english

Make-believe To pretend The kids made believe they're pirates S2E9
Meadow A piece of land with grass and no trees His house is in a meadow by a pond S2E9

No can do Used to say that one is unable to do 
something

No can do, boss, I have a date tonight 
(when asked to work late) S2E9

Phonebook Listing of telephone numbers in the area
Do you have a phonebook? I need to look 
up his number S2E9

Play hardball Act with ruthless determination to get what 
you want

He's playing hardball, but $1000 is the 
most we can afford to pay him S2E9 https://www.instagram.com/p/BAQh6wjkTfl/?taken-by=reallife_english

Pot Term used to refer to marijuana It's legal to smoke pot in some states S2E9

Sneak around To walk quietly, so that no one notices you
He got in late and had to sneak around so 
his parents wouldn't wake up. S2E9

Stumble To trip 
Her mom stumbled down the stairs and 
broker her shoulder S2E9

Surgeon A professional qualified to perform surgery 
The new guy she's dating is a brain 
surgeon S2E9

Swap Exchange Want to swap cars for the afternoon? S2E9
The next thing you 
know

Used to show that something happens 
suddenly 

I was cooking, and next thing I knew, the 
kitchen was on fire. S2E9

Tip Give money to show gratitude for a service 
provided

In the U.S., it's customary to tip waiters at 
least 15% S2E9

Whiny Someone who cries or complains a lot
My little brother is whiny when he doesn't 
get his way S2E9

Worship To show religious devotion to a God or an 
entity 

Teachers aren't allowed to worship in 
school S2E9

Smash To crush He smashed his little sister's doll house
S2E9, 
S2E18

(Sth) is off Something is cancelled, it won't happen
They decided to break up so the Wedding 
is off S3E12 4 Neutral

A piece of cake Something really easy This interview will be a piece of cake S3E12 4 Informal

Abridgements A simplified summary of a large piece of 
writing

I read the abridgement because the 
original is over 1500 pages S3E12 2 Neutral

Background One's education, training, and work history
He has a background in Biology and 
Psychology S3E12 4 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/background/#en

Broadway A famous street in New York where there 
are many theaters and musicals

I went to an excellent Broadway play last 
weekend S3E12 2 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/broadway/#en

Callback The opportunity to return for a second 
audition (in theater/cinema)

I got a callback for next Saturday; I hope I 
get it! S3E12 3 Informal http://www.forvo.com/word/callback/#en

Cliffnotes A company that makes abridgements of 
famous books

If you get the Cliffnotes it will be easier to 
understand S3E12 3 Neutral

Pickpocket Someone who sneakily steals from 
people's pockets or purses

He got robbed by a pickpocket when he 
was in London S3E12 3 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/pickpocket/#en

Stunned Shocked, surprised
He had a stunned look on his face when 
he saw her there S3E12 3 Neutral http://www.forvo.com/word/stunned/#en

(sth/sb) is swell Something or someone is great
You got an A on your English test? That's 
swell!

A bunch of (sth) A large number of something There's a bunch of ice in the freezer
All over The entire area of something The dog got trash all over the house

Alter To make changes 
My professor wants me to alter this part of 
my essay

Amuse Entertain or make someone laugh or smile We were amused by his joke

Auditorium 
Place in a school where many students 
gather for announcements or 
performances 

The principle is giving a special 
announcement in the auditorium after 
lunch

Baggage claim Area of an airport where you collect your 
luggage

Call me when you get your bag and I'll 
meet you at baggage claim

Bleach To remove color, dirt, or stains (from hair, 
clothing, etc.) 

It was popular to bleach your hair in the 
90s

Blind date A date in which the two people haven't 
seen each other before meeting

She set me up on a blind date with her 
best friend, I hope she's cute!

Block The extension of sidewalk between streets The restaurant is about 3 blocks from here
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Bossy Overly authoritative, overbearing She's awfully bossy for a 5-year old

Bother (sb) To annoy or make someone feel 
uncomfortable Stop bothering your brother

Burn Used when someone is humiliated 
He got burned when he lost at foosball to 
his sister

Carry around To take something with you everywhere
She carries around mace with her just in 
case. 

Catch off guard Do something while someone is distracted 
or not expecting it

Sorry, you caught me off guard, I wasn't 
expecting you to arrive for two more hours

Copier Machine used to make copies 
The copier has been broken for over a 
week

Crack the code To figure out something complex, discover 
a solution

I finally cracked the code and moved onto 
the next level of the video game

Cramp Painful involuntary contraction of a muscle, 
typically caused by fatigue or strain He still has cramps from our run yesterday

Crotch Groin, genital area
He accidentally got kicked in the crotch 
during soccer

Curls Hair in a spiral shape My daughter has beautiful curls

Darn it Used to express frustration, less vulgar 
form of 'damn it'. Darn it, I forgot my jacket at your house

Dead meat Used to threaten someone If you eat my cookies you're dead meat 
Dying to (do sth) Very eager to do something I'm dying to visit Paris
Every cloud has a silver 
lining

Used to say that there is hope or a bright 
side to every negative situation

I know you lost your job, but remember, 
every cloud has a silver lining

Fall for (sth) To be naïvely deceived by something or 
someone I'm not falling for your excuses

Fancy Chique, sophisticated
I would love to take her somewhere fancy 
if I had more money

Fit in To be accepted into a social group
He probably would fit in if he wore nicer 
clothing

Flesh
The soft substance consisting of muscle 
and fat that is found between the skin and 
bones of a human or animal The cat's claws burrowed into her flesh 

Flick Strike something with a sudden movement 
of the fingers He flicked the bug off his plate

For the love of god Expressing utter surprise or disbelief
For the love of God, there is smoke coming 
out of the oven!

Foxy Attractive, sexy You look pretty foxy in that dress https://www.instagram.com/p/-y72LvETdI/?taken-by=reallife_english
Get heat (from 
someone) Receive criticism

I got a lot of heat from my boss for arriving 
late to the meeting

Get off track To deviate from the subject of conversation
The professor got off track during class 
and ended up talking about his divorce

Get some sleep Collocation used when someone needs to 
rest

It's been a long day, I'm gonna get some 
sleep

Give (sb) the green light To give permission for something to 
happen

My wife gave me the green light to buy a 
new fridge. 

Give (sth) away To reveal a secret or something you 
shouldn't tell (especially on accident) I can't believe you gave away the ending!

Go down
To die in battle or fail completely 

His chances at winning the election went 
down in flames when he made the racist 
comment

Goofy Silly, rediculous, cute What's with that goofy smile? 

Ground rules
Specific, basic rules that have to be 
followed in order for something to proceed 
properly 

The teacher set some strict groundrules 
the first day of class, like no chewing gum

Hang up To end a telephone call Hang up the phone, we have to go!

Have a gift To have a special ability
I have a gift for knowing when people are 
lying

Have the guts (to do 
sth) To be courageous enough to do something Would you have the guts to go skydiving?

Hit rock bottom
To experience the worst possible situation 
or period of your life. Things can't get any 
worst

Drunk in the alley, he knew he'd hit rock 
bottom https://www.instagram.com/reallife_english/

Hook up (with sb)
To have a one occasion sexual encounter 
with someone; start a relationship with 
someone They hooked up after the concert last night https://www.instagram.com/p/-1pqWKETQX/?taken-by=reallife_english

Hut Primitive dwelling 
The huts in this village still don't have 
electricity 
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In a nutshell In summary In a nutshell, the movie sucked. https://www.instagram.com/p/-wc5s9ETTF/?taken-by=reallife_english

In spite of Without being affected by the particular 
factor mentioned

He suddenly felt cold in spite of the sunny 
weather

Judgemental Making opinions based on generalizations, 
critical 

Being non-judgemental is an important part 
of his job

Keep your panties on Calm down, be patient Keep your panties on, I'm coming. 

Land On a plane: to get to the ground, to arrive 
I would pick you up but you don't land until 
midnight!

Lap The area from the waist to the knees of a 
seated person

Kids in the U.S. sit on Santa's lap and tell 
him what they want for Christmas

Leave town To travel away They are leaving town for the weekend
Let go (of sth) To stop holding something Let go of your sister's hair!

Make up for (sth) To compensate for something negative
Buying me flowers doesn't make up for 
yelling at me

Makeup Cosmetic products
Don't you think she wears too much 
makeup?

Mess (sth) up To fail at something, do something poorly
I messed up the interview and they hired 
someone else

Miserable Feeling terrible 
He's been feeling miserable ever since she 
passed away

Mustache Hair between the lips and nose Can you grow a mustache? 

Never mind
Used to tell someone not to worry about 
something, or to negate something said 
previously 

Can you hand me the remote, never mind, 
I'll grab it. 

Nickel A five cent coin I'm short 5 cents, could I borrow a nickel?

Nipple
The small projection in which the 
mammary ducts of female mammals 
terminate and from which milk can be 
secreted It hurts his nipples when he runs 

Out of breath Lacking oxygen
I'm out of breath from climbing all those 
stairs https://www.instagram.com/p/990DZbETXU/?taken-by=reallife_english

Pimp A man who manages prostitutes Does this hat make me look like a pimp? 

Plead To make an emotional appeal
She plead her parents to reconsider 
sending her to boarding school

Pop (sth) in To quickly put something in 
Would you mind popping some bread in 
the toaster

Pot A concave recipient used for cooking 
(especially soups, stews, etc.) You can use the small pot

Pounce To jump on something; do something right 
away, with enthusiasm 

You should pounce on that job offer before 
they give it to someone else

Psyched out Very nervous, intimidated 
Don't get psyched out before the test, just 
remember to breathe. 

Put (sth) behind you Forget about something unpleasant or 
something that happened in the past

She put failing on her last exam behind her 
and is working even harder this time.

Put (sth) off To postpone, wait 
They decided to put off the wedding until 
his parents return from Africa

Sell (sb) out To betray someone
Her co-worker sold her out in order to get 
the promotion

Slowpoke Someone who thinks or moves slowly Hurry up you slow poke!

Sneak To do something quietly, secretly, so no 
one hears or sees you 

The burglar snuck in the window 
undetected

Spooky Frightening, mysterious That abandoned house is really spooky
Stall A private compartment (e.g. in a bathroom) There's no toilet paper left in this stall

Star To play the main role in a movie or play
Who the star in the new Star Wars 
moving? 

Stick a fork in me, I'm 
done

Used to indicate that someone is finished, 
destroyed, or sick of something

I got fired AND my girlfriend broke up with 
me. Stick a fork in me, I'm done. 

Tag along To go somewhere with a person or group, 
especially if you weren't invited

My date cancelled on me, do you mind if I 
tag along with you? 

Thong A type of women's underwear (that offers 
little coverage) 

He got her a sexy thong for Valentine's 
Day

Tuck in
To gently put something under something 
else; to put the bottom of one's shirt into 
one's pants (usually to look formal) Tuck in your shirt for church

Tushie Buttocks Pull up your pants, I can see your tushie. 

Under pressure Used when someone is in a stressful, 
important situation

He's been grumpy because he's under a 
lot of pressure at work
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[1] BLUE - for vocabulary
GREEN - for expressions
PURPLE - for phrasal verbs
ORANGE - for slang

Sth = something, Sb = somebody

[2] In which episodes of Friends does this appear 

[3] 5 = everyday use 
4 = common
3 = uncommon
2 = very uncommon
1 = rare, out of date

[4] Formal - use in academic/business situations (for example, with your boss or professor) 
Neutral - use with anyone in any situation 
Informal - use with friends and family 
Jargon - people of a specific group or profession will understand and use this
Vulgar - use only with close friends, in appropriate situations

[5] Links to relevant articles, audios, or videos or fun facts 

[6] More expressions with hell 


